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ABSTRACT

Sasak is the predominant language spoken on the island of Lombok, Nusa 

Tenggara Barat province, Indonesia, and is typologically very close to Indonesian. This 

study examines the use of two Sasak varieties, alus and iamak. by the noble (menak) and 

commoner (iaiarkarang) classes, and the use of codeswitching (both intersentential and 

intrasentential) between them and Indonesian.

Data were collected from forty-one Sasak respondents who are employees of the 

University of Mataram, using questionnaires, audio recording, participant observation, 

interview, and a translation test. The data were analyzed with regard to language use, 

elements switched, and sociolinguistic factors affecting language choice. The 

sociolinguistic analysis was designed to test the applicability of Myers-Scotton’s (1993) 

’’Markedness Model” of codeswitching.

Four types of codeswitching were identified in Sasak/Indonesian codeswitching: 

Marked codeswitching, in which Sasak/Indonesian codeswitching may be employed to 

emphasize one speaker’s power over another or to exclude a nonSasak from the 

exchange; Unmarked codeswitching, in which the alternate use of Sasak and Indonesian 

may reflect a comfortable peer relation, or an established differential status relationship; 

and Exploratory codeswitching, in which Sasak speakers who are strangers initially 

employ Indonesian but may switch to Sasak as they become acquainted. Factors which 

are found to constrain Sasak/Indonesian codeswitching are family origin, office rank, age, 

and proficiency in Sasak alus. Switching to Indonesian may be done to hide incompetence
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in the Sasak alus variety or to avoid required Sasak honorific usage. The necessity to 

choose between varieties of Sasak in switching complexifies the situation beyond the 

simple two-language alternation presented in the Markedness Model. Nevertheless, the 

model can be successfully extended to account for the greater number of 

marked/unmarked choices available in codeswitching among Sasak alus, Sasak jamak, 

and Indonesian.

Due to the typological parallels between the languages, no examples of 

codeswitching were found which violated Poplack’s (1981) Equivalence Constraint, nor 

the constraint on switching between stems and affixes. Nouns and noun phrases were 

heavily-switched elements, but speakers predominantly switch to Sasak alus adverbs and 

pronouns when speaking in Indonesian because these index relative social status of the 

speakers.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

Justification for the Study

Codeswitching is a natural phenomenon in bilingual and multilingual 

communities where two or more languages come into contact. This phenomenon has 

attracted the attention of influential linguists such as Weinreich (1953) and Haugen 

(1953), who were the first to observe that bilingual speakers switch from one language to 

another when there are changes in the speech situation. They concluded that switching of 

languages was unlikely to occur within a sentence, or if there were no changes in the 

situation. Several scholars (see for example, Berk-Seligson, 1986; Lu, 1991; Bokamba, 

1992; Halmari and Smith, 1994) note that studies on codeswitching have blossomed for 

over two decades, variously oriented towards sociolinguistic, psycholinguistic, formal 

linguistic, and pragmatic perspectives (see a selected bibliography on these studies for 

1970-1988 in Kamwamangalu, 1989). Within the perspective of sociolinguistics, Burt 

(1992) assigns research on the social meaning of codeswitching to three theoretical 

frameworks. These are Interpretative Sociolinguistics, Speech Accommodation Theory, 

and the Markedness Model of Codeswitching.

Many, especially more recent, studies on codeswitching involve two or more 

languages which are typologically different, and of which one is often a transplanted or a 

former colonial language. The present study, by contrast, involves a national language 

and an indigenous language, which are typologically very similar. The national language
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is Bahasa Indonesia or Indonesian, and the indigenous language is Sasak. While 

Indonesian is well described, Sasak is virtually unknown in the literature. The two 

languages are closely related genetically, and it may be hypothesized that codeswitching 

will be facilitated for speakers switching from one language to another compared to 

situations involving typologically different languages.

No studies on Sasak-Indonesian codeswitching have been identified in the 

literature so that this study will be a pioneering exploration in that respect.

The General Situation: Indonesian and Sasak in the Workplace

Sasak is spoken by about two million people on the island of Lombok, east of 

Bali, Indonesia. Cederroth (1981) has pointed out that traditional Sasak society is 

generally divided into two class strata (ranks): nobles and commoners. The nobles consist 

of perwangsa (middle nobles) and menak (high nobles) while the commoners are 

iaiarkarang (in some places in Lombok, also called bulu ketuiur). Parallel to this division, 

two varieties of the language are used, Sasak alus (honorific Sasak) and Sasak iamak 

(ordinary Sasak). The Sasak iamak variety or basa iamak is used among family members 

and close friends within the commoner rank, and by younger members of the nobles to 

the older nobles. The Sasak alus variety or basa alus is used among family members of 

the nobles with older family members or those higher in family rank, who are addressed 

in Sasak alus. They respond in Sasak iamak to their younger relatives. This phenomenon 

is still salient in the villages where the distinction between the two ranks still 

predominates, but different configurations obtain in urban workplaces where Indonesian,
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the national language, dominates as a medium of communication among speakers, 

including non-Sasaks. In these settings, Sasak alus no longer merely reflects the inherited 

social status of speakers but has acquired new functions marking social distance, 

deference, or formal style.

Bahasa Indonesia is basically the same language as Malaysian, which prior to 

1928 was called bahasa Melayu or Malay. According to Alisyahbana (1976), Malay has 

been very influential in the twentieth century in Southeast Asia. It was a lingua franca in 

the archipelago due to the fact that Malay speakers were located on both sides of the 

Malacca strait, where one of the most important harbors, Singapore, is located. This 

harbor links sea routes between the Indian Ocean and the South China Sea. The spread of 

Malay was aided by travellers and traders who visited the harbor. Alisyahbana (1976) 

further pointed out that the early movements of the Youth and political parties in 

Indonesia used Malay as the medium of communication in meetings. In addition, the 

Dutch goverment established a publishing company called Balai Pustaka that published 

materials in Malay.

On October 28, 1928 the Indonesian youth organizations took an oath that stated 

that they were one nation, Indonesia, one mother-country, Indonesia, and one language, 

Indonesian. It was not until the independence of Indonesia was proclaimed on August 17, 

1945, that Indonesian became the national and official language. As a consequence, 

Indonesian is the official language of government administration, and is used in 

newspapers and radio, as a medium of instruction in schools, and a medium of 

communication among people who come from different ethnic backgrounds. With respect
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to the number of speakers, Javanese and Soudanese are dominant in Indonesia, but the 

founding fathers chose Indonesian as the official language for several reasons. First, the 

Indonesian language has been used or known by most Indonesians beside the fact that it is 

easy for them to learn. Secondly, Javanese or Soudanese and other indigenous languages 

are relatively more complicated. They, to a certain degree, have a quite complex social 

variation or linguistically marked politeness system in which words used to express the 

same idea vary according to age, rank and social status of the addressee (Alisyahbana, 

1976; Holmes, 1992). Finally, the selection of Indonesian, a neutral language, was seen as 

a means of uniting the nations that comprised many ethnic backgrounds.

Bahasa Indonesia is the only official national language of Indonesia, and it is a 

compulsory subject taught from the first year of elementary school through the first year 

of college. It is used as the medium of instruction from elementary school to higher 

education, except for the first year to the third year of elementary schools, where a local 

language, e.g. Sasak in Lombok, and Bahasa Indonesia may be used as media of 

instruction. Bahasa Indonesia is also included among the training materials for in-service 

training for new Indonesian governmental employees and for those who will be promoted 

to higher job echelons. In addition, the government of Indonesia has launched a campaign 

that encourages Indonesians to speak Indonesian well and appropriately, and for this 

purpose a campaign committe has been established in each of the 27 provinces of 

Indonesia.

As a result of the official promotion of Indonesian as the national language, most 

Sasaks, especially urban people, are bilingual and often use Indonesian in both formal and
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informal interactions. They frequently switch between Indonesian and Sasak, utilizing 

both Sasak alus and Sasak jamak varieties. In addition to using intersentential 

codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak, Sasak speakers utilize two patterns of 

intrasentential codeswitching: 1) codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak 

elements and 2) codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus elements. The first is 

commonly used between interlocutors who belong to different social ranks or status, and 

those who are not close friends or strangers. The second is used among close friends and 

those who are equals.

Structural Similarities between Indonesian and Sasak

Indonesian and Sasak are Austronesian languages which typologically are S V O 

languages. Indonesian as well as Sasak adverbs may be moved to the beginning as well as 

to the end of a sentence as illustrated below for the English sentence: ”1 will not see Irfan 

tomorrow”.

1. Saya tidak akan melihat Irfan besok. (Formal Indonesian).

I not will see Irfan tomorrow, or

2. Besok saya tidak akan melihat Irfan.

3. Ndak akan aku (saya) melihat Irfan besok. (Informal Indonesian) or

4. Besok ndak akan aku (saya) melihat Irfan.

The above sentence cannot be reordered as ’’Melihat Irfan saya tidak akan besok” or 

’’Melihat Irfan tidak akan saya kemarin”. For the same expression, the same is true in 

Sasak as shown below.
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1. Aku ndek eak gitak Irfan lemak. (Formal Sasak).

I not will see Irfan tomorrow. or

2. Lemak aku ndek eak gitak Man.

3. Ndek ke eak gitak Man lemak (informal Sasak)

not I will see Man tomorrow. or

4. Lemak ndek ke eak gitak Man.

There are not many differences in word order between these two languages, 

except one in informal Sasak and Indonesian. For instance, ”Ndak akan aku (saya) 

melihat Man besok” and ’’Ndek ke eak gitak Man lemak”. In the informal Indonesian 

sentence the order is Neg. + Aux.verb + S + V + Obj.+.'Adv of Time whereas in the 

informal Sasak the word order is Neg. + Subj. + Aux.verb + V + Obj. + Adv of Time.

With regard to noun phrases, Indonesian and Sasak noun phrases are syntactically 

similar as shown in the following constructed sentences.

1. Buku merah itu mahal sekali. 

buku beak no mahel gati 

book red that expensive very 

That red book is very expensive

2. Apakah ini gambar rumah-mu? 

ape ne gambar bale-m?

what this picture house2ndpers.poss.

Is this a picture of your house?

3. Dia memberi saya semua buku-nya



le beng aku selapuk bukun

s/he give I all book 3rd pers.poss.

S/he gave me all his or her books.

4. Saya pergi melalui jalan ke bandara 

aku lalo lengan langan jok bendara 

I go through road to airport

I went through a road to the airport.

The above examples show that there are no syntactic differences between Indonesian and 

Sasak noun phrases. Syntactic similarities between Indonesian and Sasak verb phrases 

can be observed in the following constructed sentences.

5. Saya menemukan arloji yang hilang itu.

aku dait jam sak telang no

I find watch that lost that

I found the watch that was lost.

6. Apakah kamu bertanya ke guru kemarin? 

ape kamu beketuan lek guru uik?

what you ask to teacher yesterday 

Did you ask the teacher yesterday?

7. Ayah saya menulis surat ke ayah-mu.

amak-ke nulls surat jok amakm

father 1st pers.poss. write letter to father 2ndpers.poss

My father wrote a letter to your father.

18
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8. Kakak saya mengecat rumah yang bagus itu. 

kakakke ngecet bale sak solah no 

older brother I paint house that beautiful that 

My older brother painted that beautiful house.

Based on the above examples, it can be concluded that Indonesian and Sasak noun 

phrases as well as verb phrases are syntactically similar.

Morphologically, Indonesian and Sasak are, to a certain extent, also similar with 

reference to affixes. According to Macdonald (1976), the Indonesian prefixes consist of 

ber-, ter-, meN-, peN-fan agentive nominalizing prefix), se^ ke-. di~, and the suffixes are 

-kan. 4, -an, and person nominalizing suffixes: -anda, -i/wi. —man/wan, -wati. Sasak has 

prefixes such as be-, pe-. ke-. N- and te^ and suffixes such as —an, -in, and -kan (Thoir et 

al, 1984). In addition, the Indonesian possessive suffixes: -mu (2nd person possessive 

suffix), dm (1st person possessive), -nva (3rd person possessive suffix), have their Sasak 

equivalents: -am/-m, -ke/ku. and -n. Table 1.1 shows the Indonesian affixes and their 

Sasak counterparts.

The use of the affixes is illustrated in the following constructed sentences: 

Prefixes:

1. Sava 6grtemu dengan dia minggulalu 

Akudedait dait nie minggujulu 

I meet with him/her week last 

I met him/her last week.

2. Foto ini akan Jz'perbesar.
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potret ne eakn ^pebelik 

picture this will be enlarged 

This picture will be enlarged.

Table 1.1. Corresponding Indonesian and Sasak Affixes.

Indonesian Sasak
Prefixes Examples Prefixes Examples

her- bertemu be- bedait,
per- perbesar pe- pebelik,
ter- terantuk ke- kedantuk.
meN- menaruh, N- nolok
di- diberi te- tebeng,
peN- pelatih none
se-, ke-. sepuluh none

Suffixes Suffixes
-kan kerjakan -an gawekan,

-i duduki, -in tokolin
-an minuman -an ineman

-anda,-man kakanda,budiman none
-i/wi,-wan duniawi,hartawan none
Possessives

-mu anakmu -am/-m anakm
-ku anakku -ke/ku anakke
-nya anaknya -n anakn

3. Kepala saya ferbentur tembok 

otak ku &edantuk tembok 

head my bump wall

I bumped my head on the wall.

4. Ibu saya menaruh makanan di atas meia

Inak ku /?olok kakenan lek atas meja



mother my put food at above table 

My mother put the food on the table.

5. Sava J/beritahu supava mulai menulis. 

aku febadak aden(ke) mulai nulls

I tell passive so start writing 

I was told to start writing.

Suffixes:

6. Jangan hamburkan benih itu 

dendek sangkuran benek no 

do not spread seed that 

Do not spread the seed.

7. Kakak sava membelikan avah minimum 

kakak ku belian amak ineman

older brother/sister my buy dad beverages 

My older brother/sister bought dad some beverages.

8. Tanarm tanahmu dengan padi 

taletm tanakm isik pare 

plant your land with paddy.

Possessives:

9. Anak anakmw masih kecil. 

anak anakm masih kodik. 

children your still small
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Your children are still young.

10. Anak anakku masih kecil 

anak anskke masih kodik 

children my still small 

My children are still young.

11. Anak anaknva masih kecil. 

anak anakn masih kodik 

children his/her still small 

His/her children are still young

Where Sasak lacks an affix used in Indonesian, Sasak speakers may use an elaborated or 

periphrastic from as shown in the sentences below. Two Indonesian affixes not having 

Sasak counterparts are the agentive nominalizing prefix peN- as in pelatih (trainer) and 

the person nominalizing suffix -wan as in hartawan (the rich person). Sasak speakers may 

instead use a periphrastic expression such as dengan sak sugih (person who is rich) and 

dengan sak ngelatih (the person who trains) or just borrow the Indonesian word as in :

12. Hartawan itu meninggal dunia.

Hartawan no mati

rich person that died 

That rich person died.

13. Pelatih itu tidakdatang hari ini, 

pelatih no ndekn dateng jelo ne 

Trainer that not come day this
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That trainer did not come today.

This preliminary comparative sketch suggests that Indonesian syntax and 

morphology are closely parallel and have only minor differences. However, more 

exhaustive and thorough analysis may reveal further differences.

Significance of the Study

This research will be significant in the following ways. First, studies on the Sasak 

language are very rare, so that this research will make a unique contribution to 

sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology. Second, the Markedness Model of 

codeswitching represents a new approach in the study of codeswitching which sees 

codeswitching as a kind of negotiation of rights and obligations balance between 

interlocutors in which the use of marked codeswitching suggests a new type of rights and 

obligations balance between speakers. This new approach needs further empirical 

evidence from other languages and cultures to test the adequacy of the theory specifically, 

and to increase our understanding of codeswitching in general. Third, the study will 

provide a better understanding of how and why bilingual speakers may resort to 

codeswitching in situations involving two non-European languages which are 

typologically similar. Finally, the results will be relevant to those involved in language 

planning and language policy in Indonesia.
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Research Questions

This study is an attempt to investigate the following broad question: How well does the 

Myers-Scotton’s (1993) Markedness Model of codeswitching account for the 

codeswitching behavior of Sasak speakers? More specifically, it addresses the following 

questions:

1. What are the language patterns of Sasak speakers?

2. Must speakers be proficient in Sasak varities in order to codeswitch?

3. What language elements are being codeswitched?

4. What types of codeswitching are utilized by Sasak speakers?

How do they use them?

5. Is the unmarked choice the same for all persons involved in the exchange or 

does it depend on the social attributes of each person?

6. What social groups make marked choices, if any, and for what purposes?

7. What are the social factors constraining Sasak-Indonesian codeswitching?

8. When there conflicting elements in social factors, which one is the most 

salient?

Research Methods

This study has employed a variety of research methods in data collection, 

qualitative as well as quantitative. As Saville-Troike (1989:3) states that the ethnography 

of communication is an approach that aims "to guide the collection and analysis of 

descriptive data about the ways in which social meaning is conveyed”, this study uses the
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qualitative methods of ethnographic techniques which include participant-observation, 

audio-recording, and interviews. Quantitative instruments utilized comprise translation 

tests and questionnaires. The purpose of using observation along with audio-recording 

was to observe factors involved in the use of language and record them as samples for 

analysis. Later in the research, some of the subjects were chosen for further observation. 

Questionnaires were intended to obtain data about speakers’ attitudes towards language 

and factors affecting the selection of language codes, such as age, educational 

background, origin, and fluency in Sasak alus. Translation tests were intended to get 

information about speakers’ fluency in Sasak alus. Interviews were then developed based 

on the results of the questionnaires and translation tests to collect more precise data 

unanswered clearly in the questionnaires and to pursue why speakers are fluent or not 

fluent in Sasak alus. Not all subjects were interviewed but only those who were very 

fluent and those who were not fluent in Sasak alus. Thus, there were 10 subjects 

interviewed comprising five very fluent subjects and five nonfluent ones.

The data obtained are mainly qualitative in nature, and these are analyzed 

descriptively. The analyses are validated by comparing (some of) them with the 

judgements of four consultants who were not included as subjects of research. These 

consultants were given samples of codeswitching and were asked to identify reasons for 

the codeswitches. Relations among variables in quantitative data have been analyzed 

using percentages and factorial design (Bruning and Kintz, 1977).

Research on codeswitching has used a variety of research methods, including a 

combinatiion of qualitative and quantitative ones. Swigart (1992) collected his data using
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a combination of participant observation, audio-recording, and interview in his study on 

Wolof/French codeswitching in Dakar, Senegal. Treffers-Daller (1992) employed five- 

point self-rating scales to obtain data concerning her subjects’ proficiency in several 

languages involved in their codeswitching, whereas data related to variables such as age, 

personal background, profession, and language choice were obtained by questionnaire. 

Torres (1992) also used ethnographic methods such as participant observation and audio 

recording in her study of codeswitching among Puerto Ricans in New York, whereas 

Scotton’s (1993, 1988, 1983) studies of codeswitching in Africa employed more in-depth 

methods as she resided in the communities she studied. Scotton and Ury (1977) employed 

both observation and interview in their study, and in addition, asked subjects to discuss 

recorded codeswitched conversations played back to them.

Research Respondents and the Scope of the Study 

This study was conducted at the College of Teacher Training and Education 

(abbreviated in Indonesian as FKIP), the University of Mataram, Lombok, province of 

Nusa Tenggara Barat, Indonesia. This college is one of the youngest among six colleges 

at the University of Mataram. The six colleges are College of Economics, College of 

Law, College of Agriculture, College of Animal Husbandry, College of Teacher Training 

and Education, and College of Engineering. The University of Mataram was founded in 

1962, while FKIP was not established until 1981. FKIP has five departments, viz., 

English, Indonesian, Biology and Mathematics, Social Sciences, and Education, with 133 

lecturers and 65 administrative assistants in 1995. This college prepares and trains
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students for elementary and high school teaching in the province, and manages degree as

well as non-degree programs. Table 1.2. illustrates the number of faculty members and

administrative assistants, their ranks, educational backgrounds, and fluency in Sasak alus.

Of these 133 faculty members and 65 administrative assistants, 87 are Sasaks comprising

51 faculty members and 35 administrative assistants. From this group, 41 people (22

faculty members and 19 administrative assistants) were chosen as subjects of the

research. They were chosen based on their origin, rank, and educational backgrounds.

Table 1.2. FKTP Faculty Members and Administrative Assistants, Ranks,
Educational Backgrounds, and Fluency in Sasak alus.

R ank Sex Educational B ackgrounds Fluency in 
Sasak alus

M F El Ju Sen BA Sar MS PhD N at
ive

N on
nat

IV/d,
e

- - -

IV/c - 1 - - - - - 1 - - 1
rv /b - 1 - - - - 1 - - - 1
rv /a 8 1 - - - 7 2 - 3 6
m/d 17 1 - - - - 8 9 1 8 10
ffl/c 30 5 - - - - 26 8 1 14 21
m /b 19 3 - - 1 - 16 3 2 9 13
m /a 50 9 - - 5 2 46 6 - 21 38
n /d 14 5 - 2 15 1 1 - - 8 11
II/c 11 2 - 1 11 - 1 - - 8 5
n/b 8 - - - 7 1 - - - 7 1
n /a 4 - 2 2 - - - - - 2 2
I/d 6 1 4 3 - - - - - 5 2
Vc 1 - 1 - - - - - - 1 -

Total 169 29 7 9 39 4 10 29 4 87 I l l

Note: 1. El refers to elementary school diploma, Jun to junior high school
Sen to senior high school, sar to sarjana, a degree obtained after the 
B.A. Prior to 1982, higher education system had a three-year prog
ram for the B.A. and a five-year program for Sarjana (drs or dra),
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but since the reform that took place in 1981, the Sari ana degree is a 
four-year program.

2. Those who hold sarjana degree start with ffl/a rank if they work in 
governmental offices and those who hold masters’ degrees are 
assigned the rank of m/b.

3. Only one of the administrative assistants has m/c rank, one with 
m/b, three with m/a and the rest is below the rank of m/a whereas 
no faculty members hold the rank below m/a.

4. Fluency in Sasak means the ability to speak Sasak jamak (ordinary 
Sasak), the variety that all Sasaks speak fluently.

The following table 1.3. shows the subjects of the research. It must be 

acknowledged that sex differences are not represented in this study due to the fact that 

only a few of the females in FKIP are Sasaks, and of those some went for training outside 

the island during this data collection. I intended to include females in the study but when 

it was found out that some of the females who speak Sasak fluently turned out to be either 

Javanese, Bugis or Chinese in origin they did not meet the criteria of selection. Thus, the 

omission of females may be considered as a shortcoming of the study.

Table 1.3. Attributes of Subjects of the Research.

Ranks Sex E ducational Backgrounc s O rigin
M F El Jun Sen B A Sar M S PhD R U MJ J

Ill/d 7 1 - - - - 5 2 1 5 3 5 3
III/c 8 - - - - - 5 3 - 4 4 5 3
Hl/b 4 1 - - 1 - 3 1 - 2 3 3 2
Ill/a 5 - - - 1 1 3 - - 3 2 4 1
ll/d 3 - - - 2 - 1 - - 2 1 1 1
n /c 1 - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - 1
II/b 7 - - 5 1 - 1 - - 5 2 6 1
n /a 1 - - - 1 - - - - - 1 1 -

I/d 2 1 1 1 1 - - - - 2 1 1 2
Total 38 3 1 6 8 - 18 6 1 23 18 27 14

Notes: In the origin column, R stands for rural, U for urban, MJ for community
context where two social strata (menak and jajarkarang) coexist, and J stands 
for community with only jajarkarang group.
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The study is limited to interactions among employees in the FKIP, the University 

of Mataram, both interactions among subordinates and between subordinates and 

superiors, with reference to codeswitching between Sasak iamak or Sasak alus and, 

Indonesian.

Additional Notes

In the presentation of examples of codeswitching, certain conventions are used.

Indonesian words or expressions are shown in italic type, Sasak iamak in normal type, 

and Sasak alus in bold print. Preff. refers to prefixes, and suff. to suffixes.
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CHAPTER 1

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Introdiiction

The regular use of two or more languages in communication is a not uncommon 

phenomenon in bilingual or multilingual societies. Bilingualism and multilingualism are 

found worldwide, except in a few countries, and estimates indicate that at least half of the 

world’s population speaks two languages (Auer, 1984; Romaine, 1989). Grosjean (1982) 

notes that bilingual and multilingual communities exist in Africa and Australia as well as 

in Asia, Europe, and the Americas. In Africa, bilingual and multilingual communties are 

considered a typical circumstance. Tanzania, for instance, has adopted a native language, 

Swahili, as its official language which coexists with other local languages and with 

English. Each local language is used for certain domains, such as at home, in village 

activities, and in native religious activities. The official language is used in schools, 

hospitals, government and political meetings, and regional trade and commerce, while 

English is used in the universities, in certain government offices and international 

business.

The same situation exists in most countries in Asia, such as India, Singapore, 

Indonesia and others. While Singapore utilizes Chinese, Malay, Tamil, and English as its 

official languages, India has fourteen national languages with Hindi, and to a lesser 

degree, English, as the official languages. Indonesia’s official language is Bahasa 

Indonesia and it has a hundred native languages. Some major native languages are
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Javanese, Sundanese, Batak, Bugis, Banjar, Aceh, Menadonese, Minangkabau, Timorese, 

Balinese, and Sasak.

In these communities, the choice of code to use for a particular occasion is an 

important factor. One language may be appropriate in a certain situation but not in 

another, and the ability to speak several languages is obviously an advantage. Moreover, 

in bilingual or multilingual communities, with different interlocutors, people are required 

to choose a certain code or even to switch from one code to another within a 

communicative event. Thus, language appropriateness or norm is an issue, and 

codeswitching is one way of speaking appropriately in bilingual and multilingual 

societies.

The first half of this chapter reviews differences between codeswitching and 

borrowing, attitudes toward codeswitching, linguistic constraints on codeswitching, social 

factors constraining codeswitching, and related studies on Indonesian. The second half 

deals with the Markedness Model of codeswitching proposed by Carol Myers-Scotton 

(1983; 1993), discussing several important themes motivating the Markedness Model. 

This is followed by a discussion of the types of codeswitching within this framework and 

their social motivations. Presentation of speech levels in Sasak concludes this chapter.

Borrowing and Codeswitching

Borrowing and codeswitching are both by-products of bilingualism. Borrowing is 

defined as the phonological or morphological adaptation of items of one language to 

another (Haugen, 1956, Hasselmo, 1970). In line with Haugen and Hasselmo, Andersen
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(1982:106) describes borrowing or lexical borrowing as ’’adapting the lexical items to the 

phonological, lexical, semantic, and moiphosyntactic structure of the borrowing 

language”. In addition, Kamwamangalu (1992) considers that borrowing is the integration 

of linguistic units of one language into the linguistic system of the borrowing language. 

These linguistic units are adapted phonologically and morphologically as well as 

syntactically. Kachru (1983) noted that borrowing involves the use of single words. Some 

examples of borrowing in Indonesian are the words: detektif. efektip, and polusi from 

English detective, effective, and pollution respectively. In detective, the sound /v/ is 

adapted to become Ifl because the Indonesian language does not have a final /v/ sound. 

This type of borrowing is common in any language, and it is used to fill lexical gaps in 

the lexicon of the borrowing language because the words in the latter language do not 

adequately express the intended meaning. In summary, borrowing normally involves a 

single word adapted or integrated into the system of the borrowing language.

Codeswitching is a switch from one language to another or a switch from one 

variety of a language to another within a communicative event. Two types of 

codeswitching are commonly identified, intersentential and intrasentential (Poplack, 

1980; Kamwamangalu, 1992; Treffers-Daller, 1992; Romaine, 1994). Intersentential 

codeswitching refers to the use of two or more languages in a conversation, where 

switching occurs only at sentence boundaries, whereas intrasentential codeswitching is 

the use of two or more languages within a single sentence. More generally, codeswitching 

refers to the use or the alternation of two or more languages or linguistic varieties in the 

same conversation (see for examples, Valdes-Fallis, 1976; DiPietro, 1977; Grosjean,
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1982). From a different perspective, Blom and Gumperz (1972) propose two types of 

codeswitching, viz., situational and metaphorical codeswitching. Situational 

codeswitching is related to changes in situational factors such as setting, topic, and 

participants, while metaphorical codeswitching occurs when there is a change in topic 

when other factors remain the same. Codeswitching can involve words, clauses, sentences 

and idioms. These not adapted or assimilated into the linguistic system of the other 

language and the switching is motivated by complex factors (Kachru, 1983; Sridhar and 

Sridhar, 1980). Finally, Torres (1989) states that a codeswitched word is not assimilated 

into the linguistic system of the other language but maintains its phonological and 

morphological integrity. Thus, codeswitching is the alternating use of one or more 

languages within sentences as well as between sentences.

To summarize, borrowing is different from codeswitching in that the former 

generally occurs in the speech of monolingual as well as bilingual speakers, whereas the 

latter occurs in the speech of bilinguals only. Borrowing involves a single word or at 

most a fixed phrase (e.g. del a vu) which is adapted or assimilated into the system of the 

borrowing language, but codeswitched words are not assimilated into the system of the 

other language. Moreover, codeswitching involves single words as well as phrases, 

clauses, and whole sentences. Finally, borrowing usually functions to fill lexical gaps 

while codeswitching is motivated by multiple and often more complex reasons.
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Attitudes towards CodeswitcMng

Myers-Scotton (1993) and Auer (1984), among others, have noticed that past 

studies considered codeswitching a case of interference caused by the speaker’s inability 

to sustain conversations in the language. Kachru (1978) and Grosjean (1982:146) have 

pointed out that people’s attitude towards codeswitching can be positive as well as 

negative. Monolinguals’ attitudes towards codeswitching are generally negative because 

they consider it as ’’grammarless mixture of two languages” and those who codeswitch 

are considered as not knowing either language or even polluting the language. Grosjean 

further noted the use of pejorative names, such as Franglais and Tex-Mex for 

codeswitched French and English and English and Spanish, respectively, as indicative of 

such uninformed negativity. Additionally, Zentella (1990:76) observes that many people 

consider codeswitching as ’’language deterioration and/or the creation of a new language 

labelled as Finglish, Chinglish” for Finnish-English and Chinese-English respectively. As 

an examples, Sanchez (1987) maintains that codeswitching should be avoided because it 

takes away language purity. To him, bilinguals should keep the language pure by not 

codeswitching and should use one language at a time.

Most scholars, however, view codeswitching positively. Some consider it as a way 

to express oneself more precisely, or a means of enhancing content, and others relate their 

studies to bilingual competence and the types of linguistic unit being switched. Poplack 

(1981) points out that codeswitching requires strong competence in both languages. Her 

subject’s codeswitching supports her proposed ’’Equivalence Constraint” since out of 400 

switches by the subject, only one was not a good utterance by both English and Spanish
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standards. She further suggests that codeswitching can be ”a highly developed skill 

requiring competence in two languages, a skill which is governed by rules common to 

both languages” (p. 183). In relation to frequency of occurrence of elements being 

codeswitched, her subject codeswitched a high percentage of single nouns. Poplack 

(1982) further studied codeswitching in a New York community where she noticed three 

types of codeswitching, viz., tag, (inter)sentential, and intrasentential.

She also suggested that the type of codeswitching produced was determined by the 

speaker’s ability in the two languages. Speakers who are proficient in both languages tend 

to perform a more difficult type, intrasentential codeswitching, whereas those who are 

Spanish or English dominant would produce tag switching. In line with Poplack, Torres 

(1989) conducted a study in a New York community where she studied two groups of 

speakers: Spanish-dominant speakers and bilingual English-Spanish speakers. Torres 

found that Spanish-dominant speakers codeswitch mainly at the word level, using tags 

and single words such as nouns, verbs, and adjectives. Fluent bilinguals, on the other 

hand, performed more difficult forms of intrasentential codeswitching, i.e. above the 

word level. Torres further states that intrasentential codeswitching is ”a developed mode 

of interaction only for those bilinguals in the community who are balanced 

bilinguals...with first-generation Spanish speakers codemixing does not serve so much as 

different mode in the same sense as one can speak Spanish or English but, rather, as a 

limited communicative strategy” (p.423). Additionally, D’Souza (1992) distinguishes 

between three kinds of codemixing (D’Souza’s term for intrasentential codeswitching), 

e.g., competence-related codemixing, communicative codemixing, and culture-related
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codemixing. The competence-related codemixing is utilized mostly by one who is not 

proficient in one of the languages, and the speaker resorts to another language due to the 

lack of knowledge in the language, while fluent bilinguals produce communicative 

codemixing not because of the lack of knowledge in one of the languages but for various 

communicative strategies. Finally, Cheng and Butler (1989) state that codeswitching can 

be a sign of the degree of bilinguality of the speaker. Abundant codeswitching may, 

however, signal a speaker’s language deficiency, inability to handle either language or an 

indication that one language is more dominant than the other. On the other hand, 

codeswitching can also indicate that a speaker is a competent bilingual. Therefore, Cheng 

and Butler suggest the importance of examining a speaker’s language base in relation to 

phonology, syntax, semantics and the like.

In conclusion, extensive research has demonstrated that codeswitching is not a 

random mixture of grammarless languages, but is a rule-governed skill performed by 

highly fluent bilinguals. More recent studies also indicate that the degree of bilinguality 

of the speaker determines the type of codeswitching produced. Nonfluent bilinguals 

produce more single-word switching such as nouns, verbs, and adjectives, whereas fluent 

bilinguals perform more difficult switches, intrasententially above the word level.

Linguistic Constraints

Several linguistic constraints on codeswitching have been proposed, such as an 

equivalence constraint, a free morpheme constraint, a size-of-constituent constraint, and 

others. Poplack (1981) proposed an equivalence constraint that states ’’Code-switches
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will tend to occur at points in discourse where the juxtaposition of LI and L2 elements 

does not violate a syntactic rule of either language, i.e. at points around which the surface 

structures of the two languages map on to each other” (p.175). This constraint suggests 

that switching between two languages will be possible when it does not violate the 

structure of the two languages. She further proposed a free morpheme constraint that 

says ”A switch may occur at any point of the discourse at which it is possible to make a 

surface constituent cut and still retain a free morpheme” (p.175). According to this 

constraint, switching is not allowed between a bound and free morpheme, such as the 

most frequently cited example, * eatiendo, ’eating’, that consists of the English verb eat 

and a Spanish bound morpheme iendo. ’-ing’. Her size-of-comstituemt constraint states 

that higher level constituents tend to be switched more frequently than lower level 

constituents. Thus, sentences or clauses are likely to be switched more frequently than 

single words such as nouns, verbs and the like.

Studies on linguistic constraints in codeswitching have tested the universality of 

these three constraints. Some have supported the universality of the constraints especially 

when the two languages in contact are typologically similar, while others have found 

contradictary evidence in switching between languages which are typologically different 

(Park et al., 1993). Bokamba (1989) has argued that, based on Lingala-French and 

Adanme-English codeswitching data, the free morpheme as well as the equivalence 

constraint are not universal. He presented Luambo’s (1985) findings on Lingala-French 

codeswitching that contradict the free morpheme constraint, and Nartey’s (1982) data on 

Adanme-English codeswitching that contradict the equivalence constraint. In addition,
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Berk-Seligson (1986) challenged the universality of the size-of-constituent constraint and 

the equivalence constraint in her study on two typologically different languages, Spanish 

and Hebrew. She found out that her data indicated that the most frequently switched 

elements were nouns, and only 2% of all intrasentential codeswitches were large size 

constituents, which contrasts with Poplack’s findings where 60% of the intrasentential

codeswitches were large constituents. According to Berk-Seligson, Poplack proposed the
z:> '

equivalence constraint based on this finding. In their study on Korean-English 

codeswitching, Park et al. (1993:128) observed that ’’the very rarity of switches involving 

larger constituents provides strong evidence for the operation of Poplack and Sankoff ‘s 

Equivalence Constraint” due to the typological differences between the languages.

Put another way, the proposed universality of the free morpheme constraint, the 

equivalence constraint, and the size-of-constituent constraint has been corroborated as 

well as contradicted by other studies of two languages in contact which are typologically 

similar as well as different.

Social Factors Constraining Codeswitching 

Codeswitching is a phenomenon that has been studied in detail since about 1970 

from a variety of perspectives, psycholinguistic, sociolinguistic, and linguistic, as well as 

pragmatic. Appel and Muysken (1987) have pointed out that psycholinguistic studies in 

codeswitching are directed at seeking answers as to what aspects of language capacity 

enable bilinguals to codeswitch. Sociolinguistic studies seek answers to the contextual or 

content reasons bilinguals switch between languages. Linguistic studies try to answer
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whether bilinguals are switching or incorporating an element of one language into 

another, and what grammatical limitations exist for possibilities of switching. As to 

pragmatic analyses of codeswitching, Ohlstain and Blum-Kulka (1989:71) indicate that 

such studies seek an answer to ’’the effects achieved by the utterance via the alternation 

between languages as felt by the listener, whether intended or not by the speaker”. Social 

factors that affect codeswitching are discussed below.

In their study of bilinguals in Hemnesberget, Norway, Blom and Gumperz (1972) 

showed how codeswitching may be used metaphorically and situationally. Metaphorical 

codeswitching occurs when there is a change in topic when other factors such as speaker, 

listener, and setting are not changed. Situational codeswitching occurs when the speech 

context changes, such as when a teacher delivers a formal lecture in the standard variety 

of the language (Bokmal) while he or she encourages discussion in the nonstandard or 

informal variety (Ranamal). This case suggests that although the speaker, listener, topic 

and setting are constant, the tone of interaction is altered by switching into one variety of 

the language. This further implies that the formality of interaction influences, or is 

influenced by, the use or switch from one variety of language to another. In relation to 

topic, Uyekubo (as quoted by Hatch, 1976) found that while her subjects used Japanese 

when talking about personal topics, such as children, fears, illness and the like, they used 

English to discuss nonpersonal topics, such as academics, professions, and politics. She 

further noted that in the discussion of personal topics unrelated to Japanese values, such 

as women’s liberation or dissatisfaction, they switched to English. Poplack (1981) also 

noted that the formality of speech can be correlated to frequency of codeswitching in that
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a lower frequency of codeswitching occurs in formal speech styles of the group members 

while it occurs frequently in informal speech. Thus, these findings suggest that group 

membership and formality of speech style affect codeswitching.

In support of Poplack, Kachru (1978) indicates that codeswitching occurs among 

speakers who belong to the same group or groups, and categorizes its motivations into 

three general types, viz., role identification, register identification, and for elucidation and 

interpretation. Sridhar (1978) provides further evidence that codeswitching can function 

to signal role identification and register identification as illustrated in the following 

examples.

...kasmishu, dear boy, na:unu use mardida strong language-u 
esto:control-ma:do:kno:dde a:dre na:nu educated-u, man o f  
culture-n, broadminded-u, ambo: dnellamartubittu nannello: 
halli:kade:l huttid commercial minded gama:ra anta tilkondu 
holy alliance o f marriage arrange-ma:do: sacred occassion- 
nalli dowry eshtu anta ke:-lti:yalla, nan blood-n boilingpoint- 
ge barde iddkte?
(...Forgive me, dear boy, I tried so much to control the strong 
language that I used. But, on this sacred occasion of arranging 
the holy alliance of marriage, forgetting that I am educated, a 
man of culture, broadminded and taking me for a village-bom, 
commercial mind rustic, you ask me how much ’dowry’ I 
would give! Wouldn’t my blood come to a boiling point?

(Sridhar, 1978:110).

In the above example, the speaker uses codeswitching to imply to the son-in-law that he 

himself is an educated, broadminded man who does not perceive the dowry system as a 

good or modem system.
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In the following example, the codeswitched words: attendance register, progress

report, and certificate serve to identify the register of administration at schools, and add

authenticity to the description (Sridhar, 1978:115).

Madam nim class-ge hosa: admission a:gide\ Attendance 
registex-nalli sahi ma:duttiruva madam-ge hedidaru, 
headmaster-u ‘Huduqi tumba intelligent-ante, induvarege 

prati extifm-nallu: avale: first-ante. .hudugi curuka: 
giddade tame bandu tanna admission bagge kedikondalu 
parent’s signature ha:kiro: application-nxv. tandidlu no:di....’
’aviaprogrees report kod ti:ra sa:r,no:dva’ ’sudden-a gi 
transfer order batante, avala tande:ge certificate tagondu 
hortu-banbittru.
(’ Madam, there has been a new admission into your class, 
the headmaster told the teacher who was putting her 
signature in the attendance register. The girl is said to be 
intelligent. It seems she has come out first every exam 
so far. She is very smart. She herself came and enquired 
about admission. She had even brought the application 
with her parent’s signature on it’.
’Sir, would you give me her progress report, I’d like to 
see. It seems her father received the transfer order all of 
a sudden. They just took the certificate [or transfer from 
the school] and left...’).

Pfaff (1979) suggests that conversational codeswitching is often used by fluent 

bilinguals to show solidarity, and this type of codeswitching can be found in the speech of 

Mexican-Americans in the Southwest. The use of metaphorical codeswitching in the 

Puerto Rican community in New York is not, however, like the conversational or 

metaphorical codeswitching found by Blom and Gumperz in that conversational 

codeswitching among Puerto Ricans is not associated with topic change. Pfaff notes that 

codeswitching is associated with intimacy and ethnicity in which speakers who 

codeswitch with close friends will shift to English when they interact with a monolingual
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English speaker or even to Spanish if the addressee is a stranger who suggests Hispanic 

ethnicity. Put another way, ethnicity and intimacy are factors in codeswitching among 

bilingual speakers. In relation to ethnicity, Odlin (1989) argues that codeswitching is 

intentional in fluent bilinguals, and that it serves a variety of purposes, one of which is 

related to ethnicity. Odlin illustrates this, showing that Mexican-Americans speaking in 

English will codeswitch to Spanish to index their common ethnic background. Gumperz 

and Hemandez-Chavez (1972) report that factors such as ethnic identity, age, sex, and 

degree of solidarity or confidentiality affect the choice of language forms.

Kamwamangalu (1992;1989) states that codeswitching occurs in the speech of 

bilinguals in Southeast Asia to show modernity, prestige or eliteness and in-group 

identification. Kamwamangalu also presents a case of Yoruba-English codeswitching in 

which bilinguals codeswitch to English although the words being codeswitched have their 

equivalents in the Yoruba language, such as the word ’’morpheme, problem” etc. The 

Yoruba-English bilinguals resort to codeswitching rather than nativization for two 

reasons. One is related to the fact that using codeswitching does not require phonological, 

morphological, and syntactic adaptation or adjustment as nativization does. Another is 

related to the perception of the bilingual speaker who views codeswitching as a way of 

not looking old-fashioned to the interlocutors, in addition to the fact that English is a 

language of prestige in that region. The following is an example of codeswitching as a 

mark of modernization in Yoruba-English codeswitching.

Kinni morpheme yen...ntori problem yen oprove difficult, sort of.
Seeri nkanti mo-try lati ask niseyin...seri, ni ”oni-kinni kankan” yen
se ”o” is separate morpheme.
Think that about morpheme...because that problem...it proved
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difficult, sort of, you know, something that I tried to ask previously... 
you know that ”o” is a separate morpheme.

(from Agheyisi, 1977:102 cited by Kamwamangalu, 1989:324).

Kamwamangalu (1992) further notes that codeswitching with English is used to mark 

eliteness in a region where English is a transplanted language, and a language of prestige, 

whereas in a region where English is a vernacular, such as in the Mexican-American 

communities, English does not mark eliteness but merely marks the speakers as 

bilinguals.

In conclusion, a number of social factors may influence codeswitching by 

bilingual speakers. These are participants, settings, situations, topics, group memberships, 

formality of speech, ethnicity, degree of solidarity, familiarity among the interlocutors, 

age, sex, and social status, as well as the relative status of the two languages in the local 

and larger (national) community. Its social motivations may include marking modernity, 

eliteness, prestige, and group membership.

Related Studies on Indonesian

Wallace (1983) investigated the use of pronouns among people who lived in the 

capital city of Indonesia, Jakarta. He observed several pronouns from different language 

sources which are used alternately in conversational interactions. These are: kite (I or we) 

from Austronesian; sava (I) from Sanskrit; gue and lu (I and you), from Chinese; aku and 

engkau (I and you), from Malay; ane and ente (I and you), from Arabic, ik and iullie (I 

and you), from Dutch; and ai and yu, from English. He found that kite occurs when 

speakers are relatively equal in social status while sava is more deferential, used to older
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persons or to those higher in social status than that of the speaker. Gue and kite is used by 

the younger generation to mark peer group memberships. Ane and ente are more 

associated with the Islamic religion or the Holy Land while the Dutch pronouns ik and 

iullie or the English ai and yu are more associated with education.

Put another way, in Jakarta Malay speakers used pronouns from different 

languages to indicate personal relationships, group memberships and cultural 

associations.

In their study in Central Java, Wolff and Poedjosoedarmo (1982) discovered that 

Indonesian may be used to avoid the required use of honorifics in Javanese and to cover 

up speakers’ incompetence in Javanese. They further stated that, in interactions involving 

young Javanese speakers, if the Javanese form was too high or too formal that they were 

not able to use it, and tended to switch to Indonesian. Similarly, speakers tended to use 

Indonesian when they felt their speech may invoke pecularities regarding strong dialect 

origins. They commonly used Indonesian verbs where Javanese would obligate them to 

use higher forms of speech. Finally, Lowenberg (1991) reported several cases of English 

borrowings and/or switchings in Indonesia. He presented some examples of spontaneous 

borrowings in letters from readers in the Indonesian newspaper, Kompas, and the weekly 

magazine, Tempo, as follows.

”(5). Saya turun langsung dan menggarapnya on the spot (Tempo, 4 October, 

1980:3).

I got directly involved and solved the problem on the spot.

(7). Karoserinya benar benar made in Indonesia, memakai kayu dan seng, dan 

tanpa pabrik rakitan (Kompas, 6 August, 1975 [in Wolff (1980:145)]).
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The automobile bodies are actually made in Indonesia, using wood and zinc, 

without an assembly plant (Lowenberg, 1991:133)”.

The phrases on the spot and made in Indonesia above were called spontaneous

borrowings by Lowenberg, but may be considered codeswitching for two reasons. First,

these phrases are not used in the absence of Indonesian equivalents, which would be di

tempat and buatan Indonesia respectively. Second, they were not adapted. He was

accurate in saying that ‘these spontaneous borrowings’ from English were used by

educated people as a marker of modem identity or because using English has prestige.

The Markedness Model of Codeswitching 

According to Myers-Scotton (1983; 1993), for any interaction speakers have a feel 

about the markedness of linguistic codes. They are able to interpret the linguistic codes 

based on their communicative competence so that they can observe code choices that are 

marked (unexpected) or unmarked (expected) in relation to the norms in the community 

where the exchanges occur. Myers-Scotton further elaborates that any speaker is able to 

evaluate code choices as marked or unmarked because everyone is equipped with an 

innate cognitive faculty called a ’’markedness metric” which is ”a part of the innate 

cognitive faculty of all humans” (1993:80). A speaker develops the markedness metric 

according to the norms of a specific community, so one can only recognize the 

markedness of code choice for a specific event in the community where the exchange

takes place.
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As to the feature of salience, which she seems to relate to frequency of occurrence 

of something, Myers-Scottton (1993) suggests that it is dynamic in nature, and one needs 

to consider some types of its dynamic variability. First the salience of a factor is different 

from community to community, as age may be a salient factor in one community not in 

another. Second, the salience of factors within a community may differ from one 

interaction to another. Third, ’’the relative salience of one factor compared to that of 

another also varies” and ’’making any linguistic choice is ultimately a negotiation of the 

salience of situational factors ” (1993:84-5).

In bilingual or multilingual settings, different linguistic codes index various 

attributes and as indicated, the salience of these attributes varies from one interaction to 

another. In a certain community, switching to a particular language may index several 

attributes, such as authority or educational status, whereas in another community such 

switching may index solidarity or ethnic background. In an office, in switching to a 

particular language in an interaction involving colleagues, attributes such as age or socio

economic status may have low salience but office rank may have high salience. 

Conversely, in a village, attributes such as age or socio-economic status may be highly 

salient determinants of codeswitching.

Myers-Scotton (1993:85) defines a ’’rights and obligations” set as ”an abstract 

construct derived from situational factors, standing for attitudes and expectations of 

particular participants towards one another”. In an exchange, participants are able to infer 

the type of rights and obligations set that exists between them by deriving it from the 

situational factors that are salient for such an exchange in the community where it occurs.
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Code choices can index a different type of rights and obligations set depending on the 

participants who are involved in the exchange. Put another way, the unmarked or the 

expected rights and obligations set for a particular speaker in an interaction may be 

different when the same speaker interacts with another person in a similar interaction.

Myers-Scotton (1993) proposes a model which she call the Markedness Model 

which identifies codeswitching as a way to negotiate current rights and obligations sets 

between speakers. According to this theoretical framework, speakers negotiate social 

distance by using codeswitching. The embryo of this model can be traced back to Scotton 

and Ury’s (1977) article in which they consider codeswitching as a kind of redefinition of 

interaction. In their interactions, speakers may move from one arena to another within 

three social arenas, viz., the identity arena, the power arena, and the transactional arena. 

The identity arena relates to solidarity involving interactions between family members or 

those who have a common ethnic background; the power arena is one where power 

relationships between speakers are unequal; and the transactional arena is the remaining 

one if the interactions are not assignable to the power arena or the identity arena. Later, 

Myers-Scotton (1993) acknowledges some problems with this theoretical framework. 

One is that the idea that ’’interactions are moved (via CS) from one arena to another 

implies too much rigidity” (p.67).

Other essential elements of the Markedness Model are the Negotiation Principle 

and a set of maxims that were introduced in Scotton’s (1983; 1988) articles. The 

Negotiation Principle guides the speaker to ’’choose the form of your conversational 

contribution such that it symbolizes the set of rights and obligations which you wish to be
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in force between speaker and addressee for the current exchange” (Scotton, 1983:116). 

The maxims are the Negotiation Maxims comprising the Marked-choice Maxim, the 

Deference Maxim, the Virtuosity Maxim, the Exploratory Maxim, and the Multiple- 

identities Maxim. They are used by speakers to guide them in the selection of language 

codes. In this theoretical framework, all types of exchanges are a negotiation of rights and 

obligations between speaker and addressee, and they involve a particular speaker, a code 

choice, and the addressee. The rights and obligations are derived from the salient features 

in the exchange such as status of the participants, topic and the like, which are universal 

in all types of exchanges. Therefore, a change in the salience of the situational features 

occurs as the type of changes in the interactions is altered.

Consider for instance, an exchange in an office between two Sasak speakers who 

do not know each other. The salient feature in this exchange might be changed from 

being strangers to sharing a common ethnic background as the interaction proceeds and 

allows them to know each other better. They probably first use Indonesian as the 

unmarked choice for educated people in a formal setting but as the conversation develops 

they may begin to use Sasak in their interaction. As the exchange proceeds they change 

from being strangers who are Indonesians to strangers who belong to the same ethnic 

background. The most salient feature is their common ethnic background in which the 

unmarked choice for such an exchange is their first language.

A more comprehensive theoretical framework for the Markedness Model can be 

found in Myers-Scotton’s (1993) book. Myers-Scotton states that the Markedness Model 

of codeswitching is based on the Negotiation Principle and the several maxims that come
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along with it. In her view, codeswitching is concerned with the negotiation of a balance 

of rights and obligations (RO) in an ongoing conversation by following one of these 

maxims. The participants use them to measure or estimate the rights and obligations 

balance proposed in the current exchange. These maxims are the Unmarked-choice 

Maxim, the Marked-choice Maxim, and the Exploratory-choice Maxim (there are two 

other maxims under the Unmarked-choice Maxim that guide speakers to identify marked 

choices,viz., the Deference Maxim and the Virtuosity Maxim). Parallel to these maxims, 

four types of codeswitching can be identified, viz., sequential unmarked codeswitching, 

unmarked codeswitching, marked codeswitching, and exploratory codeswitching.

The Unmarked Codeswitching Maxim

Myers-Scotton (1993) proposes the unmarked choice maxim as follows.

Make your choice the unmarked index of the unmarked RO set in talk
exchange when you wish to establish or affirm that RO set (p. 114).

The speaker’s following this maxim may produce sequential unmarked codeswitching 

(codeswitching as a sequence of unmarked choice) or unmarked codeswitching 

(codeswitching as unmarked choice). Myers-Scotton argues that these two types of 

codeswitching occur under different circumstances, but they have related motivations. A 

change in situational factors during an interaction generates sequential unmarked 

codeswitching while these factors are relatively constant, but these factors do not change 

at all during the exchange in the occurrence of unmarked codeswitching.
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According to Myers-Scotton (1993), in sequential unmarked codeswitching there

is a switch from one unmarked code to another when the situational factors change the

expected rights and obligations (RO) balance during the exchange. Thus, the unmarked

rights and obligations set changes as one or more situational factors change during the

interaction. She illustrates this type of codeswitching in the following example.

SUBORDINATE (entering John M’s office and speaking to Edward M. 
just after John M. has stepped out for a minute). Where has this guy gone to?

EDWARD. He’s just gone out. He will soon be back.

JOHN (to subordinate when he returns). Why did you change the plan of our

stand at the showground? Who recommended the change?...

SUBORDINATE (looking guilty). Nobody told me.

JOHN. Go and change it according to our previous plan. Also make sure that 
the painting is done properly.

JOHN (to Edward when subordinate has left). I’ve told this man how to build 
our stand, but he went and did a different thing. Ni mtu mjeuri sana 
(he’s a stubborn person). I’ll make him pay for the paint he spoilt.

JOHN (calling to receptionist). Letea mgeni soda anywe. ’Bring the guest 
a soda so that he may drink’.

RECEPTIONIST (to Edward). Nikuletee soda ganf! ‘What kind of soda 
should I bring you?’.

EDWARD. Nipe Pepsi. ‘Give me a Pepsi’.

SALESMAN (entering). Sikuweza kufika kwa sababu nilikuwa mgonjwa.
T couldn’t come because I was not well’.

JOHN. Well, I wanted you to explain something about one of your 
receipt books...There’s a mistake somewhere. Take it back and make 
the totals again.

JOHN (to Edward when salesmen leaves). This one will not earn money at the end 
of this month. He has a big shortage.

(Myers-Scotton, 1993:116).
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The example illustrates exchanges between John, Edward, a subordinate, a receptionist, 

and a salesman in one office using English and Swahili (italicized). John switches from 

English to Swahili as the addressee changes. He speaks in English to his white-collar 

subordinate but in Swahili to his receptionist. This sequential unmarked codeswitching is 

based on a change in the addressee.

In unmarked codeswitching speakers are following the unmarked-choice by using 

two languages in the same conversation without changes in situational factors. This 

codeswitching can be in the form of the alternation of two languages between sentences 

(intersentential codeswitching) as well as in the alternation of two languages within a 

sentence (intrasentential codeswitching). Thus, in the exchanges involving bilingual 

speakers, the unmarked choice may be switching without any change in the situation, and 

the use of two languages for the same conventionalized exchange is unmarked. Its 

motivation is not different from using a single linguistic variety. Every single switch does 

not have to have a special significance, but it is ’’the overall pattern of using two varieties 

which carries social meaning” (Myers-Scotton, 1993:117).

Myers-Scotton further specifies some condition as to when and where unmarked 

codeswitching may occur. It occurs when the speakers are bilingual peers, in informal 

interactions involving in-group members who want to symbolize dual memberships, and 

’’proficiency in the languages used in the switching is not a sufficient 

condition”( 1993:119). Unmarked codeswitching is unlikely to occur when speakers are 

strangers and have a socio-economic differential, and in narrow diglossic communities 

where the high and the low varieties are genetically related, and rarely occur in the same
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exchange. It also does not occur between two languages that represent social groups 

which are in conflict.

In short, sequential unmarked choice resembles Gumperz’s situational 

codeswitching in that it occurs when there is a change in social factors during an 

interaction or a change in the expected rights and obligations balance. In unmarked 

codeswitching, speakers alternate between languages, but it is the whole pattern of using 

two varieties that carries communicative intent.

The Marked Codeswitching Maxim ,

In conventionalized exchanges, the unmarked choice is clear, but sometimes 

speakers select a marked choice by switching away from the unmarked choice, the 

expected code choice. This switching away is a choice that flouts the unmarked choice. 

The speakers, in this case, indicate their attempt to negotiate a new or a different kind of 

rights and obligations balance. In an attempt to do this, speakers follow the marked- 

choice maxim that instructs them to

Make a marked choice which is not the unmarked RO set in an interaction 
when you wish to establish a new RO set as unmarked for the current exchange

(Myers-Scotton, 1993:131).

According to Myers-Scotton (1993; 1988), there is a single motivation for making 

marked choices; that is to negotiate a change in the expected social distance between the 

participants, either increasing or decreasing it. It may increase social distance in the use of 

codeswitching that encodes anger, exclusion, and authority, and social distance may be
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decreased if it is indexical of solidarity. An illustration of marked codeswitching for 

anger, authority, and exclusion is given in the following example.

Five Luyia men are talking about setting up a business. The speaker,
who is the informal chairman of the group, speaks first in a Luyia dialect:

Chairman : (Luy). Galokhanga ndi genyekhanga khuranje vyashara yivi mu 
mweli gwa januari. (We should start this business in January).

1st Member : (Luy) Suviranga yeyo ninganagani indahi. (I think it’s a good idea).

Chairman : (Luy) Khishili khutoshita makhuva ga mapesa gem tawe.
Nikhwenyi khuve ulahi, gadukhananga khuve ni tsishilingi 
tsielefu tsivili. Lwa khuli varanu ndi, vuli mundu lavuliza 
tsishilingi tsimya tsine. (We have arranged about our money. 
If we want to be all right, we should have two thousand 
shillings altogether. Since we’re five, each will pay 400 
shillings).

1st Member : (Luy) Ah, tselfii tsivili? Yezo ni tsinyishi muno. Unyala khuva nu 
murialo kurio nivi? (Ah, two thousand? That’s too much.
Who

can afford that much?).
Chairman :(Luy) Mumanye khwenya mapesa manyisi. (You know we need a 

lot of money).
„ (Eng) Two thousand shillings should be a minimum. Anyone who

. can’t contribute four hundred shillings shouldn’t be part of
this group. He should get out.

1st Member : (Luy) (not understanding English). Uvoli shi? Shimbulili vuwahi 
tawe. (What did you say? I haven’t understood properly).

2nd Member: (Eng) Yes, four hundred shillings is reasonable.
(Luy) Gadukhananga sha mundu ahana tsishilingi tsimye tsine 

khwenyi khuranitsi vyashara yivi. (It’s probable that each 
person contribute four hundred shillings if we want to start 
this business).

(Scotton and Ury, 1977:18).

In the example above, the chairman’s switch to English is an indication of authority 

because the use of English encodes authority, and it is intended to exclude the disagreeing 

first member who does not speak English. A marked codeswitch used for exclusion may 

also be found in the interaction between bilingual parents before their monolingual
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children (or those who are not really bilingual yet). This codeswitching is intended for 

several purposes. Among others, parents want to withhold confidential information from 

their children or to make negative comments about the children or others that the children 

should not know. This codeswitching narrows social distance between the speakers while 

it increases the distance between the speakers and those being left out. In the case where 

the participants are those who speak a particular language while the rest do not, the use of 

codeswitching between the speakers may convey their mutual ethnic identity while others 

are defined as outside the ethnic group.

It could be predicted that, based on the nature of marked codeswitching, those 

who are likely to utilize this marked codeswitching maxim are the ones who have higher 

social status. Speakers who have high status allow themselves to take chances or risks, as 

do those who have the potential to achieve such status (Myers-Scotton, 1993).

Put another way, marked codeswitching is a kind of flouting of an unmarked- 

choice maxim to negotiate a new type of rights and obligations set. It may narrow as well 

as widen social distance between speakers. It narrows social distance in the case of 

codeswitching that indexes solidarity, whereas it widens it in the use of codeswitching 

that shows anger, exclusion, and authority.

The Exploratory Codeswitching Maxim

In nonconventionalized exchanges, when the unmarked choices are unclear 

especially when situational factors or other social identities of the speakers are unknown, 

speakers may try to utilize the exploratory choice as a basis for the interaction. In this
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situation, speakers are not sure of the unmarked choice of the current exchange so they

may resort to exploratory codeswitching. In using exploratory codeswitching, speakers

are directed by the exploratory maxim that states:

When an unmarked choice is not clear, use CS to make alternate exploratory 
choices as candidates for unmarked choice and thereby as an index of an RO 
set which you favor. (Myers-Scotton, 1993:142)

In situations where there exists a clash of norms or when it is unclear which norms should

be used, exploratory codeswitching may be found. In essence, exploratory codeswitching

is a negotiation to establish a rights and obligations balance in a non-conventionalized

exchange. The negotiation normally begins with a safe or neutral code choice until a

common background is established. The following example shows the use of Swahili as a

neutral language.

HE. Nisaidie na dance, tafadhali. (Please give me a dance).

SHE. Nimechoka. Pengine nyimbo ifiiatayo. (I’m tired. Maybe the following 
song).

HE. Hii ndio nyimbo ninayopenda. (This is the song which I like).

SHE. Nimechoka. (I’m tired).

HE. Tafadali—. (Please—).

SHE.(interrupting). Ah stop bugging me.

HE. I ’m sorry I  didn’t mean to bug you, but I  can’t help it i f  I  like this song.

SHE. OK, then, in that case, we can dance. (Myers-Scotton, 1993:146).

This exploratory code choice is often utilized among Indonesian speakers in their

interaction when they first meet each other. Tanner (1967:24) accurately describes the use

of Indonesian as a safe choice by saying ’’Indonesian is also a good neutral starting point

in initial conversations with new acquaintances. It is a safe first choice, giving

participants an opportunity to gather adequate information about each other...” This is due
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to the fact that Indonesian people come from diverse ethnic and linguistic backgrounds in 

which the use of Indonesian to initiate a conversation is a neutral choice.

In conclusion, in situations when unmarked choices are not clear, such as when 

situational factors or identities of the speakers are unknown, exploratory codeswitching 

may occur. Speakers may nominate a neutral code choice as a basis for the interaction 

until a common ground is established.

The Deference Maxim and the Virtuosity Maxim

There are two other maxims that direct speakers towards marked choices, viz., the

deference maxim and the virtuosity maxim. The deference maxim is considered a

violation of the unmarked choice maxim. This maxim instructs speakers to

Switch to a code which expresses deference to others when special 
respect is called for by the circumstances. (Myers-Scotton, 1993:147).

This maxim is used if norms in the society require speakers to use a code that indexes

deference. The code which is normally a marked choice becomes unmarked as in the

following example.

FATHER. Where have you been?
SON. Onyango nende adlu aora, baba. (I’ve been to the river, father).

(Myers-Scotton, 1993:148).

The son, who speaks English well, does not answer his father in English but in his mother 

tongue, Luo. He avoids using English because he wants to show respect to his father who 

shows anger in his voice. Thus, according to Myers-Scotton, deference is obtained by
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using Luo which indexes a rights and obligations set in which the father is the 

acknowledged superior.

The virtuosity maxim is used if the speakers lack the ability in the 

unmarked choice. This maxim directs them to

Switch to whatever code is necessary in order to carry on the
conversation/accommodate the participation of all speakers present.

(Myers-Scotton, 1993:148).

This maxim is often demonstrated by speakers for the purpose of accommodation when 

the audience has a limited ability in the unmarked choice.

Thus, the deference maxim leads speakers towards the code choice that indexes 

deference and the virtuosity maxim to speakers’ alignment to the interlocutor who has a 

limited ability in the unmarked choice.

Though from a different perspective, Burt’s (1992) study on speech 

accommodation may illustrate the use of the deference maxim and the virtuosity maxim. 

She studied convergence and compliance of a pair of students, an American learning 

German and a German student of English, who were introduced to each other before they 

were put into a room in an office. Their interactions were audiotaped. This study 

indicated that the students faced a dilemma concerning which language to use in the 

interactions as the unmarked code, and conflict occurred. According to Burt, this dilemma 

can be described in terms of the deference maxim and the virtuosity maxim. The speaker 

may converge to the first language of another to show deference, or he or she may allow 

the nonfluent speaker to choose the language for the unmarked code in the interaction.
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The first speaker can be interpreted as following the deference maxim while the second is 

following the virtuosity maxim.
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CHAPTER 3

SASAK LANGUAGE AMD CULTURE

Introduction

Language and culture are two of the most important elements in human society 

without which complex communication would be impossible. They are interrelated, and 

interdependent, so that in order to better understand and use a language, one should have 

a grasp of the culture of the community where the language is used. It is acknowledged 

that culture entails a very broad area so the description of Sasak culture in this chapter is 

necessarily very superficial. This chapter attempts to present some information on Sasak 

language use in the context of Sasak culture. It begins with a brief discussion of the 

geography and history of the land, followed by a description of social stratification in 

traditional Sasak society. The rest of the chapter discusses forms of address, regional and 

social variation, and speech levels in Sasak. Their inclusion is intended as a necessary 

background to understanding the analyses of language use in the following chapter.

Background and Culture of Sasak

Geography of Lombok

Lombok is one of many islands of Indonesia, one of the so-called Lesser Sunda 

islands which are presently called Nusa Tenggara. Lombok, along with Sumbawa island, 

forms the province of Nusa Tenggara Barat. The capital city, Mataram, is located on the 

west coast of Lombok. Lombok with its straits, Selat Lombok, through which the
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W a lla c e l in e  ru n s, se p a ra tes  th e  A s ia n  fa u n a  an d  f lo ra  fro m  th e  A u str a lia n  (C ed erro th ,

1 9 8 1 ) .

LOMBOK

SUNDA SEA

Sembalun Segara
Anak

EAST
LOMBOK

Ampenai
Alas Strait

Lombok Strait
#  Bonjeruk 

J f  Praya

CENTRAL
LOMBOK

WEST
LOMBOK

#  Sengkol

10 km

S o u rce : a d a p ted  fro m  C ed erro th , 1 9 8 1 .

L o m b o k  is  b ord ered  b y  stra its  an d  sea s: o n  th e  w e s t  b y  th e  L o m b o k  Strait w h ic h

sep a ra tes  L o m b o k  fro m  th e  is la n d  o f  B a li;  o n  th e  n orth  b y  th e  Java  S ea ; o n  th e  ea st by

th e  n a rro w  A la s  S tra it, w h ic h  se p a ra tes  L o m b o k  fro m  th e  is la n d  o f  S u m b a w a ; and o n  th e

so u th  b y  th e  In d ian  O c e a n  ( s e e  th e  m a p ).
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Administratively, Lombok is divided into three regions and one municipality 

known as kabupaten and kota madya respectively. The regions (kabupatensl are East 

Lombok, Central Lombok, and West Lombok, and the municipality (kota madya, 

abbreviated as kodya) is Kodya Mataram. Each region or kodya is divided into a number 

of districts called kecamatan which comprise several villages. Each village is divided 

into a hamlet, and each hamlet comprises subhamlets which are divided into 

neighborhood units (see Warren, 1993:240 for the administrative structures of Indonesian 

villages). The area of East Lombok is about 1,605,550 square kilometers, Central 

Lombok is 1,427650 square kilometers, and West Lombok is 1,649,150 square kilometers 

(Kantor BPS NTB, 1993). Data concerning the area of Mataram Municipality are not 

available at the time of data collection because this municipality was formed 1995. 

However, this municipality consists of three districts, which formerly were included in 

West Lombok region.

Based on the 1993 census (Kantor BPS NTB, 1993) the population of Lombok 

was 2,494,588 people. East Lombok region has 892,596 people, Central Lombok has 

697,034 people, and West Lombok, including the Mataram Municipality, has 904,958 

people. There are no data concerning the Sasak and non-Sasak population; however, as 

estimated by Ecklund (1977) 95 percent of the population of the island was Sasak.

With the exception of the southern part of the island, Lombok has enough rainfall 

for wet rice cultivation. The southern part of the island had once been called the critical 

area because the area is hilly with a semi-desert landscape, where irrigation is impossible 

(Cederroth, 1981). The population in the area relies on rainfall to cultivate the land. When
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the monsoon rain is too brief, the rice crop fails; this caused a famine in 1966 that 

attracted international attention.

The northern part of Lombok is separated by mountains that stretch from east to 

west with some active volcanoes in the west. In the eastern edge of the mountains, there 

is Mount Rinjani (gunung Rinjani), 3,772 meters above sea level, the second highest 

mountain in Indonesia (Cederroth,1981). East to Rinjani, a new small volcano known as 

Gunung Bara (new mountain) has risen and this volcano is still active. It sometimes 

causes a problem to the surrounding areas, such as in 1994 when cold lava swept the 

neighboring villages.

Generally, the climate in Lombok is similar to other parts of Indonesia where two 

seasons can be found, viz., a rainy season and a dry season. The rainy season generally 

lasts from October to April, and the dry season from April to October.

A Brief History of Lombok

The history of Lombok is rather unclear; however, Van Riel (cited in Cederroth, 

1981) indicated that the first settlement on the island was located around the white water 

bank, known as Lombok Mirah. Van Riel also noted that an attack from a Javanese 

kingdom forced the people to flee. Those who ran eastward founded a community which 

later was called the Selaparang kingdom, whereas those who fled westward established 

another kingdom called Batudendeng. Some people who remained in the area rebuilt their 

community which then was called Bayan.
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According to Cederroth (1981), prior to the introduction of Islam to the area, the 

people practiced animistic beliefs and Hinduism. The Hindu religion spread to the island 

owing to the influence of the Kelungkung kingdom of Bali. Cederroth also pointed out 

that Islam was brought to Lombok by one of the nine walls (saints) who spread Islam all 

over Indonesia. Sunan Giri was one of the walls who brought Islam to the area in about 

1545, and he taught Islam to the community by mixing the animistic beliefs, Hinduism 

and Islam. This teaching gave birth to a new kind of religion called “wetu telu” (three 

times). This religion practices prayer three times a day instead of five times as other 

Moslems do. This wetu telu survived until around 1966 in Bayan and the surrounding 

vicinity.

After Islamization, Lombok became a buffer zone for the conflicts between the 

Balinese kingdom in the west and the Macassarese sultanate of Sulawesi with Sumbawa 

as its vassal in the east (Cedrroth, 1981). Cederroth further stated that after the 17th 

century, the Moslem Macassarese gained a greater influence than the Balinese kingdom. 

Conflicts between these two kingdoms occurred many times, and during the 18th and 

19th centuries Lombok was ruled by the Hindu Balinese kingdom of Karang Asem. This 

kingdom managed to gain control of Lombok because of the defection of one of the 

ministers of the Pejanggik kingdom in Central Lombok. Balinese rule of Lombok had 

been challenged several times by Sasaks, but their efforts met with failure until 1891 

when the second Praya war, known as Babad Praya, broke out (Cederroth, 1981), which 

ended Balinese rule in Lombok. It was during this war that leaders of the Sasak revolt 

requested help from the Dutch, who had sought a reason for invading the island. In 1894
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the Dutch sent troops to blockade the west coast of Lombok to prevent the Balinese 

Karang Asem kingdom from sending more troops to Lombok.

The occupation by the Dutch which followed brought more burdens to the Sasak 

people (Cederroth, 1981). The Dutch introduced new tariffs, and taxes were multiplied, 

which put a burden on the peasants. Sasak peasants who had the Dutch as their masters 

experienced a harsher exploitation than they had under the Balinese. As a consequence, 

they attempted several revolts but were easily defeated because of the absence of 

leadership and lack of modem weapons. Thus, when the Japanese arrived on the island 

they were considered saviors until they later revealed themselves as even more ruthless. 

Under the three-year Japanese occupation, the Sasak people suffered terror and starvation 

(Cederroth, 1981).

According to Cederroth (1981), although the Indonesian independence proclaimed 

on August 17, 1945 ended the Japanese occupation in Indonesia, for Sasaks the 

independence was short-lived because with little resistance the Australian and British 

authorities allowed the Dutch to return to power. Lombok became a part of Indonesian 

territory again only after the Dutch formally recognized Indonesian independence in 

December 1949.

In summary, Lombok has been under the rule of many kingdoms over the 

centuries, and this has influenced Sasak language and culture. Many Sasak words are 

from Javanese and Balinese, (especially in the Sasak alus variety) and some cultural 

influences from Balinese culture can be identified in marriage customs such as
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elopement, which has now been abandoned by most Sasaks, especially those who are 

strongly religious Moslems.

Stratiflcatiom in Sasak Society

Trudgill (1974:35) defines social stratification as ’’any hierarchical ordering of 

groups within a society”. Trudgill further notes that social stratification is not universal. 

Some societies are rigidly divided into hereditary castes, such as in India and Bali, and 

others may be divided socio-economically. Social stratification in Sasak society is 

hereditary in nature and class membership is based on the functions of each group’s 

ancestors in the past kingdom. In general, traditional Sasak communities can be divided 

into three social classes, viz., menak (nobles), perwangsa. and iaiarkarang (commoners). 

In another parts of the island the perwangsa class is also called pe or jerp (Krulfeld, 

1974); these are people originally from menak menengah (middle menak), who dropped a 

level because they married lower class people, jajarkarang. The menak group is further 

divided into menak tinggi (high menak) and menak menengah (middle menak). The 

menak tinggi are those people whose ancestors were kings and the family of the kings in 

the past Sasak kingdom. Thus, they are considered high class society members. They are 

entitled to hold titles such as Raden or Raden Nuna for males, and Raden Dinda for 

females. They put their titles before their names such as Raden Nuna Rizal or Raden 

Dinda Mimba if their names are Rizal or Mimba respectively. The members of this social 

class must marry within the same social class so that their children are eligible to use the
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titles. In case a member of this social class marries a member of a lower class, he or she is 

not allowed to hold the titles any longer.

Menak menengah was considered the middle class of Sasak society during the 

kingdom era, when their ancestors were the ministers or high level employees in the 

kingdoms. This group is entitled to hold the titles of Lain for unmarried males and Lale 

or Baiq for unmarried females, before their names. Once the Lalu and the Lale have 

married and have children, they change the titles from Lalu or Lale into Mamiq or Mamiq 

Bini plus the name of their first child. For example, if Lalu Rizal and Lale Mimba are a 

couple whose first child’s name is Linggar, they change their names into Mamiq Linggar 

or Mamiq Bini Linggar.

The perwangsa group bears no titles for unmarried persons or married persons 

without children, but when they have children, they bear title Bape for males and Inaq for 

females. Jajarkarangs include those whose ancestors were general officials during the 

kingdom era. They do not hold any titles in relation to nobility. They are addressed as Log 

for unmarried males and Lag for unmarried females plus their names or are addressed by 

their names only. After they are married and have children, they will be addressed as 

Amaq for males or Inaq for females plus their first child’s name, such as Amaq Rizal or 

Inaq Rizal. Table 3.1 summarizes social stratification in Sasak society.

This kind of stratification applies in the Sasak community in general; however, 

the title for married perwangsa may be different from one part of the island to another, 

such as in Bonjeruk, Central Lombok the married perwangsa has the titles of Bape for 

males and Inaq for females (May et ah, 1989). And the iaiarkarang is further divided into
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jajarkarang a n d  p e n g a y a h , b a se d  o n  th e  j o b s  th e y  h o ld  in  s o c ie ty , su c h  a s  v i l la g e  o f f ic ia ls  

w h o  are c o n s id e r e d  o f  h ig h e r  sta tu s  th an  road  la b o rers. T h e  road  la b o rers  are c a lle d  

p e n g a y a h . P e o p le  in  th is  sa m e  v i l la g e  s t ill  h o ld  tr a d itio n a l S a sa k  A d a t  (c u s to m s )  s tro n g ly ;  

i f  a fe m a le  m e m b e r  o f  m id d le  m e n a k  rank m a rr ie s  a ja ja rk a ra n g  fr o m  th e  v il la g e  or  

o u ts id e  th e  v i l la g e ,  th e  g ir l w il l  n o  lo n g e r  b e  c o n s id e r e d  a fa m ily  m e m b e r  e v e n  i f  

afterw ard  sh e  s u b se q u e n t ly  d iv o r c e s .

T a b le  3 .1 .  S tr a tif ic a tio n  in  S a sa k  S o c ie ty .

S ocia l C lasses T itles  for U nm arried or 

M arried w /ou t Children

T itles  for M arried w ith  

C hildren

M ales F em ales M ales F em ales

M enak T inggi

M enak

M enengah

R aden N una  

Lalu

Raden

D inda

L ale/B aiq

R aden N una  

M am iq

R aden D inda  

M am iq Bird

Perw angsa Pe, Jero Inaq

Jajarkarang Loq Laq Am aq Inaq

Address Forms in Sasak

M a n y  ty p e s  o f  a d d ress  fo r m s are u se d  w h e n  p e o p le  in teract w ith  e a c h  o th er  in  

th e ir  d a ily  l iv e s .  T h e  fo r m s o f  a d d ress  u se d  w h e n  th e  in te r lo c u to r s  e n g a g e  in oral 

d isc o u r se  are d ir e c te d  b y  th e  natu re o f  th e  r e la t io n sh ip  b e tw e e n  th e m , a n d  th e se  fu n c tio n  

”to  d e s ig n a te  th e  p e r so n  th e y  are ta lk in g  to  w h i le  th e y  are ta lk in g  to  th e m ” (F a so ld ,  

1 9 9 0 :1 ) . F a ilu re  to  u se  th e  ap p rop ria te  a d d ress  fo r m  m a y  resu lt in  an  in su lt  or m a y  b e
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considered rude. Slobin et al. (1968) noted that address forms may be expressed 

linguistically by second person pronouns, the use of first name or title and last name, the 

use of honorific forms and the like.

Although Fasold (1990) and Slobin et al. (1968) indicate that names and second 

person pronouns are two kinds of address forms, there are variations in their use from one 

culture to another, depending on the social values held in each culture. Below a summary 

of address forms found in Western culture, especially in the United States, is presented, 

followed by a discussion of Sasak address forms. Prior to the discussion, the 

distinguishing concept of T (tu) and V(vous) is presented.

Brown and Gilman (1960) proposed that the two singular pronouns of address 

used in several European languages, tu and vous, are closely related to the dimensions of 

power and solidarity. The power relationship is nonreciprocal, in which the one with 

more power will use the tu (T) pronoun, and receive the vous (V) from the one who has 

less power. Among the upper class, those who have equal power use a mutual V form, 

whereas among the lower class, a mutual T form is used. Thus, when the power is 

balanced, the speakers may use the reciprocal pattern of V-V or T-T but if there is 

unbalanced power the speakers will exchange a non-reciprocal T - V in which the more 

powerful speaker gives T and receives V.

In the United States, address forms are quite uniform and the two principal 

choices are between first name or title with last name, where the former is analoguous to 

T and the latter V (Chaika, 1989). In addition, Brown and Ford (1961) found three major 

patterns of use of address forms in American English, viz., the reciprocal exchange of
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first names, the reciprocal exchange of title with last name, and the non-reciprocal 

pattern in which one gives first name and receives title and last name.

The reciprocal exchange of first (given, personal) name includes first name, 

nickname or a diminutive form. This form of address is used to show intimacy by people 

who are close friends. The reciprocal exchange of title and last name, such as using Mr. 

and Mrs. and other titles before one’s family name or in the case of married women, 

usually the husband’s family name, is commonly found between newly introduced adults. 

This pattern goes with distance or formality. The non-reciprocal pattern of first name and 

title+family name occurs with differences in age and occupational status. Children 

address adults with title+family name and receive first name from them. Thus, a younger 

person receives first name and an older one receives title+family name. The same pattern 

occurs in occupational status differences in which the lower status person tends to give 

title+family name and receives first name. In relation to this, Slobin et al. (1968:290) 

pointed out that ’’the greater the status difference, the greater the tendency was for the 

nonreciprocal pattern”. However, Slobin et al. state that when age conflicts with 

occupational status, status prevails, such as a younger superior addresses an older 

subordinate by first name and receives title+family name.

In conclusion, reciprocal patterns are governed by a single dimension ranging 

from acquaintance to intimacy, and the nonreciprocal one is governed by two dimensions, 

viz., age and occupational status, which are equivalent to the power dimension.
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Name Address Forms

In general, Sasaks carry only one name which is their full name, and when they 

do, they do not carry their family names as Americans do. Those who have more than one 

name may be using their father’s name, the name of the place where they were bom, or a 

name that does not refer to anything or anyone at all. When a father’s name is used, it 

must follow the given name. For example, Hannah’s father is Achsyid Muzhar where 

Muzhar is his father’s name. Hannah then uses her father’s name Achsyid (not Muzhar) 

to become Hannah Achsyid. The name is given to a baby within a week after he or she is 

bom, and the person who gives the name is normally the father but more educated parents 

may discuss and agree on the name for their baby. The name is chosen from good names, 

such as a name that has good meanings or the name of a prophet. Traditionally, the name 

is given in the ’’selametan” (thanksgiving party).

Sasaks address others by their full names or nicknames. Young people commonly 

exchange nicknames to show solidarity and closeness, and they exchange full names 

when they feel distant. Thus, they may address someone they feel close to as Via 

(nickname for Vidyana), and Vidyana when they do not. Married people, especially those 

belonging the jajarkarang social class, are addressed as Amaq or kiaq plus the first child’s 

name (FCN) while those from the menak menengah group are addressed as Mamiq or 

Mamiq Bini plus the FCN. Thus, a jajarkarang man married to a jajarkarang woman and 

having a child named Kadir will be addressed as Amaq Kadir and Inaq Kadir, 

respectively. In a similar vein, if a man from the menak menengah group, Lalu Ali, 

married Lale (or Baiq) Ani and they have a son whose name is Lalu Rahmat, the father
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an d  m o th e r  w i l l  b e  a d d r e sse d  a s  M a m iq  R a h m a t an d  M a m iq  B in i R a h m a t r e sp e c t iv e ly .  

T h e  fo r m s  o f  a d d r e ss  A m a q  or  In a q + F C N  an d  M a m iq  or M a m iq  B in i+ F C N  are u se d  to  

s h o w  r e sp e c t  to  m arr ied  c o u p le s  b e c a u se  th e y  are r e s p o n s ib le  p e r so n s  fo r  r a is in g  a c h ild  

or c h ild r e n . T h o s e  w h o  a d d r e ss  a m arr ied  p e r so n  b y  h is  or h er  fir st n a m e  or n ic k n a m e  

w o u ld  b e  c o n s id e r e d  ru d e or in s u lt in g  e x c e p t  fo r  th o s e  w h o  are c lo s e  fr ie n d s  or fa m ily  

m e m b e r s . F a m ily  m e m b e r s  m a y  a ls o  c a ll  e a c h  o th er  b y  first n a m e  (F N ) , n ic k n a m e  (N N )  

or b y  K a k /D ik + F N /N N , A m a q /In a q + F C N  or M a m iq /M a m iq  B in i+ F C N . M o r e  e d u c a te d  

S a sa k  h u sb a n d s  an d  w iv e s  u se  K a k  or D ik  or ju s t  a d d ress  e a c h  o th e r  b y  n a m e  or  

n ic k n a m e . T h e  u s e  o f  a d d r e ss  fo r m s  o f  fir st n a m e , n ic k n a m e  an d  K a k /D ik + F N /N N  re la te s  

to  c lo s e n e s s ,  w h e r e a s  th a t o f  A m a q /In a q + F C N  an d  M a m iq /M a m iq  B in i+ F C N  re la te s  to  

re sp e c t. T a b le  3 .2  su m m a r iz e s  n a m e  a d d ress  fo r m s  in  S a sa k .

T a b le  3 .2 . T h e  U s e  o f  N a m e  A d d r e s s  F o rm s in  S a sa k .

Speaker A d d ressee C lo sen ess R esp ect
Y ou n g friend Y ou n g friend N N , FN K ak /D ik + F N ,N N
m arried/unm arried  
j a j arkarang/m enak

m arried w /ch ildren
jajarkarang

FN , N N A m aq/Inaq+F C N

sam e as above unm arried/m arried  
w /ou t children,
jajarkarang

FN , N N K ak /D ik + F N ,N N

sam e as above unm arried/m arried  
w /ou t children , m enak

L alu /B aiq + F N ,N N

sam e as above married w /ch ildren ,
m enak

M am iq/M am iq
B in i+ F C N

m arried/unm arried  
fam ily m em bers

m arried fam ily
m em bers, jajarkarang

K ak /D ik + F C N ,N N A m aq/Inaq+F C N

sam e as above married fam ily
m em bers, m enak

K ak/D ik+ F C N ,
N N

M am iq/M am iq
B in i+ F C N

husband,
jajarkarang or
m enak

w ife , jajarkarang or 
m enak

F N ,N N D ik  (+ F n , N N )

w ife , jajarkarang  
or m enak

husband, jajarkarang or 
m enak

FN , N N K ak (+ F N ,N N )
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Notes: 1. This table should be used as a general guideline because there are many 
factors involved in exchanges, and they cannot be stated one by one.

2. NN stands for nickname, FN for first name or name, FCN for first 
child’s name.

Sasaks who work in offices, government or private, are addressed in the same way 

as above in the family. In workplaces, people may also address each other using Pak+FN 

or Bu+FN to show formality. Pak and Bu are derived from the Indonesian address forms 

that mean Mr. and Ms/Mrs. respectively. In addition, a married woman may also be 

addressed by Bu+husband’s name, a pattern also used outside the workplace, especially 

by neighbors.

In summary, younger Sasak people address each other by first (name) to show 

distance and by nickname to show closeness. These forms of address may also be used to 

address younger married members of the family to indicate closeness. Additionally, they 

may also be addressed by Amaq/Laaq+FCN to show respect. If one holds a prestigious 

occupation, he or she will be addressed by Pak/Bu+FN or Bu+ husband’s name for a 

married woman regardless of the origin of the addresser (Sasak or nonSasak).

Personal Pronoun of Address

In the Sasak language, there are two first personal pronouns, aku and tiang. Aku is 

a first person pronoun of the Sasak jamak or basa jamak variety, and tiang is a first 

personal pronoun of the Sasak alus or basa alus variety. Their corresponding second 

person pronouns are kamu and side for first person pronoun aku, and pelinggih (or 

pelungguh) for first person pronoun tiang. In the table 3.3 below it is clear that kamu and
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side may be addressed to a person who is relatively equal in status and/or age, and it is 

used to show solidarity. However, in another part of Lombok side is preferred for 

addressing people who are older or equal in status and age. Among those of jajarkarang 

rank, side may be used with a new acquaintance who is considered to have the same 

status as the speaker. Pelinggih or pelungguh was originally used by jajarkarang to 

address members of the menak (noble) group and among menaks to address each other. 

The first person tiang is used by the speaker to refer to himself or herself. Nowadays, the 

use of tiang and its corresponding second person pronoun pelinggih or pelungguh does 

not merely relate to social status of the speakers but is used by newly acquainted educated 

persons to show respect or not to be considered rude. The title haii (haj) for those who 

have made a pilgrimage to Mecca also has effects on language use.

Aku, kamw, and side

Generally, the self-reference pronoun aku (I) and its corresponding pronouns of 

address kamu (you) and side (you), are used by the speakers of Sasak jamak who have 

equal status and are relatively of the same age. Kamu and side may be used 

interchangeably among young speakers to show intimacy or solidarity. Thus, the 

addresser gives T and receives T too.

Older people prefer to use side to kamu because side is more neutral than kamu in 

addition to the fact that kamu may convey to the addressee an identification as lower in 

status or as younger in age. Due to its neutrality, side is commonly used to address a new 

aquaintance whose social status is known, i.e. equal but not intimate. In addition, older
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fa m ily  m e m b e r s  su c h  as p a ren ts , o ld e r  b ro th ers a n d  s is te r s  a d d r e ss  y o u n g e r  m e m b e r s  w ith  

k a m u  an d  r e c e iv e  s id e  a s  in  th e  f o l lo w in g  e x a m p le s :

A n  o ld e r  b r o t h e r : (A k u )  e a k -k e  la lo  j o k  se k o la h . E a k -m  la lo  ( k a m u )?

(I) w i l l - 1st. g o  to  s c h o o l .  W ill-2 n d . g o  (y o u )?

(I w i l l  g o  to  s c h o o l . W il l  y o u  g o ? )

A  y o u n g e r  brother: (A k u )  u a h -k e  la lo . S id e  la lo  m e sa k -m .

(I) a lr e a d y -1st. g o . Y o u  g o  a lo n e -n 2 n d .

(I h a v e  a lrea d y  b e e n  th ere . Y o u  g o  a lo n e ) .

T a b le  3 .3 . T h e  U s e  o f  P e r so n a l P r o n o u n s  in  S a sa k .

Speaker A d d ressee C lo sen ess R esp ect
you n g  friend, jajarkarang you n g  friend.) a jarkarang aku, kam u aku, side
sam e as above you n g  friend, m enak aku, side tiang,

p elin gg ih
you n g friend, m enak you n g  friend.) a jarkarang aku, kam u aku, side
sam e as above you n g  friend, m enak tiang,

p elin gg ih
equal in  status & age, 
adults, jajarkarang

equal in  status & age, 
adults, jajarkarang

aku, side tiang,
p elin gg ih

sam e as above equal in status & age, 
adults, m enak

tiang,
p elin gg ih

equal in status & age, 
adults, m enak

sam e as above aku, side tiang,
p elin gg ih

older adults, m enak
fam ily

younger adults, m enak  
fam ily

aku, side tiang,
p elin gg ih

younger adults, m enak older adults,m enak tiang,
p elin gg ih

younger superior older subordinate aku, side tiang,
p elin gg ih

older superior younger subordinate aku, side,
(kam u)

aku, side

N o t e s .  T h is  ta b le  sh o u ld  b e  u se d  as a g e n e r a l g u id e lin e . T h ere  are m a n y  

fa c to r s  in v o lv e d  in  e x c h a n g e s  an d  th e y  c a n n o t  b e  sta te d  o n e  b y  

o n e . In th is  ta b le , eq u a l in  s ta tu s  re fers  to  a p o s it io n  in  an  o f f ic e .
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The same address forms are used between a husband and a wife in which the former 

addresses the latter with kamu and receives side. This is related to the fact that in Sasak 

culture, older people receive more respect than younger ones. Wives are thus 

symbolically treated as younger than husbands and receive less respect. Table 3.3. shows 

the use of personal pronouns of address forms in S asak.

Put another way, the use of the personal pronouns of address aku. kamu. and side 

may have the following patterns. Young people use the reciprocal pattern in which they 

give kamu or side and receive kamu or side to show solidarity or closeness. However, 

older people or more educated ones use the reciprocal pattern of giving side and receiving 

side to show neutrality in the sense that it is safe to address others with side, especially to 

a new acquaintance who shares relatively the same age and social status whom one is not 

familar with. The last pattern is the nonreciprocal one in which one gives kamu and 

receives side which implies that ones who are older or higher in status or in the family 

hierarchy have power over younger or lower-status ones. In case a position in the family 

hierarchy conflicts with age, the reciprocal pattern of mutual exchange of side will be 

used as shown below.

Younger uncle: Mbe eak-m laik side?

where will-2nd go you? ( Where will you go?).

Older nephew: Eak-ke lalo jok toko. Eakm milu (side)?

(I) will-1st. go to shop. Will-2nd. join you.

( I will go to the shop. Do you want to go ?).
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Tiang, Pelinggih flPelu-iigguh')

The first person self-reference pronoun tiang (I) and its corresponding second-

person address pronoun pelinggih or pelungguh (you) are Sasak alus variety. Pelinggih

and pelungguh are the same in that they can be used interchangeably and in some places

people use pelinggih while in others they use pelungguh. They were used originally to

address the menak by the jajarkarang to show respect to them. The speaker speaks about

himself or herself using Sasak jamak while the one that refers to the addressee uses the

basa alus (honorific) forms as in the following constructed example: ”1 want to eat, and

what do you want (to eat)?”

Tiang mele mangan, napi pelinggihde kayun (dahar)?

I want eat what you want (to eat)

(I want to eat, and what do you want (to eat)?).

The expressions ’’tiang mele mangan” and ”napi pelinggihde kayun dahar” are Sasak alus

expressed by the speaker to the addressee, either to show that he or she is considered

higher in social status, or to show politeness. One is expected to show a certain degree of

humbleness when referring to one’s self, and to show respect to others when addressing

them. Nowadays, exercising the notion of self-lowering and other-raising does not refer to

the relationship between the king and the people any longer but to show respect to,

another. Exercising the notion of self-lowering and other-raising means that one claims to

be of higher or lower status as described by Becker (1992:116):

To put one’s speaking self into words in Burmese, Javanese, or Malay is 
to make claims of status (high or low) that alienate our very selves, and 
in none of those languages is there a verb like be (copula) or a distinction
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between present and past tense.

When the address forms tiang and pelinggih/pelungguh are used among the 

menaks (nobles), they indicate that they are from the same social strata and are used to 

show politeness. In this case, the addresser gives V and receives V to show social status 

as well as respect. The same pattern is used among the educated to show respect, 

especially to a person who is distant and to a new acquaintance whether or not he or she 

comes from a menak family. Violations in the use of proper pronouns may be considered 

rude or an insult, expressed in Sasak as Ndekn taon base (do not know a language), an 

expression addressed to one who does not speak appropriately.

There are, however, variations in the use of these pronouns. One variation is in 

terms of the speaker who gives V and receives T. It occurs in villages where social 

stratification is still salient, in which non-menaks give V to menaks but receive T from 

them. In this case, the menaks still perceive it as legitimate for them to give T to non- 

menaks and receive V, due to historical stratification in the past. This pattern clearly 

shows power and/or social strata. In urban areas, people tend to give T to others and 

receive T from them. This only happens when the interlocutors were bom in the city 

where they have never been exposed to the Sasak alus variety. In addition, a few young 

people who were raised in the urban areas have a negative feeling towards Sasak alus, 

seeing it as symbolically representing aristocracy in a democratic society. As more people 

from the non-menak classes acquire higher education and hold important positions in 

government offices, a shift in the use of address forms seems to occur. A mutual V-V 

pattern may be used in exchanges between high officials whether menak or nonmenak. In
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addition, the nonreciprocal T-V pattern may still occur in teacher-student exchanges. 

Teachers may give T to students, and receive V from them. However, when the student is 

older than the teacher, the student may receive V and give V or the teacher may initiate 

the shift to Indonesian address forms such as Pak (Mr.) or Bu (Miss/Mrs.) to neutralize 

the status difference. In some of the more religious Moslem families, the nonreciprocal 

pattern may be exercised in which the children give V and receive T from their parents to 

show humbleness to their parents. This pattern is considered religiously appropriate.

In short, the use of address forms tiang and pelinggih/pelungguh shows the 

following pattern. First, the reciprocal pattern V-V is used among menaks (noble class) to 

show equal status and politeness and among the educated to show respect. Secondly, the 

nonreciprocal T-V used between menaks and nonmenaks to show power and respect, and 

by children to parents to show power and humbleness.

The Title ”Haii” or ’’Haiiafa”

Sasaks are faithful Moslems, and one of the goals of being a Moslem is to make a 

pilgrimage to Mecca. Upon returning from the pilgrimage to Mecca, one is entitled to 

hold the title haii for males or haiiah for females, and is addressed by han, tuan haii. 

haiiah or kak tuan if older, along with the Sasak alus address forms. Thus, before one 

becomes haii or haiiah, he or she may be addressed with the pronoun side (you) but 

afterward he or she will be addressed using the Sasak alus pelinggih/pelungguh. There is 

a shift of the language used from the Sasak jamak variety to Sasak alus when one holds 

this title, and one will give V and receive V regardless of whether one is from the menak
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class or not. The use of the Sasak alus address form is intended to show respect to those 

who have fullfilled one of the commands of God, and the shift to Sasak alus initiated by 

haji holders can be seen as persuading others to use polite forms and to give an example 

of being polite.

Those who hold this title will be addressed by tuan haii or kak tuan in the family. 

Older members of the family address him or her by tuan haii and younger ones use kak 

tuan (kak is used to address older members of the family). There is no language shift 

within the family, although this title conveys respect. This phenomenon may show 

intimacy.

In conclusion, the use of first and second pronoun forms in Sasak, as shown 

previously, follows both reciprocal and nonreciprocal patterns. The forms aku (I), kamu 

and side (you) may be used reciprocally as well as nonreciprocally. Young people use 

aku/kamu. aku/side (T-T) reciprocally to show solidarity; educated people use aku/side 

reciprocally to indicate neutrality or solidarity, and kamu or side is used nonreciprocally 

by older people to address younger ones, especially among the family members.

The use of the pronouns tiang (I), pelinggih/nelungguh (V) also show these 

patterns. The reciprocal pattern V-V is used among menaks to show their group social 

stratum and educated people use it to show respect or politeness. The nonreciprocal 

pattern T-V is used by menaks to address nonmenaks to show power, and between 

teachers and students it is used to show power and respect. In addition, it may be used 

between parents and children to show power, status of the parents and humbleness of the 

children, especially in religious families.
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The use of title haji or haiiah to address another who holds the title goes along 

with the Sasak alus forms of address, viz., in the use of V-V. The use of V-V by haii to 

nonhaii holders is used as a polite form of speaking and reflecting the expectation that 

others will return in the same way. However, haii holders may use T-T in the family in 

place of V-V to show intimacy.

Regional Variation in Sasak

Differences in speech within an area considered to have a single language may be 

categorized as regional varieties or social varieties. Such differences may be found in 

pronunciation, grammar, or vocabulary. According to Shuy (1967), the differences are the 

results of several factors, such as settlement history, physical geography, and population 

shift. In addition, Davis (1983) states that political boundaries, immigration, and 

territorial conquest can cause the varieties of language to differ. Shuy further shows that 

varieties are generally understood by speakers of other varieties, and may indicate the 

social status as well as the regional background of speakers. There are still controversies 

over the number of regional varieties in Sasak. A team of researchers from Udayana 

University (1978) conducted a survey asking informants about the classification of Sasak 

regional varieties. 53% of the informants said that Sasak regional varieties can be divided 

into five based on the existence of Sasak kingdoms in the past, while other informants 

identified five varieties based on differences in the Sasak determiners for ’’this” and 

’’that”. The former classification divided Sasak regional varieties into Bayan, Tanjung,
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Selaparang, Pujut, and Pejanggik, whereas the latter criterion classifies the varieties into 

Ngeno-ngene, generally spoken in East Lombok; Meriak-meriku, spoken at Bonjeruk and 

Sengkol; Meno-mene, spoken at Puyung and Praya; Ngeto-ngete, spoken at Sembalun, a 

village at the foot of Mount Rinjani; and Kuto-kute, spoken at Bayan, northern part of 

Lombok. Still others, based on my discussions with some lecturers at FKJP, classify 

Sasak regional varieties into four by excluding Kuto-kute. These classifications, however, 

need further investigation since they are based on impressionistic opinions.

Regional varieties of Sasak differ in pronunciation, grammar, and vocabulary. The 

following discussion, however, will focus only on differences in vocabulary.

/

Differences among Sasak Regional Varieties

Differences in selected lexical items among the Sasak regional varieties are shown 

in table 3.4.

The items being compared are in the Sasak jamak variety, and are taken from 

subjects’ translation of the English sentence: ’Yesterday I came to your house but your 

wife said you had already gone to the airport’, used in the translation test given to the one 

speaker of each regional variant (not included in the forty-one subjects of this study). The 

test is similar to the translation test distributed to the FKIP employees but the testees 

(FKIP students), beside translating the Indonesian sentences into Sasak alus, were also 

asked to translate them into the Sasak jamak variety. From the five Sasak jamak sentences 

only the first sentence is used in this comparison.



T able 3 .4 . L exica l Item s in F ive Sasak R egional V arieties.

V ariety Y esterday I com e to house your but your w ife say you have go to air
port

M eriak
m eriku

uik aku leto jok balen side laguk seninakm barakke side uah lalo jok banda
ra

N g en o -
ngene

rubin kami dateng jok balen side laguk seninende bebadak side uah lalo jok banda
ra

K uto-
kute

tebin kung ketok ngaro balen dik laguk saw andik ongkat dik uah injah ngaro banda
ra

M eno-
m ene

uik aku/ke leto jok balen m laguk seninakm barakke side uah lalo jok banda
ra

N geto
ngete

terbin ku dateng tim pak balen pe laguk saw anpe ngina * uah lalo
*pe

timpa
k

banda
ra

ooto
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The table shows that the lexical item for ’yesterday’ is uik in Meriak -meriku and 

Meno-mene, rubin in Ngeno-ngene, tebin in Ngeto-ngete and Kuto-kute. The first person 

pronoun varies among the areas, with aku or ku in Meriak-meriku, Ngeto-ngete and 

Meno-mene, kami in Ngeno-ngene, and kune in Kuto-kute. The verb ’come’ also shows 

remarkable variation: leto in Meriak-meriku and Meno-mene, ketok in Kuto-kute, and 

dateng in Ngeno-ngene and Ngeto-ngete. The preposition equivalent to ’to’ is jqk 

everywhere ngaro in Kuto-kute and timpak in Ngeto-ngete. ’Your house’ is balen side in 

Meriak-meriku and Ngeno-ngene, but balen dik in Kuto-kute and balenm (balem) in 

Meno-mene, and balenpe in Ngeto-ngete. However, the bound inalienable suffixed form 

of ’our’ is -akm in Meriak-meriku and Meno-mene, ^de in Ngeno-ngene, =pe in Ngeto- 

ngete whereas -dik in Kuto-kute. In all three varieties, the words seninakm and seninende 

are derived from the word nine (girl, woman) plus possessive <le (side) or - m (kamu) to 

be senine+de/m which then becomes seninende and seninakm. An interesting difference 

is that in Kuto-kute and Ngeto-ngete the term for ’wife’ is replaced with sawan-, from 

sawa which connotes sexual intercourse, so that the word sounds odd to speakers of other 

varieties. The verb for ’say’ is barak in Meriak-meriku and Meno-mene varieties, badak 

in Ngeno-ngene, ngina in Ngeto-ngete, and ongkat in Kuto-kute. Finally, Kuto-kute again 

differs from all other areas in the lexeme for ’go’, ini ah. which is lalo elsewhere.

In short, there are some differences with reference to lexical items used among the 

Meriak-meriku, Ngeno-ngene, and Meno-mene varieties but the differences are greatest 

with Kuto-kute and Ngeto-ngete, variants spoken in the northern part of Lombok.
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Causes for Differences among Sasak Regional Varieties

As indicated previously, regional differences in a language may be caused by 

several factors, such as physical geography, settlement history, political boundaries, 

conquest, and immigration. The causes of the regional differences in Sasak are not 

immediately obvious due to the fact that written data about Sasak are not available with 

respect to the regional variants. However, it is speculated that physical geography, 

settlement history and/or population shifts may have been responsible. Among the 

Meriak-meriku, Ngeno-ngene, and Meno-mene varieties of Sasak, the differences are not 

very large in the sense that these are still mutually intelligible. The differences between 

the first three varieties and the Kuto-kute and Ngeto-ngete varieties, however, are great 

enough that the speakers of the other varieties frequently do not understand it. 

Geographically, the speakers of the first three varieties reside in well-developed areas that 

include all of the capital cities of the four regions of Lombok, and transportation and 

roads are conducive for communication to occur among speakers of all three areas. In 

contrast, speakers of the Kuto-kute and Ngeto-ngete varieties live north of the mountain 

that separates the island from the rest, and it was not until about two decades ago that 

frequent transportation was available to link them to the rest of the population. In this 

respect, physical geography has isolated the speakers of the Kuto-kute and Ngeto-ngete 

varieties from interacting frequently with speakers of other varieties.

Population shift and/or settlement history may account for the geographic 

distribution of the varieties. Thus we may find speakers of two otherwise geographically 

separated varieties living side-by-side in a single village. As an example, in the village of
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Bonjemk (see the map of Lombok), the majority of residents speak the Meriak-meriku 

variety while the rest (those living at the hamlet of Manggong) speak the Meno-mene 

variety of the surrounding area. The Meriak-meriku speakers can be related historically to 

the speakers of this variety residing in Sengkol, South Lombok, about forty kilometers 

from Bonjemk. The ancestors of those living at Bonjemk come from Sengkol, and people 

from both communities still frequently visit each other. On the other hand, speakers of the 

Meno-mene variety in Manggong are descendants of settlers from the suurounding village 

of Perina. In this respect, population shift and/or settlement history may account for 

where different varieties are spoken today.

Speech Levels in Sasak

Javanese is the most studied language in Indonesia with reference to speech levels 

(see for example Geertz, 1960; Poedjosoedarmo, 1968; Wolff and Poedjosoedarmo, 

1982; Errington, 1985,1988; and Wolfowitz, 1991). Generally Javanese is characterized 

as having three main speech levels: ngoko. madva, and kromo (Poedjosoedarmo, 1968; 

Wolff and Poedjosoedarmo, 1982; Errington, 1985, 1988; and Wolfowitz, 1991). 

Poedjosoedarmo (1968) has pointed out that Javanese has a quite complex system of 

speech levels and these levels are formed by combining four types of vocabulary and two 

types of affixes in which each level has three sublevels. Altogether they make nine speech 

levels.

Sasak, which is virtually unknown in the literature, has similar speech levels but 

they are not as elaborate as those of Javanese. According to Japa (1994), speech levels in
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Sasak correspond to social stratification of the society, and as discussed previously, 

traditional Sasak society was, and still is stratified into the iaiarkarang. perwangsa, and 

menak classes. Parallel to this stratification are three speech levels: iamak, tengak. and 

utama. The iamak level is the ordinary and the tengak (middle) and the utama (prominent) 

are the refined or alus forms. The differences among the levels are related to the degree of 

politeness conveyed by the speaker; thus they involve showing proper degrees of respect 

and formality to the addressee. In communication among the groups, people use speech 

levels that correspond to the ranks or classes. Jajarkarang members address menaks using 

tengak or utama, the refined forms, but use iamak. ordinary Sasak to address their own 

fellow group members. Conversely, menaks address iaiarkarangs in iamak and use tengak 

or utama to other menaks. The following examples illustrate the use of the Sasak iamak 

and tengak speech levels in a conversation between a menak and a jajarkarang.

Jajarkarang : Napi foase-n pelinggih barok mike?

what say-2nd you now that 

What did you say just now?.

Menak : Uah-m mangan?

have-2nd eat 

Did you have your meal?.

Jajarkarang : Nggih. Sampun tiamg mangan. 

yes have I eat 

Yes, I have already eaten.

A similar exchange if initiated by a menak would be
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Menak : Ape uni-m side baruk no?

what say-2nd you now that 

What did you say just now?.

Jajarkarang : Sampun petongguh dahar?

have you eat 

Did you have your meal?.

Menak : Auk. Uah-ke mangan.

yes have-1st eat 

Yes, I have already eaten.

The above examples show clearly that for the same expression: ’’What did you say 

just now?”, if spoken by a menak to a jajarkarang, is in jamak form: ”Ape unin side baruk 

no?” whereas if used by a jajarkarang to a menak is in its refined tengak form: ”Napi 

basen pelungguh baruk nike?”.

Formation of Speech Levels

The speaker’s use of speech levels is intended to show politeness to the 

addresssee, which may be expressed both by speech and gesture. In this respect, though 

less complex, Sasak is similar to Javanese (see Javanese politeness in Poedjosoedarmo, 

1968). Politeness in Sasak can be expressed by the selection of personal pronouns, and by 

intonation, vocabulary items, and particles, gesture, and body movement.
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In th e  p r e v io u s  ch a p ter , th e  u se  o f  s o m e  p e r so n a l p r o n o u n s  are d is c u s s e d , su ch  as  

k a m u , s id e , t ia n g , an d  p e lin g g ih /p e lu n g g u h . In a d d itio n , o th er  p e r so n a l p r o n o u n s  are a lso

u se d  to  s h o w  p o lit e n e s s  a s  in d ic a te d  in  ta b le  3 .5  b e lo w .  

T a b le  3 .5 .  P e r so n a l P r o n o u n s  in  E a c h  S p e e c h  L e v e l.

Jam ak T e n g a k U ta m a G lo s s

ak u tia n g k a j i,d e w e k I

k a m u , s id e p e l in g g ih , p e lu n g g u h d ek a ji Y o u

ia , n ia d a n e d e s id a S /h e

ak u  p ad a t ia n g  sa m i k aji sa m i W e

S o fte r  an d  s lo w e r  in to n a tio n  is  u se d  to  in d ic a te  p o lit e n e s s  an d  th is  is  g e n e r a lly  

u se d  w h e n  o n e  sp e a k s  in  r e f in e d  S a sa k  te n g a k  or u ta m a  fo r m s b u t o n e  u s e s  a lo u d  and  

ro u g h  v o ic e  in  n o n -r e f in e d  S a sa k  ja m a k  fo r m s. In to n a tio n  is  a ls o  c o m b in e d  w ith  g e stu r e s  

an d  o th er  b o d y  m o v e m e n t . In tra d itio n a l S a sa k , a lo w e r  c la s s  p e r so n  (ja jark aran g) u se s  

h is  or h er  in d e x  f in g e r  to  p o in t  to  s o m e th in g  fo r  a h ig h  c la s s  p e r so n  (m e n a k ) . A t  th e  sa m e  

t im e , h e  or  sh e  lo w e r s  th e  b o d y  an d  a v o id s  lo o k in g  in to  th e  h ig h  c la s s  a d d r e s s e e ’s e y e s .  

H o w e v e r , th is  ty p e  o f  tra d itio n a l fea tu re  o f  p o l it e n e s s  d o e s  n o t s e e m  to  b e  p r a c tic e d  b y  

th e  y o u n g e r  S a sa k  g e n e r a tio n  a n y m o r e , e s p e c ia l ly  b y  th o s e  w h o  r e s id e  in  urban areas or  

in  v i l la g e s  w h e r e  n o  m e n a k s  l iv e . T h e  p a r tic le s  a n eh , s ila k , an d  d a w e k , m e a n in g  ’p le a s e ’, 

are a lso  u se d  in  c o m b in a t io n  w ith  b o d y  m o v e m e n t , e .g . ,  ’’P le a s e  h a v e  s o m e  m o r e ” in  

S a sa k  jam ak  is  a n eh  a m p u k , in  S a sa k  te n g a k  is  s ila k  g a d in g a n  m a lik , an d  in  S a sa k  u tam a  

is  d a w e k  g a d in g a n  m a lik . In S a sa k  te n g a k  or u ta m a  th is  e x p r e s s io n  is  u se d  b y  th e  o n e  

w h o  m a k e s  an  o f fe r  b y  p o in t in g  h is  or h er  in d e x  f in g e r  to  th e  th in g s  o ffe r e d .
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T h e  c h o ic e  o f  v o c a b u la r y  ite m s  d e te r m in e s  th e  d e g r e e  o f  p o l i t e n e s s  an d  c o n fo r m s  

to  sp e e c h  le v e ls  in  S a sa k . T h e  v o c a b u la r y  ite m s  u s e d  in  S a sa k  te n g a k  o r  u ta m a  are th o se  

th at re fer  to  r e sp e c te d  a d d r e s s e e s ’ d o m a in s , su c h  a s b e lo n g in g s , a c t iv it ie s ,  parts o f  th e  

b o d y , an d  th e  c o n d it io n  o f  th e  b o d y  as s h o w n  in  ta b le  3 .6 .

In c a s e  a d is t in c t  v o c a b u la r y  ite m  is  n o t  a v a ila b le  in  th e  te n g a k  le v e l  ( s e e  ta b le  

3 .6 ) ,  th e  u ta m a  w o r d  is  u se d . H o w e v e r , m a n y  te r m s d o  n o t h a v e  d is t in c t  te n g a k  n or  

u ta m a  fo r m s , s o  th e  sa m e  fo r m  is  u se d  th r o u g h o u t a ll th ree  le v e ls .  T h u s , to  u se  th e  ear lier  

e x a m p le , ” W h a t d id  y o u  sa y  ju s t  n o w ? ” w o u ld  b e , in  th e  r e s p e c t iv e  le v e ls :

U ta m a : N a p i b a se n  d e k a ji baruk  n ik e ?

T e n g a k : N a p i b a se n  p e lin g g ih  baruk  n ik e ?

Jam ak : A p e  u n in  s id e  baru k  n o ?

T a b le  3 .6 . S o m e  V o c a b u la r y  ite m s  U s e d  in  E a c h  S p e e c h  L e v e l.

D o m a in s Jam ak T e n g a k U ta m a G lo s s

B e lo n g in g s b a le g e d e n g h o u se

an ak bija c h ild

ro k o k lanjaran c ig a r e tte

B o d y  parts im a g a d in g h a n d s

k e n to k p e n g g e d e n g k a m a ears

b iw ih su n g a p m o u th

a w a k b atan g b o d y

u lu te n d e s m a sta k a h ea d

A c t iv it ie s g ita k ser iu k se r e m in to  s e e

la lo lu m b ar m arg i to  g o

m a n g a n m ed a h a r m ed a ra n to  eat

te n d o k m esa r i to  s le e p

in g e t ilin g to  r e m e m b e r

B o d y  S ta te lap ah suar h u n g ry

d e m e n s e n e n g h a p p y

sa k it su n g k a n s ic k

g e d e k m e n g g a h an g ry
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The Uses of Speech Levels

The iamak level in Sasak is informal and non-polite speech, and does not contain 

words that express any respect. It is an ordinary speech level that one uses to speak with 

close friends, younger family members with older ones, menak people to jajarkarang 

people, and a superior to a subordinate. Sasak tengak is a semi-polite and semi-formal 

speech level contains words that express an intermediate degree of respect. The tengak 

level is used by younger family members to older ones in menak families, subordinates 

to a superior, jajarkarang to menak. and among educated people who are not familiar yet. 

Utama is the highest speech level in Sasak, and is a very formal and polite form of 

speech. It contains words that express a high degree of politeness. As with Javanese 

kromo. it was originally used to address kings and their immediate family members, and 

other highly respected people.

The Influence of Social Change on Speech Levels

Numerous social changes have taken place in Indonesia since the Indonesian 

independence on August 17, 1945. Since then, many people, especially of the younger 

generation, from various walks of life have had opportunities to study outside their own 

regions and even out of the country, and interaction among various ethnic groups has also 

been enhanced. As a result, more young Sasaks have had opportunities to further their 

education at institutions of higher education outside the island and later, to gain important 

positions in the province. These people form a new upper class in the society, although 

many of them are from the jajarkarang class. Thus, with the existence of this group, the
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upper class in Sasak society no longer consists solely of menaks but also includes these 

educated jajarkarangs. This has been one of the impacts of social change in society on 

Lombok, and it can also affect language use, such as in speech levels, as Poedj osoedarmo 

(1968) also observed in Javanese. In the past, menaks were the only upper class members 

of the society and they were commonly addressed in Sasak alus. tengak or utama, but the 

new generation of upper class people are also addressed in Sasak alus forms whether or 

not they are from menak families. Thus, achieved rather than inherited social status is one 

of the factors that affects code choice in the society.
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. CHAPTER 4

PATTERNS OF LANGUAGE USE IN SASAK 

IntroductioE

This chapter discusses findings on the patterns of language use of Sasak speakers 

which include language use within menak as well as nonrnenak families, language use in 

formal and informal settings, differences of patterns of language use in menak and 

nonrnenak families in formal as well as in informal settings, and proficiency in Sasak 

alus, based on responses to the questionnaire distributed to the forty-one staff members at 

FK1P. The results thus reflect reported usage or perceptions of usage only.

Language Use within Menak Families

Table 4.1. gives respondents’ perception of language use within menak families. It 

shows that a large percentage (80.49%) of the respondents indicate that within menak 

families, parents speak in Sasak jamak to their children, while 19.51% say Sasak jamak is 

used by the parents to speak to their children. Conversely, almost all of the respondents 

(97.56%) respond by saying that the children use Sasak alus to their parents whereas only 

one person (2.44%) says Sasak jamak is used. They also indicate that unmarried younger 

brothers or sisters speak in Sasak alus to their unmarried older brothers or sisters 

(75.61%) whereas 24.39% of them say Sasak jamak is used. In addition, married older 

brothers or sisters address their married younger brothers or sisters in Sasak jamak 

(73.17%) and 26.83% indicates the use of Sasak alus. Married younger brothers or sisters, 

on the other hand, still address their married older brothers or sisters in Sasak alus
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(8 5 .3 7 % ) w h ile  o n ly  1 4 .6 3 %  m e n tio n  th e  u se  o f  S a sa k  ja m a k . F in a lly , th e y  in d ic a te  th at  

S a sa k  h u sb a n d s  p r e d o m in a n tly  u se  S a sa k  ja m a k  to  th e ir  w iv e s  (7 8 .1 5 % ) , w h ile  2 1 .9 5 %  

in d ic a te  th e  u se  o f  S a sa k  a lu s . A  large  p e r c e n ta g e  o f  r e sp o n d e n ts  m e n t io n  that S a sa k  

w iv e s  a d d r e ss  th e ir  h u sb a n d s  in  S a sa k  a lu s  (9 2 .6 8 % ) w h ile  o n ly  7 .3 2 %  sa y  S a sa k  ja m a k  

is  u sed .

T a b le  4 .1 .  L a n g u a g e  U s e  w ith in  M e n a k  F a m ilie s .

S peaker A dd ressee L an guage(s) % N
parents ch ildren Sasak  jam ak 8 0 .4 9 33

Sasak  alus 19.51 8
Indonesian 0 0 0

children parents Sasak  alus 9 7 .5 6 4 0
Sasak  jam ak 2 .4 4 1
Indonesian 0 .0 0 0

you n ger bro/sis,unm arried old er bro/sis,unm arried Sasak  alus 75 .61 31
Sasak  jam ak 2 4 .3 9 10
Indonesian 0 .0 0

o lder bro/sis.m arried yo u n g er  bro/sis.m arried Sasak  jam ak 7 3 .1 7 2 9
Sasak  alus 2 6 .8 3 12
Indonesian 0 .0 0

you n ger bro/sis,m arried o ld er  b ro /s is, m arried Sasak  alus 8 5 .3 7 3 0
Sasak  jam ak 14 .63 11
Indonesian 0 .0 0

husbands w iv e s Sasak  jam ak 7 8 .0 5 32
Sasak  alus 2 1 .9 5 9
Indonesian 0 .0 0

w iv e s husbands Sasak  alus 9 2 .6 8 38
Sasak  jam ak 7 .3 2 3

T h e se  f in d in g s  s u g g e s t  th at S a sa k  a lu s  is  c o m m o n ly  u se d  w ith in  m e n a k  fa m ilie s  

w h e r e  o ld e r  fa m ily  m e m b e r s  a d d r e ss  y o u n g e r  o n e s  in  S a sa k  ja m a k  w h ile  th e  y o u n g e r  

o n e s  a d d ress  th e  o ld e r  o n e s  in  S a sa k  a lu s . T h u s p a ren ts  are a d d r e sse d  in  S a sa k  a lu s b y  th e  

c h ild r e n , o ld e r  b ro th ers an d  s is te r s  are a d d r e sse d  in  S a sa k  a lu s  b y  y o u n g e r  b roth ers and  

s is te r s , an d  th e y  return in  S a sa k  ja m a k . T h e  sa m e  p attern  a p p lie s  in  th e  e x c h a n g e s  

b e tw e e n  s p o u s e s  w h e r e  h u sb a n d s  u se  S a sa k  ja m a k  to  th e ir  w iv e s ,  w h o  r ep ly  to  th e ir
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h u sb a n d s  in  S a sa k  a lu s . T h e s e  f in d in g s  a ls o  s u g g e s t  th at a g e  a n d  fa m ily  h iera rch y  are  

im p o rta n t fa c to r s  in  th e  s e le c t io n  o f  la n g u a g e  u se .

Language Use within Nonmenak Families

T a b le  4 .2 .  s h o w s  n o n m e n a k  r e s p o n d e n ts ’ u se  o f  la n g u a g e s  w ith in  th e ir  fa m ilie s .  

T a b le  4 .2 .  L a n g u a g e  U s e  w ith in  N o n m e n a k  F a m ilie s .

Speaker A dd ressee L an guage(s) % N
parents ch ildren Sasak jam ak 4 2 .5 0 17

Indonesian 3 7 .5 0 15
Sasak
jam ak+Ind .

1 2 .5 0 5

Sasak  alus 5 .0 0 2
Sasak  alus+Ind. 2 .5 0 1

children parents Sasak  jam ak 7 8 .0 5 32
Sasak alus 2 1 .9 5 9

old er b ro /sis yo u n g er  b ro /sis Sasak  jam ak 9 5 .1 2 39
Sasak  jam ak-Ind . 4 .8 8 2

you n ger b ro /sis o ld er  b ro /sis Sasak jam ak 8 0 .4 9 33
Sasak alus 14 .63 6
Sasak alus+Ind. 4 .8 8 2

A lm o s t  h a l f  o f  th e  r e sp o n d e n ts  (4 2 .5 % ) u s e  S a sa k  ja m a k  to  in tera ct w ith  th e ir  

c h ild r e n , 3 7 .5 %  o f  th e m  u se  In d o n e s ia n , 12 .5 %  u se  b o th  S a sa k  ja m a k  an d  In d o n esia n , 

w h ile  o n ly  5%  an d  2 .5 %  o f  th e m  r e s p e c t iv e ly , u se  S a sa k  a lu s , an d  b o th  S a sa k  ja m a k  an d  

In d o n e s ia n .

A  la rg e  p e r c e n ta g e  o f  th e  r e sp o n d e n ts  in  n o n m e n a k  h o u s e h o ld s  (7 8 .1 5 % ) u se  

S a sa k  ja m a k  to  c o n v e r s e  w ith  th e ir  p aren ts, th o u g h  2 1 .9 5 %  o f  th e m  u se  S a sa k  a lu s. T h o se  

w h o  u se  S a sa k  a lu s  to  th e ir  p a ren ts  are m a in ly  o r ig in a lly  fro m  m e n a k  fa m il ie s , and  th o se  

w h o  c o m e  fr o m  h aji fa m il ie s  r e g a r d le ss  o f  w h e th e r  or n o t th e y  w e r e  o r ig in a lly  m en a k s.
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In an interaction among brothers and sisters, respondents report that older ones 

speak almost entirely in Sasak jamak to younger ones (95.12%), and only 4.88% use 

Sasak jamak and Indonesian, and the younger ones return primarily in Sasak jamak 

(80.49%), with a few using Sasak alus (14.63 %), or both Sasak alus and Indonesian 

(4.88%). Those who report using Sasak alus to speak to their older brothers or sisters are 

mainly respondents from menak families.

These findings indicate that Sasak jamak is commonly used in interactions among 

nonmenak family members. Nonmenak whose parents are haji use Sasak alus and Sasak 

jamak as well, so that children address their parents in Sasak alus while their parents 

reply in Sasak jamak. However, it should be indicated here that polite Sasak jamak 

pronouns and certain verbs, such as side instead of kamu (you), and bekelor instead of 

mangan (to eat) are used to address older family members. Again, age and family 

hierarchy are essential factors in determining language use in nonmenak families.

Language Use within Menak and Nonmenak Families 

The differences in reported language use within menak and nonmenak families 

can be observed in tables 4.1. and 4.2 above. In menak families, older family members 

use Sasak jamak to younger ones while the younger members of the family address the 

older ones in Sasak alus. The use of Sasak alus and Sasak jamak in the conduct of daily 

life in menak families is common, with the use of Sasak alus by younger members of the 

menak families reflecting traditional respect for elders. In nonmenak families, On the 

other hand, Sasak jamak is commonly used to speak to older as well as younger family
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members. The only difference that can be noted is in the use of polite Sasak jamak forms 

to indicate politeness. The following constructed sentences illustrate the use of Sasak alus 

and polite Sasak jamak used in menak as well as in nonmenak families.

h Younger Menak: Sampun pelinggih-de dahar, mamiq?

already/have you-2nd. eat dad 

Did you eat, dad?

Older Menak : Uah-ke. Kamu uah-m (mangan)?

already/have-1st you have-2nd (eat)?

I did. Did you eat?.

2. Younger Nonmenak: Uah-m bekelor side , amaq?

already/have-2nd eat you dad 

Did you eat, dad?.

Older Nonmenak : Uah-ke. Kamu uah-m (mangan)?

already/have-1st. you have-2nd (eat)

I did. Did you (eat) ?.

In example 1 above, the sentence spoken by a younger menak is Sasak alus while the one 

spoken by the older menak is Sasak jamak. In example 2, the sentences used by a younger 

nonmenak and an older nonmenak are both Sasak jamak; the only difference lies in the 

use of the pronoun side (you) instead of kamu and the use of the verb bekelor (to eat) 

instead of  mangan. These vocabulary items are Sasak jamak but bekelor is a more polite 

vocabulary item than mangan.
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Language Use in Formal Settings

Table 4.3. shows reported language use in formal settings by Sasak employees at 

the FKOP, the University of Mataram. Almost all respondents (92.68%) indicate that in 

formal settings, such as in an office, they use Indonesian to an unknown person or 

employee when they first meet, 4.88 % of them codeswitch between Indonesian and 

Sasak alus or between Indonesian and Sasak jamak, while only one (2.44 %) 

codeswitches between Indonesian and Sasak alus only.

A different picture is obtained when a Sasak speaker interacts for the first time 

with a Sasak speaker or employee known by him or her. In this case, 48.78% indicate that 

they use Sasak alus, 34.15% codeswitch between Indonesian and Sasak alus, 9.76% 

codeswitch between Indonesian and Sasak jamak, and only 7.32% use exclusively 

Indonesian.

For Sasak speakers who are relatively equal in office rank, half interact by 

codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak (51.22%), and a quarter by 

codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus (26.83%). 12.20% indicate the use of 

Sasak jamak, 7.32% use both codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus and 

between Indonesian and Sasak jamak, and only one (2.44%) uses only Sasak alus.

In their communication with their Sasak superiors, respondents report that they 

codeswitch between Indonesian and Sasak alus (58.54%), or between Indonesian and 

Sasak jamak (26.83%). 9.76% indicate the use of codeswitching between Indonesian and 

both Sasak alus, and Sasak jamak, whereas only one (2.44%) uses Indonesian, and 

another (2.44%) uses Sasak jamak only. 53.66% of Sasak speakers who have higher ranks
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codeswitch between Indonesian and Sasak jamak when speaking to their Sasak 

subordinates, and 36.59% use purely Sasak jamak, with only 7.32% and 2.44% 

respectively using Indonesian and Sasak alus.

Table 4.3. Language Use in Formal Settings.

Speaker Addressee Language(s) %
Sasak unknown Indonesian 92.68

CS I/SA/J 4.88
CS I/SA 2.44

known Sasak alus 48.78
CS I/SA 34.15
CS I/SJ 9.76
Indonesian 7.32

equal CS I/SJ 51.22
CS I/SA 26.22
Sasak jamak 12.20
CS I/SA/J 7.32
Sasak alus 2.44

superior CS I/SA 58.54
CS I/SJ 19.51
CS I/SA/J 9.76
Sasak alus 7.32
Indonesian 2.44
Sasak jamak 2.44

subordinate CS I/SJ 53.66
Sasak jamak 36.59
Indonesian 7.32
Sasak alus 2.44

These findings suggest that Indonesian is likely to be used in an interaction 

between Sasak speakers who do not know one another, who meet for the first time in a 

formal setting. This finding corresponds to Tanner’s (1962) finding in her study on 

Indonesian students studying in the United States of America where the use of Indonesian 

is a safe first choice for those who are not well acquainted with one another. Sasak alus
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may also be used in an interaction involving Sasak speakers who know each other as 

Sasaks but meet for the first time in a formal setting. Speakers who have the same rank 

tend to codeswitch between Indonesian and Sasak jamak. In an interaction involving 

Sasak speakers who have different office ranks, the following pattern obtains. A lower- 

rank speaker may address a higher-rank Sasak by codeswitching between Indonesian and 

Sasak alus, while a higher-rank speaker may address a lower-rank Sasak by 

codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak (a more elaborate discussion on this 

issue will be presented in the next codeswitching section). In addition, the data also 

suggest that factors such as familiarity among speakers and the social status of the 

speakers affect the choice of language for Sasak speakers.

Language Use in Informal Settings

Table 4.4 shows the reported use of languages in informal settings by Sasak 

speakers who are employees at the FKIP, the University of Mataram. Almost all 

respondents (92.68%) indicate that in informal settings, such as an interaction taking 

place outside the office, they use Indonesian to unknown employees whom they first 

meet, only two (4.88%) codeswitch between I/SA, and one (2,44%) indicates the use of 

codeswitching between I/SJ.

If a Sasak speaker interacts for the first time with a known Sasak, Sasak alus is 

likely to be used (58.54%); however, 24.39% of the respondents codeswitch between 

I/SA, 19.51 % use Sasak jamak, whereas only one (2.44%) codeswitches between I/SJ, 

and another uses Indonesian.
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Table 4.4. Language Use in Informal Settings.

Speaker Addressee Language(s) %  age N

Sasak unknow n Indonesian 9 2 .68 38
CS I/SA 4 .88 2
C S I/S J 2 .44 1

know n Sasak alus 58 .54 24
C S I/SA 2 4 .3 9 10
C S I/SJ 9 .76 4
Sasak jamak 2 .4 4 1
C S I/SA /J 2 .44 1

equal C S I/S J 4 8 .7 8 20
C S I/SA 2 4 .3 9 10
Sasak jamak 19.51 8
C S I/SA /J 4 .88 2
Indonesian 2 .44 1

superior C S I/SA 6 0 .98 25
C S I/SJ 17.07 7
C S I/SA /J 9 .76 4
Indonesian 4 .88 2
Sasak alus 4 .88 2
Sasak jamak 2 .44 1

subordinate Sasak jamak 51.22 21
C S I/SJ 4 3 .9 0 18
Indonesian 4 .88 2

In the exchanges involving Sasak employees who share a relatively equal office 

rank, 48.78% tend to codeswitch between I/SJ, 24.39% codeswitch between I/SA, and 

19.51% use Sasak jamak; two respondents (4.88%) codeswitch between I/SA and 

between I/SJ, and only one (2.44 %) indicates the use of Indonesian.

The respondents tend to codeswitch between I/SA (60.98%) in their exchanges 

with their Sasak superiors, 17.07% codeswitch between I/SJ, and 9.76 % codeswitch both 

between I/SA and I/SJ. Two (4.88%) use only Indonesian, and another two and one 

(2.44%) respectively indicate the use of Sasak alus and Sasak jamak.
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Sasak speakers who have higher ranks use Sasak jamak to their Sasak 

subordinates (51.22%) and 43.90% of them indicate the use of codeswitching between 

Indonesian and Sasak jamak, whereas only 4.88% use Indonesian.

From these findings it can be inferred that in informal settings, Indonesian is 

likely to be used in the interaction involving unknown Sasak speakers who meet for the 

first time in informal settings, Sasak alus may be used in the interaction between Sasak 

speakers who just know that they are Sasaks but have never interacted before. Sasak 

speakers who share a relatively equal rank tend to codeswitch between Indonesian and 

Sasak jamak, whereas between those who have a different social status, a lower-rank 

person may address a higher-rank one by codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak 

alus and the higher-rank person addresses the lower-rank one by codeswitching between 

Indonesian and Sasak jamak or by merely using Sasak jamak. Familiarity among the 

speakers and social status, such as office rank, determine language use.

Language Use in Formal and Informal Settings 

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 above indicate that there are not many differences in the pattern 

of language use by Sasak speakers in formal and informal settings. In all categories, 

except for the language used by a Sasak superior to his or her Sasak subordinate, the 

pattern is similar in both settings. Indonesian is likely to be a prime language candidate 

used in both settings between Sasak speakers who are not familiar with each other who 

interact for the first time. Sasak alus may also be used by a Sasak speaker who for the 

first time converses with another Sasak whom he or she has never interacted with before.
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In the exchanges in formal and informal settings involving Sasak speakers who 

share a relatively equal rank, codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak is 

likely to be employed. A lower-rank Sasak employee is likely to codeswitch between 

Indonesian and Sasak alus when communicating with his or her superior or may also use 

Sasak alus only in both settings. An interesting difference is noted in the language used 

by a Sasak superior to his or her Sasak subordinate in formal versus informal settings. In 

formal settings, the superior tends to codeswitch between Indonesian and Sasak jamak or 

he or she may use Sasak jamak only. One would assume that Indonesian would be used 

entirely in an interaction that takes place in formal settings. This fact may raise a question 

as to why a Sasak superior codeswitches between Indonesian and Sasak jamak when 

speaking to his or her Sasak subordinate. This may be explained by the fact that using 

exclusively Indonesian to a subordinate with whom one shares a common ethnic 

background would point to extreme formality as well as considerable social distance 

between the interlocutors. Thus, codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak is 

an attempt to narrow the social distance, although the formality is still there. Or in Burt’s 

(1992) term, it is an attempt by the speaker, to a certain extent, to converge with the 

addressee. In informal settings, when speaking to his or her Sasak subordinate, the 

superior is likely to employ Sasak jamak or codeswitch between Indonesian and Sasak 

jamak. This pattern may be accounted for by the fact that in informal settings, formality is 

not a salient factor, but a common ethnic background is. Thus, the use of Sasak jamak, 

not Indonesian, is more appropriate in that a common ethnic background is a more salient 

factor in informal settings.
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Proficiency in Sasak Alias

The data show that 75% of the respondents indicate that they understand 

conversations conducted in Sasak alus but only 20% of them consider themselves fluent 

in speaking it. Those who are fluent in Sasak alus come mainly from menak families, and 

none of them consider themselves unable to speak it. The translation test administered to 

them shows that college educated parents or respondents perform slightly better than 

those who have non-college degrees, with means of 62.64 and 61.38 respectively. But 

when factorial design with two factors was applied to determine whether the two 

variables contribute significantly or not, singly and jointly, the results indicate that only 

family origin is significant while educational background is not or is inconclusive (see the 

results below). Therefore, only speakers’ family origin can be said to contribute to 

proficiency in Sasak alus.

Statistical Results of the Significance of Family origin and Educational Level to 

Proficiency in Sasak Alus.

Source SS df MS F P

Total 15315.12 40 — . — --

Fam. origin 2121.59 1 2121.59 6.08 <2.5 %

Ed. Level 51.79 1 51.79 .148 n.s.

FO x Ed.L. 225.92 1 225.92 .647 n.s

Error 12915.82 37 449.08

The finding implies that those who come from menak families are better able to 

understand and speak Sasak alus than those who come from non-menak families.
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Additionally, all Sasak speakers, to a certain degree, are able to understand and speak 

Sasak alus. Those who are not fluent in Sasak alus still generally use a few key polite 

words such as tiang (I), pelinggih (you), nggih (yes), napi (what), niki (this) or nike (that), 

or otherwise switch to Indonesian for more formal situations. In short, it can be said that 

family origin is the most highly determinative factor for proficiency in Sasak alus.

Language Used by Sasak Children

Table 4.5 shows the use of languages by Sasak children within their families and

with their peers, as reported by their parents/adults on the questionnaire.

Table 4.5. Children’s Language Use According to Parents’ Educational backgrounds.

V ariables P ercentages o f  L anguages U sed
SA . SJ. I. SA+J. I+SJ.
C NC C NC C N C C N C C N C

Parents' U se 4 .35 6 .25 2 1 .7 4 68 .75 5 2 .1 7 — 4 .35 18.75 17 .39 6 .25
C hildren's A b ility 9 .0 9 5 .88 31 .8 2 5 8 .82 36 .3 6 23 .5 3 4 .55 — 18.18 11.76

Langs U sed  to Peer. — — 2 6 .0 9 56 .25 52 .1 7 3 7 .5 0 21 .7 4 6 .25 — —

52.17% of college-educated parents use Indonesian to their children, 21.74% use 

Sasak jamak, while only 4.35% use Sasak alus to their children. Conversely, 68.75% of 

noncollege-educated parents use Sasak jamak to their children, 18.75 both use SA and SJ, 

only 6.25% speak only in Sasak alus, and none uses Indonesian to speak to their children.

As to languages the children use with their peers, 52.17% of the college-educated 

parents say their children use Indonesian to interact with neighborhood peers, 26.09% 

indicate that their children use Sasak jamak, 21.74% report their children use both SA and 

SJ, while none indicates their children use Sasak alus solely to peers. In contrast, children 

whose parents have a noncollege education use Sasak jamak predominantly (56.25%),
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37.50% of the parents say their children use Indonesian, and none reports their children’s 

using Sasak alus to interact with peers in their neighborhood.

When their children’s fluency in the languages was asked about, 36.35% of the 

college educated parents consider their children to be fluent in Indonesian, 31.82% say 

their children are fluent in Sasak jamak, and 18.18% consider themselves fluent in both; 

only 9.09% indicate that their children are fluent in Sasak alus. For children whose 

parents have noncollege education, 23.53% of them are reported to be fluent in 

Indonesian, 58.82% fluent in Sasak jamak, and 11.76% in both; only 5.88% are reported 

as fluent in Sasak alus.

In conclusion, children whose parents have a college education are generally more 

able to understand and use Indonesian in their daily interactions while those whose 

parents have a noncollege education primarily use Sasak jamak in their daily interactions.

Regardless of their parents’ education, only a very small percentage of the children are 

able to use Sasak alus and none of them is reported to use it in their communication with 

their neighborhood peers. When their residence was traced, 79% of the college educated 

parents reside in urban areas and only 21% reside in rural areas, while 35% of the 

noncollege educated parents reside in urban areas and 65% live in rural areas. Those who 

reside in rural areas generally live in communities in which Sasak jamak is predominantly 

used. Those residing in urban areas mainly live in housing complexes where the residents 

come from a variety of ethnic backgrounds and where the use of Indonesian is common.
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Conclusion

Sasak speakers who come from menak families, and those from haii families gene 

generally use Sasak alus as well as Sasak jamak, while those coming from nonmenak 

families speak Sasak jamak in their daily interactions. In menak families, those younger 

and lower in the family hierarchy use Sasak alus to those older and higher in the hierarchy 

who return in Sasak jamak. The use of Sasak alus by younger members and those of 

lower rank in the family hierarchy is intended as respect to the older members. Although 

their usage is not as elaborate as that of menak families, nonmenak family members 

report expressing politeness by using ’polite’ Sasak jamak terms to those older and 

higher in the family hierarchy.

As to languages used in formal and informal settings, Sasak speakers who are not 

yet familiar with each other are likely to employ Indonesian in their first interaction, 

whereas Sasak alus is used for those known that to be from the same ethnic background 

but with whom there has been no prior interaction. Codeswitching between Indonesian 

and Sasak jamak is likely to be used by speakers who are of equal rank, and a lower-rank 

Sasak employs codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus when speaking to his or 

her superior. A Sasak superior codeswitches between Indonesian and Sasak jamak or uses 

Sasak jamak only when speaking to his or her subordinates in formal settings, but uses 

Sasak jamak or codeswitches between Indonesian and Sasak jamak in informal settings.

Not all Sasaks are fluent in Sasak alus, but family background is strongly related 

to proficiency in Sasak alus. Those who come from menak families are generally more
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fluent in Sasak alus. Others can understand conversations conducted in Sasak alus but 

cannot speak it.

For Sasak speakers, factors such as age, familiarity, position in the family 

hierarchy, status of family origin, office rank, and setting influence their selection of 

language.

Finally, the older generation of Sasak speakers (the respondents of the study) uses 

Sasak jamak predominantly, and, to a certain degree, Sasak alus in their communication 

with other Sasaks. The younger generation (children of the respondents), on the other 

hand, predominantly employs Indonesian in their daily lives, with the exception of those 

residing in rural areas. Additionally, they are mostly unable to speak Sasak alus.
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CHAPTER 5

CODESWITCHING BY SASAK SPEAKERS 

Introduction

This chapter discusses results of the analysis of codeswitching between Sasak and 

Indonesian in the conversational and interview database (see Appendix D for the full 

transcription of the codeswitched sentences). The discussion covers borrowings in Sasak, 

attitudes toward codeswitching, language elements being switched, types of 

codeswitching, and social factors constraining codeswitching in Sasak.

Borrowings in Sasak

There are many instances of Indonesian borrowings in Sasak found in this corpus 

of data. The criteria used to designate Indonesian lexical items as borrowings in Sasak 

are: a) whether the lexical items are assimilated or adapted into the Sasak linguistic 

system (Kamwamangalu, 1992: Andersen, 1982; Sridhar and Sridhar, 1980, Hasselmo, 

1970: Haugen, 1956), b) whether they are used to fill lexical gaps in the borrowing 

language (Kamwamangalu, 1992: Sridhar and Sridhar, 1980), and c) whether they involve 

the use of a single word (Kachru, 1983). Using these criteria, it is found that borrowings 

in Sasak can be categorized into those with phonological and morphological assimilation 

or adaptation and those without.

With Phonological and Morphological Adaptation.

Since Indonesian and Sasak phonology are very similar, it is often difficult to 

determine whether an Indonesian word used in a Sasak context is a borrowing or
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represents a codeswitch. In some cases, however, words can be identified as borrowings 

on the basis of phonological modifications or adaptations. Typical modifications involve 

a change from /a/ to /e/ in the final vowel in a word, or in the last vowel before a 

consonant in a word, as in the following examples.

1. Sound change in the final sound or vowel

Indonesian Sasak Gloss

pertama pertame first

kedua kedue second

biasa biase ordinary

berbeda bebede different

2. Sound change in the last vowel before a consonant in the word

Indonesian Sasak Gloss

mantap mantep firm

catat catet to note

senang seneng happy

Morphologically, evidence of borrowing of Indonesian words in Sasak is their 

occurrence with Sasak affixes. Sasak affixes used to combine them are prefixes: te- 

(passive) and be- (to become), suffixes: -n, mi, -an; and other affixes: ke-an. te-an. and 

nge-an as follows.

1. Borrowings with Sasak prefixes

Sasak prefixes may be added to an Indonesian word root instead of Indonesian 

affixes as in the examples below.
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Lexical items Indonesian Sasak Meanings

kirim ”to send” Jzkirim fekirim to be sent

baca ”to read” Jzbaca tebace to be read

tes "to test” dites fetes to be tested

2. Borrowings with Sasak suffixes

These borrowings are derived from Indonesian word roots with the addition of the

Sasak suffixes -n, -m, and -an. Suffix -n (third person genitive) is added to the Indonesian

word root as in 

Word root Indonesian Sasak Meanings

cara ”a way” catanya carew its way

arsip ’’file” arsipnya arsip/7 its file

soal ’’problem” soalnya soal/7 its problem

Suffix -m (second person genitive) may be used with Indonesian word roots to inflect 

them as Sasak words, as in:

Word root Indonesian Sasak Meanings

pangkat ’’rank” pangkatmw pangketm your rank

kuliah’’lecture” kuliahmw kuliahm your lecture

Sasak ̂ an (benefactive) is used with Indonesian verb roots as in the following examples. 

Verb root Indonesian Sasak Meanings

tulis ”to write” tulisfcm tulisan to write sth. for so.

terjemah ”to translate” terjemaMutt terjemahan to translate sth. for so.
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Some of these borrowings have their Sasak equivalents such as kesekik for 

pertame (first), demen for seneng (happy or like) but they do not convey precisely the 

same meanings.

Without Phonological and Morphological Adaptation.

Indonesian words directly adopted into Sasak without any kind of phonological or 

morphological adaptation are sekolah (school), pendidikan (education), kelas 

(class/grade), and the names of schools such as SMP ( Junior High) and SMA (Senior 

High). These words have no Sasak equivalents since they are related to the educational 

administrative domain in which Sasak is not commonly used.

Attitudes towards Codeswitching

The overall attitude of Sasak respondents towards codeswitching, or the 

alternation of Sasak and Indonesian in one’s speech, was overwhelmingly favorable. 

85.37% of the respondents to the questionnaire indicate that this phenomenon is normal 

and acceptable while 14.63% state that alternating between languages is not normal or is 

unacceptable. In the interviews, the latter group provided some reasons for their negative 

responses, such as ’’one should speak one language at a time; speaking two languages at a 

time is not speaking appropriately”, or pejoratively called it gado gado (an Indonesian 

type of salad), implying everything is mixed into one. These opinions may be related to 

the effect of the aggressive campaign launched by the Government of Indonesia to 

promote the use of appropriate and good Indonesian. Thus, those who objected to 

codeswitching may consider codeswitching as disobedience to the campaign.
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85.37% of the respondents also indicate that they often hear people codeswitch 

between Sasak and Indonesian, 12.20% of them seldom hear it, and only one person 

(2.44%) claims never to have heard people codeswitch. When further asked about the 

frequency of their codeswitching, 75.61% indicate that they often codeswitch between 

Sasak and Indonesian, and only one (2.44%) has never codeswitched. For those who 

codeswitched, a quite large percentage (64.86%) codeswitch between Sasak and 

Indonesian in the office as well as outside the office, 29.73% codeswitch only outside the 

office, and 5.41% do it only in the office. Those who codeswitch frequently use it when 

speaking to their Sasak superiors as well as their subordinates (44.74%), to their 

colleagues (36.84%), to colleagues and superiors as well (7.89%), and to colleagues and 

subordinates (5.26%).

In summary, these findings suggest that codeswitching is a natural behavior that 

Sasak speakers view favorably. They use it in formal as well as in informal settings 

despite the Indonesian government’s efforts to promote the use of appropriate and good 

Indonesian in workplaces. Those who consider codeswitching as an unfavorable behavior 

resemble those reported in other studies surveyed by Grosjean (1982).

Codeswitchmg

Codeswitching data were extracted for analysis from twenty-one recorded tapes 

consisting of fifteen ninety-minute tapes and six sixty-minute tapes, or a total recorded 

database of over twenty-eight hours. Of these tapes, some were not transcribed due to 

lack of frequency of codeswitching but they are still important for content analysis. The
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remaining tapes of about 23 hours of tapes consisting of natural conversations and 

interview were transcribed by the writer. From the transcription, 207 instances of 

codeswitching were obtained of which 57 instances (27.54%) were intersentential 

codeswitching and 150 instances (72.46%) were intrasentential codeswitching. These are 

all included in Appendix D.

Intersentential Codeswitching

The direction of intersentential codeswitching in Sasak speakers’ speech is shown 

in Table 5.1. Codeswitching from Indonesian to Sasak alus is 5.3%, and from Indonesian 

to Sasak jamak is 35.1%. Switching from Sasak alus to Indonesian is 10.5% and from 

Sasak alus to Sasak jamak 1.7%. Finally, 47.4% of the codeswitches are from Sasak 

jamak to Indonesian while no instances were found of codeswitching from Sasak jamak 

to Sasak alus.

In summary, the direction of intersentential Sasak-Indonesian codeswitching is 

mainly from Sasak jamak to Indonesian, and from Indonesian to Sasak jamak, followed 

by codeswitching from Sasak alus to Indonesian. Codeswitching from Indonesian to 

Sasak alus is infrequent, and only one instance was found of codeswitching from Sasak 

alus to Sasak jamak, while none occurred from Sasak jamak to Sasak alus.

Table 5.1. Direction of Intersentential Codeswitching.

From T o
Indonesian Sasak A us Sasak Jamak
C I N % C I N % C I N %

Indonesian 1 2 3 5.3 12 7 19 33.4
Sasak A lu s 3 3 6 10.5 — 1 1 1.7
Sasak Jamak 22 6 28 49.1 0 0 0 0.0 — — - - —

T otal 25 9 34 59.6 1 2 3 5.3 12 8 20 35,1
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Note: C stands for Conversation and I for Interview. Percentages in each cell are 

based on a total N of 57.

Intrasentential Codeswitching

In Sasak-Indonesian intrasentential codeswitching, when the host language is 

Indonesian, the switched elements or guest language can be either Sasak alus or Sasak 

jamak. If the host language is Sasak alus, the switch is to Indonesian, and the same is true 

when Sasak jamak is the host language.

Table 5.2 below shows that 59.3% of the Sasak/Indonesian intrasentential 

codeswitches have Indonesian as a host language, comprised of 40.7% Sasak alus and 

18.7% Sasak jamak as the guest languages. Only 12.7% of the intrasentential 

codeswitches have Sasak alus as the host language with Indonesian as the guest language 

(12.7%). However, 28% of the intrasentential codeswitches have Sasak jamak as the host 

language with Indonesian as the guest language.

Table 5.2. Direction of Intrasentential Codeswitching from Host Language.

H ost G uest L anguages T otal %
Indonesian Sasak A lu s Sasak Jamak N %
C I % C I % C I %

Indonesian —— — - - 14 47 4 0 .7 15 13 18.6 89 59.3 59.3
Sasak A lu s 6 13 12.7 0 0 0.0 19 12.7
Sasak Jamak 23 19 28 .0 0 0 0 .0 42 28 .0 40 .7
Total 29 32 4 0 .7 14 47 40 .7 15 13 18.6 150 100.- 100.

There are no instances of intrasentential codeswitching involving Sasak alus as the host 

language and Sasak jamak as the guest language or vice versa. This last finding is 

significant in reflecting a difference in the relationship between Sasak alus and Sasak 

jamak, and between them and Indonesian. Codeswitching between Sasak alus and Sasak
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jamak or vice versa would convey a very different and undesirable message compared to 

codeswitching between either of them and Indonesian, as such codeswitching would 

signal a speaker’s lack of control of the languages or inappropriate language use. 

Inappropriateness of language use, especially in the use of Sasak alus, would be 

embarrassing to the speakers. Sasak speakers who are not proficient in Sasak alus would 

rather use Indonesian or codeswitch to Indonesian to avoid embarrassement. Interview 

Two, turns 17 and 18 (Appendix F) illustrate this point when the interviewer commented 

on the interviewee’s Sasak alus and asked whether she ever used an inappropriate phrase 

such as gedeng tiang (my house! or balen tiang (mv house!:

17. S: Ndekm kene ’gedeng tiang’, ndih?

’’You don’t say ’gedeng tiang’, do you?”

18. F: (laughing). Ndek..salak lamun ’gedeng tiang’ jak. Balen tiang.

”No..it is wrong if (it is) gedeng tiang. Balen tiang”.

The phrase gedeng tiang (instead of balen tiang) used by a speaker to refer to his or her 

own belongings (house) is inappropriate because one does not use polite Sasak to refer to 

his or her belongings, body parts, and body state but uses it to refer to menak or higher- 

rank persons. Thus, it is embarassing for someone (or it suggests that one wants to 

eleveate his or her social status) to say gedeng tiang to refer to his or her own house.

Switched Elements

Table 5.3 indicates the number of switched elements in each language. Of the 162 

switches in the data, 63 are Indonesian elements, 70 elements are Sasak alus, and 29 

elements are Sasak jamak. The most frequently switched Indonesian elements are adverbs
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(19%) followed by nouns and noun phrases with 17.5% each. Indonesian verbs and verb 

phrases comprise 14.3% and 9.5% of the switches respectively. When nouns and noun 

phrases are combined, and verbs and verb phrases are also combined, the percentages rise 

to 35% (N and NP) and 23.8% (V and VP). Sasak alus elements being switched are 

predominantly pronouns (48.6%) followed by determiners (22.9%) and adverbs (21.4%). 

Other Sasak alus elements are rarely switched. Finally, the Sasak jamak elements most 

frequently switched are nouns (10.3%), prepositional phrases (17.2%) followed by 

adverbs and noun phrase, each with 13.8%. An interesting finding is that no switches of 

Sasak alus verbs were found.

Table 5.3. Instances of Intrasentential Codeswitching in Each Guest Language.

G u e s t

la n g u a g e

I n d o n e s ia n S a s a k  A lu s S a s a k  J a m a k T o ta l

C I N % C I N % C I N % N %

N o u n 4 7 11 17.5 - 1 1 1.4 1 2 3 10.3 15 9.3

V e r b 3 6 9 14.3 - - - — 1 - 1 3 .4 10 6.2

A d v e r b 4 8 12 19 2 13 15 2 1 .4 4 - 4 13.8 31 19.1

A d j e c t iv e - 1 1 1.6 - - - — 1 - 1 3 .4 2 1.2

P r e p o s it io n 1 1 2 3 .2 - - - — 1 - 1 3 .4 3 1.8

P r o n o u n - 1 1 1.6 4 30 34 4 8 .6 1 1 2 6 .9 37 22.6

D e te r m in e r - - - — 8 8 16 2 2 .9 1 - 1 3 .4 17 10.5

N o u n  P h r a se 8 3 11 17.5 1 1 2 2.9 - 4 4 13.8 17 10.5

V e r b  P h r a se 4 2 6 9 .5 - - - — 2 - 2 6 .9 8 4.9

A d v ’l P h r a se 2 - 2 3 .2 - - - — - 2 2 6 .9 4 2 .4

P r e p 'l  P h r a se 1 3 4 6 .3 - - - — 2 3 5 17.2 9 5.6

C o n ju n c t io n 1 2 3 4 .8 - - - — - - - — 3 1.9

P a r t ic le 1 - 1 1.6 1 - 1 1.4 1 - 1 3 .4 3 1.9

C la u s e /S e n t . - - - — - 1 1 1.4 1 1 2 6 .9 3 1.9

T o ta l 29 34 62 100 16 54 70 100 16 13 2 9 9 9 .7 162 99.8

Notes: 1. The number of individual switches exceeds 150 because in some cases, 
more than one switch occurs.

2. If Noun is combined with Noun Phrase, the total percentage is 19.8 %, 
and if Verb is combined with Verb Phrase, the total percentage is 11.1 %.
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As a whole the ranking of the switched elements in Sasak-Indonesian 

codeswitching is as follows. Pronouns are the most frequently switched elements 

(22.6%), followed by adverbs (19.1%), determiners (10.5%), noun phrases (10.5%), 

nouns (9.3%), verbs (6.2%), and verb phrases (4.9%). However, when nouns and noun 

phrases are combined the percentage rises to 19.8%, and for verbs and verb phrases, 

11. 1%.

Linguistic Constraints

There is no evidence of grammatical violations in either of the languages in 

Sasak-Indonesian codeswitches. When judged in term of sentence well-formedness, each 

of the codeswitches in the data is grammatically correct, as in the following example from 

the appendix:

27. Waktu nike setelah dicek. bagus pak.

That time after (it was) being checked, (it was) good sir.

This sentence has Indonesian as the host language, and the switched Sasak alus element 

nike can be replaced with its Indonesian equivalent itu without violating the syntactic 

structure of Indonesian: Waktu itu setelah dicek. bagus pak. Similarly with Sasak alus as 

the host language:

29. Nggih, silak tiang naik.

Yes, please I go upstairs.

The switched element of Indonesian naik does not violate Sasak alus syntactic structure, 

and the sentence is a well-formed with the corresponding Sasak alus talk: Nggih, silak
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tiang talk. All Sasak-Indonesian codeswitches in the data show similar patterns. Thus, it 

can be concluded that data on Sasak-Indonesian codeswitching support the equivalence 

constraint because the switching does not violate the structure of either language.

The data also showed that there are no instances of switched elements involving 

bound morphemes because those instances where Sasak affixes are affixed to Indonesian 

words are considered borrowings. Thus, the free morpheme constraint does not apply in 

Sasak-Indonesian codeswitching.

With regard to the size-of-constituent constraint, the data show that switching 

mostly involved smaller constituents, such as adverbs (19.1%), nouns and noun phrases 

(19.8%), verbs and verb phrases (11.1%), pronouns (22.6%), and determiners (10.5%), 

while clauses and sentences constituted only (1.9%) of the total. Thus, it is concluded that 

the data on Sasak-Indonesian codeswitching examined here do not support the size-of- 

constituent constraint because smaller constituents are more frequently switched.

Sasak-Indonesian Codeswitching

Unmarked Choices

In determining whether or not Sasak-Indonesian codeswitching can be analyzed in 

terms of Myers-Scotton’s Markedness Model, it is necessary to determine the unmarked 

choice for Sasak speakers. Findings in chapter 4, the patterns of language use of Sasak 

speakers, suggest that the unmarked choice in formal settings can variously be 

Indonesian, Sasak alus, Sasak jamak, codeswitching between Sasak alus/kidonesian, or 

codeswitching between Sasak jamak/Indonesian, depending on the interlocutors involved
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in the exchanges. Indonesian may be an unmarked choice by Sasak speakers who do not 

know each other and meet for the first time in formal settings. If the speakers know that 

they share a common Sasak ethnic background but interact for the first time, the 

unmarked choice in the exchange would be Sasak alus or codeswitching between Sasak 

alus/Indonesian. The unmarked choice for Sasak speakers who are equal in an office rank 

may be codeswitching between Sasak jamak/Indonesian, or codeswitching between Sasak 

alus/Indonesian, depending on their personal background. To a certain extent, they may 

also employ Sasak jamak. In the exchanges involving Sasak speakers who are not equal 

in office rank, a lower rank Sasak official may codeswitch between Sasak 

alus/Indonesian, or Sasak jamak/Indonesian or merely use Sasak jamak.

Put another way, codeswitching between Sasak alus/Indonesian, or between Sasak 

jamak/Indonesian would equally be unmarked choices in exchanges between Sasak 

speakers in formal settings. In addition, the unmarked choices for the interlocutors 

involved in an exchange are not the same depending on the social status of each 

interlocutor. The unmarked choice for a lower rank official may be codeswitching 

between Sasak alus/Indonesian or purely Sasak alus when speaking to one who is high in 

rank. In return, the unmarked choices for the higher-rank speaker may be codeswitching 

between Sasak jamak/Indonesian or just using Sasak jamak in speaking to a lower-rank 

person.

Types off Codeswitching

The recorded data collected in interviews and natural conversations show that two 

types of Sasak-Indonesian codeswitching are employed by Sasak speakers in exchanges
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in formal settings, viz., codeswitching between Sasak alus/Tndonesian, and codeswitching 

between Sasak jamak/Indonesian. In these two types of codeswitching, speakers 

codeswitch intersententially as well as intrasententially. kitersentential switches involve 

all possible combinations: I/SA, SA/I, I/SJ, and SJ/I. Intrasentential switches show the 

same combinations with Sasak alus and Sasak jamak elements embedded into Indonesian 

host (matrix) sentences, and Indonesian elements embedded into Sasak alus or Sasak 

jamak host (matrix) sentences. There is thus a strong bi-directionality to the switching.

In terms of the Markedness Model, in formal settings Sasak speakers follow the 

maxims proposed by Myers-Scotton (1993). In this way, their codeswitching can be 

categorized as sequential unmarked codeswitching, unmarked codeswitching, marked 

codeswitching, and exploratory codeswitching as described below.

Sequential Unmarked Codeswitching

This type of codeswitching is motivated by a change in a participant or in the 

topic of conversation. An example is found in the data in Conversation One when the 

dean (D), who previously had switched back and forth between Sasak jamak/Indonesian 

or even used Indonesian to speak with other lecturers, switched to Sasak jamak when 

speaking to the driver who had just come back from dropping off his paper. The driver in 

return codeswitched between Sasak alus/Indonesian.

Conversation One.

This conversation took place in the meeting room of the Center for Languages and 

Cultural Studies, the University of Mataram. The participants were D (a lecturer and also 

the director of the center), A, B, C, and S who are also lecturers. A was helping D prepare
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handouts for D’s next presentation. After the handouts were done, D asked the driver (E) 

to drop them off at another office. The conversations among the lecturers were mainly in 

Indonesian, with codeswitching between Sasak jamaMndonesian. Previous turns in the 

conversation were mainly in Indonesian and codeswitching between Sasak 

jamak/Indonesian. Underlined text is Indonesian, bold is Sasak alus, and normal is Sasak 

jamak.

A: Kapan diantar?

When do you want to be dropped?

S: A vo

Okay (Let’s go).

D: Kemana?

Where?

S: Ulik 

Go home

D: Belum jam dua.

It’s not yet two o ’ clock

S: Pak B, piranm ulik side? Ndak apa ana kan saya ikut? Mau ikut lek pak B.

Mr. B, when are you going home? It’s okay that I join you? I’ll join Mr. B.

....... . the driver (E) came back from dropping off D’s handouts....

D: Uah? ( to the driver) 

have you (dropped it)?

E: Ndek arak dengan sak anuk nike. Laguk arak dengan sak terimakn nike.
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The person you meant was not there. But somebody took it.

D: Sai?

Who?

E: Arak sak bagian nerimak mike. Bemg tiamg tanda terimanva.

One who is in charge of taking (paper). I gave it to him 

D: Ape unien?

What did he say?

E: Oh va ini yang ditunggu tunggu. isikn.

Oh ya this is what we are waiting for, he said.

In the exchange among the lecturers, codeswitching between Sasak 

jamak/Indonesian among those who are intimate does not negotiate a new RO balance but 

affirms the already established RO balance as their unmarked RO. However, D’s 

switching to Indonesian when speaking to the driver signals a different type of RO set 

that is a new unmarked RO balance between a higher-rank employee and a lower-rank 

one. This RO set is derived from the status of the participants, particularly office rank. 

The speakers here follow the unmarked-choice maxim that directs them to affirm or 

establish a new RO set. Thus, Sasak jamak or codeswitching between Sasak 

jamak/Indonesian for the one who is higher in rank and Sasak alus or codeswitching 

between Sasak alus/Indonesian are the unmarked realization of the RO set between Sasak 

participants who have a different office rank. It should be noted that while Myers- 

Scotton’s model implies that interlocutors in an exchange have one and the same code
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choice as the unmarked choice, for Sasak speakers, the unmarked choices depend not 

only on the participants but also on the social status of the participants.

Unmarked Codeswitching

While sequential unmarked codeswitching is motivated by a change in a topic of 

conversation or participants, unmarked codeswitching is not. This type of codeswitching 

is commonly employed by Sasak speakers who are intimate. They codeswitch back and 

forth using intrasentential as well as intersentential Sasak jamak/Indonesian code

switching. Many examples of this codeswitching occur in the data especially when the 

social distance among the participants is not large. Some examples are shown in the 

following fragments of conversations.

Conversation Four.

This conversation took place in the dean’s office. Five people were present: D, A, Z, S, 

and the observer. D, A, and S were FKJP lecturers, Z was a Faculty of Economics lecturer 

who had a research project with D. N was an administrative assistant who had helped D 

with the administrative aspects of the research for quite a long time.

N: Kemarin side bel lagi waktu interlokal itu?

’’Yesterday you called again when you made that long distance call?”.

D: Tapi ndak dicetak. Ahh.. Kirim saia katanva. Jadi pengalaman, kalau ngefax kirim 

juga.

’’But it is not printed. He said, just send it. So (based on our experience) if we fax it, 

send along the copy (by mail)”.

N: Na ne perlun tekirim ne endah?
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’’This one, should we send it too?”.

D: Ye uah. Aden ndek macem macem. Tapi ngirimnva ndak hams sekarang. Proposalnva, 

bagaimana?

”Yes, so that it won’t create problems. But it (sending it) doesn’t have to be now. The 

proposal, how is it?”.

N: Dari proposalnva itu kita isi ke formulir vans ada. Di formulir itu sudah dirinci.

’’From the proposal we transfer it by filling in the forms. In the forms, it is described in 

details”.

D: Makanva dia ndak tahu komponen komponerinva. Kemarin dicari. sudah pulang.

’’That’s why he did not know the components”.

N: Uah kebarakn uik laguk lupakn senoh.

”1 had told (him) yesterday but (he) forgot it. He did not note it down”.

In the exchange above, although D was much higher in rank than N, they were quite 

intimate because they had been together doing research for a long time. Rank seems not 

to be a salient factor in this exchange but intimacy is. Codeswitching between Sasak 

jamak/Indonesian may still be an unmarked choice for an exchange involving proficient 

bilingual speakers who share a common ethnic background.

Another example of switching between Sasak jamak/Indonesian as unmarked 

codeswitching is also shown in the following fragment of Conversation One. 

Conversation One.

As previously noted, this conversation took place in the meeting room of the Center for 

Languages and Cultural Studies, the University of Mataram. The participants Were five
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lecturers: D the director of the center, A,B, C and S. They were close friends, and had 

been together for about eight to thirteen years.

B: Makakn kene struktur batin no?

’’Why did it say inner structure?”.

S: Semenekne jak nyedak nyedakan struktur kognitif kita.

’’This one destroys our cognitive structure”.

D: Rusak ana?

’’Destroy, what?”.

A: Mbe abahn sak baruk no?

’’Where is that thing just now, abah?”

D: Ah? Lain?

”Oh? Different?”.

D: Engkah ke kadu batu no.

”1 quit wearing the stone”.

D: Kenapa?

’’Why?’.

A: Aden sak kembe kadu batu?

” What is wearing stone for?”

S: Senang senang saia 

” Just for a hobby”.

D: Sai kene kace?

’’Who said it’s a glass?’.
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S: Arak. Side nden puti tau mien. ha..ha..

’’Somebody. He said you were not good at it..ha ..ha..”.

B: Kalau sak ceket, demen lek batujak no pak S. atau mamik K.

’’Someone who is good at stones is Mr. S or Mr. K.

Mun arak batu, dicari sudah kemana mana sama mik K itu.

”If there are (stones), he must look for them everywhere”.

The Sasak jamak/kidonesian codeswitching employed by the bilingual 

participants is an unmarked choice. Individual switches may have no meaning in this 

context, but the overall pattern of switching has, as argued by Myers-Scotton (1993). The 

participants in the above exchange were close friends and in-group members. Although 

the setting was in the office, in-group membership seems more salient than the formality 

of the setting. Thus, it can be said that using Sasak/fridonesian codeswitching in the above 

exchanges points to common social identities, such as members of the same ethnic group 

and colleagues in a particular workplace.

Marked Codeswitching

Two instances of Sasak/fridonesian codeswitching in the data can be considered as 

marked codeswitching. One involves a conversation among Sasak speakers and a non- 

Sasak speaker. The conversation was conducted mostly in Indonesian but suddenly one of 

the Sasak speakers switched to Sasak jamak. Another is a conversation between the dean, 

a lecturer, and a lower-rank employee as shown in the examples below.

Conversation Two.
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This conversation took place in the front office of FKIP, the University of 

Mataram. There were six lecturers, five of whom were Sasaks: C, H, I, J and K, and one 

non-Sasak (L). All had an academic background in linguistics. They were talking about 

Sasak social and regional varieties. The preceding turns in the conversation were entirely 

in Indonesian without any codeswitching.

H: Anda iangan cepat cepat menvalahkan.

” You should not say that I am wrong so quickly”.

L: Masalahnya adalah Kuto-Kute itu kan dipakai di Lombok Utara mana itu...?

’’The problem (or case) is that Kuto-kute is spoken in North Lombok where is it..?”.

I: Bavan.

L: Ya, Bavan dan di Bavan itu kan orang Sasak vans tinggal. Jadi salah itu kalau 

’’Yes, Bayan, and Sasak people live at Bayan, right. So it is wrong to say Kuto-kute 

mengatakan Kuto-kute itu bukan Sasak. 

is not Sasak”.

H: Paling taukne bae tau sine.

”(He always behaves) like he knows everything”.

S: Dendek meno side (to H).

” (you) do not do that”.

L: Kenapa, pak? (to H).

” Why, sir?”.

H: Ya perlu penelitian.

’’Yes, (we) need to do research (on this)”.
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Indonesian was used in the above exchanges since one of the participants did not 

speak Sasak. However, later in the exchange, H, who was irritated by L’s comment, 

switched to Sasak jamak. In the exchange in which one of the participants is a nonSasak, 

the unmarked choice is Indonesian. H’s switch to Sasak jamak was an attempt to 

negotiate a new RO balance by following the marked-choice maxim that directs the 

speaker to establish a new RO set as unmarked for the exchange. Thus, this switch is a 

marked choice intended to exclude L (who cannot speak Sasak) from understanding his 

utterance. Apparently he understood S’s response to H, and H’s response in Indonesian is 

an effort to repair the situation.

The second marked codeswitching occurrence can be seen in the following. 

Conversation Five.

This conversation took place in the FKIP dean’s office. The dean and the observer 

were talking when a lecturer (P), who was the committee chair for the final semester 

exams, arrived. An employee (K) who was one of the midrank administrative officials 

entered the room to explain about the condition of certain equipment. The conversation 

between them was conducted in Indonesian and codeswitched Sasak alus/Indonesian. 

Later, P told the employee to ask his subordinate (R) to come to the dean’s room.

The preceding turns in the conversation were in both Indonesian and codeswitched Sasak 

alus/Indonesian.

K: Nggih, pak.

” yes, sir”.

P: Suruk R ketek,
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” Tell R to come here”.

K: Silak, tiiang urus alat mike.

please, I (will) take care that equipment.

...................................... R entered the room.

P: Berembe side ne... Pekeriaanmu disana belum beres.

” How come you... Your work there has not finished yet”.

R: Nggih. Uik tiamg sakit 

” Yes. I was sick yesterday”.

P: Ya, tapi sekarang anda sehat. Kenapa anda ndak naik sampai sekarang?

“” Yes, but now you are healthy. Why don’t you go upstairs until now?”.

R: Tiamg tesmruk gawek amuk ...mike...

” I was told to do something (that)”.

D: Jangan man disuruh yang lain lain. Sekarang tugasmu dengan panitia uiian.

” Don’t take orders to do other things. Now your job is with the exam committee.

Keria disana sampai uiian selesai.

Work there until the exam is over”.

R: Nggih, silak tiamg naik.

”Yes, excuse me I am going upstairs”.

At the beginning of the exchange, K, P and D used Indonesian as well as 

codeswitched between Sasak alus/Indonesian. This is common because the participants 

are relatively equal in office rank. When a lower-rank administrative assistant entered, P 

started the interaction in Sasak but switched to Indonesian to debrief the administrative
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assistant who had not finished his work with him and had not come to continue it. 

Although the assistant responded by codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus, P 

continues to use Indonesian. This codeswitching is a marked one because P is intending 

to show power over the administrative assistant he considered a little lazy. Switching to 

Indonesian is intended to negotiate a change in the expected social distance between him 

and the lower-rank employee. In this case, using Indonesian, which is a formal language 

in a formal setting, increased the social distance between them.

Exploratory Codeswitching

One instance of exploratory codeswitching was found in this study. This 

codeswitching event was obtained through a created situation where one of the 

participants was instructed to follow certain instructions provided by the observer. 

Another participant, the receptionist, did not know that the situation had been created. 

The receptionist and the guest did not know each other, and the guest, equipped with a 

micro recorder, was instructed to come to look for the observer at the office. Prior to the 

occurrence of the exchange, the observer slipped into the dean’s office unobserved 

without using the front door. A short exchange between the receptionist and the guest 

follows.

Conversation Three.

X: Selamat nasi, pak.

” Good morning sir”.

O: Selamat nasi. Bagaimana?

” Good morning. How? “.
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X: Ada pak S.

Is there Mr. S?

O: Pak S. kayaknya ndak ada hari ini. Ndak pemah sava lihat hari ini.

” Mr. S., it seems he is not here today. I have never seen him today”.

X: Sava tadi dari rumahnya. isterinva bilang dia kesini.

” I have just been from his house, his wife said he was here”.

O: Kalau begitu sava cari diruang dekan.

”If so, I will look for him in the dean’s room”.

......................... O returned from the dean’s room.

Ya, ada. Sava sudah beritahu.

”Yes, (he is) there. I have told him”.

................... ..................................................... S came in.

S: Uah ngonekm?

” Have you been (waiting) long?”

X: Baruk kak. Payunde betengak?

” Just now, older brother. Are you going to Central Lombok?”.

S: Bares sore berembe?

” How about this afternoon?”.

X: Ban doang masih.

“It’s okay”.

S: Oh va pak O. Ne adik misannva nvonva. Dia sedang ambil master di Adelaide.

”Oh ya Mr. O. This is my wife’s cousin. He is still taking his master’s in Adelaide”.
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O: (to X) Mbe taukde selesai SI?

“ Where did you get (your) B.S.?”

X: P i Adelaide.

”In Adelaide”.

O: Pirande jak tulak?

” When are you going back?”.

X: Mungkin bulan sak dateng..

’’Maybe next month”.

The conversation between O (a receptionist) and X (guest) begins with the use of 

Indonesian because it is not yet clear what the unmarked choice between them is as they 

are not familiar with one another. After knowing more about each other, one of the 

speakers (O) offers a new RO balance by switching to Sasak jamak from Indonesian. X 

responds in kind which means that he accepts the current RO balance indexed by that 

code. Thus, there is a process of exploring the right RO balance between the speakers. 

Switching between Sasak jamak/Indonesian becomes the unmarked choice for them.

Social Factors Constraining Codeswitching

Several factors were found to constrain Sasak Indonesian codeswitching, viz., 

ethnic background, social status, age, and proficiency in Sasak alus as described below. 

Ethnic Background

In their exchanges, Sasak speakers generally used Sasak-Indonesian 

codeswitching among themselves, but when another participant from another ethnic
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background became involved in the interaction, they used Indonesian as seen in the 

fragment of Conversation Two below.

Conversation Two.

This conversation took place in the reception room, in the front office, FKJP, 

University of Mataram. Six people were involved the conversation: five were Sasaks and 

one was nonSasak (L). They talked about Sasak regional variation. The conversation was 

in Indonesian.

H: Dialek Sasak in cukup rumit.

’’Sasak dialects are complicated”.

L: Maksudnya?

“What do you mean?”

H: Ada vans mengatakan lima dialek. ada vans bilane empat.

’’Some people say there are five dialects and others say only four”.

C: Mana vans lima dan mana vans empat itu pak?

’’Which are the five and which are the four, sir?”

H: Yang lima itu misalnva dialek vane dipakai di Selaparang, Peianggik. Puiut, 

Sembalun, dan Bavan.

’’The five (dialects), for example those spoken at Selaparang, Pejanggik, Pujut, 

Sembalun, and Bayan”.

L: Dan vane empat?

’’And the four?”

H: Seperti dialek Ngeno-ngene. Meno-mene, Meriak-meriku. dan Kuto-kute.
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’’Like dialects of Ngeno-ngene, Meno-mene, Meriak-meriku, and Kuto-kute”.

J: Katanya dialek Kuto-kute itu bukan dialek Sasak.

”It is said that Kuto-kute is not a Sasak dialect”.

H: Makanva ada vane bilang begitu.

’’That’s why some people say so”.

In the above interaction, one of the participants was nonSasak so there was no 

Sasak/Indonesian codeswitching (except for the one marked change to Sasak to exclude 

him) due to the fact that Indonesian is the unmarked choice between such interlocutors. 

Generally, when only Sasak people are present, they often codeswitch between 

Sasak/Indonesian. However, at the end of the exchange (cited earlier) one of the 

participants switched to Sasak, but this switching was intended for a certain purpose, viz., 

exclusion. Codeswitching in this kind of interaction would point to another type of RO 

balance between the speakers, that is, excluding the nonspeaker from understanding the 

conversation.

Social Status

Social status, such as relative office rank and inherited family origin (status), 

strongly influences Sasak/Indonesian codeswitching. Between speakers who have a large 

differential in their office rank, a lower-rank speaker codeswitches between Sasak 

alus/Indonesian while the higher-rank one may codeswitch between Sasak 

j amak/fridonesian. Speakers who have relatively equal rank, normally codeswitch 

between Sasak jamak/Indonesian. Thus, Sasak alus/Indonesian codeswitching is used to 

address interlocutors who are higher in rank than the speaker whereas Sasak
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j amaMndonesian codeswitching is used by the higher rank speaker to address a lower 

rank person. Codeswitching between Sasak jamak/Indonesian is commonly employed by 

speakers who have equal rank. However, the data in Conversation One (Appendix E) 

shows that speakers used Sasak jamak/Indonesian codeswitching in the interaction 

although two of the participants were much higher in rank than three of them who share 

the same rank. This may be explained by the fact that they had been colleagues for several 

years and involved in many research projects for some years so that they were quite 

intimately acquainted with one another. Thus, intimacy seems to override office rank 

differentials in the situation.

Family origin, such as whether someone comes from a menak or nonmenak 

family, strongly determines the selection of codeswitching in Sasak except in office 

situations. Codeswitching between Sasak alus/Indonesian would generally be an 

unmarked choice when one addresses speakers who come from menak families. The 

menak speaker may codeswitch between Sasak alus/Indonesian or between Sasak 

jamak/Indonesian depending on the degree of familiarity between the interlocutors. If the 

addressee is from the same community or village as the speaker or if he or she is lower in 

rank, the speaker may codeswitch between Sasak jamak/Indonesian. He may codeswitch 

between Sasak alus/Indonesian if the addressee is higher in rank.

In formal settings, when office rank conflicts with family origin, office rank 

overrides family origin. Thus, if a speaker who comes from a nonmenak family but has a 

much higher rank than a menak addressee, the menak speaker will address the higher 

rank, nonmenak speaker using Sasak jamak/Indonesian codeswitching or even purely
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Indonesian. The use of Indonesian may suggest the avoidance of Sasak alus for speakers 

who are either not proficient in Sasak alus or if the addressee is lower in family origin or 

status.

Age

Age is an important factor in the use of codeswitching for Sasak speakers. In 

Conversation Five, in the exchange between a high-rank official and a lecturer, the high- 

rank official who was much younger in age but higher in office rank than the lecturer 

codeswitched between Sasak alus/kidonesian. The higher-rank official would use Sasak 

jamak or codeswitch between Sasak jamak/Indonesian when speaking to a lecturer who 

was much younger and lower in rank. Between some speakers, however, when age 

conflicts with office rank, office rank may override age, as seen in Interview Five 

(Appendix E) where the interviewee was much older than the interviewer but much lower 

in office rank. In this exhange, the interviewee had to use Sasak alus or codeswitched 

between Sasak alus/Indonesian despite the fact he was not fluent in the language variety. 

Proficiency in Sasak alus

As indicated in chapter 4, although 75% of the respondents can understand 

conversations conducted in Sasak alus, only 20% of them are fluent in speaking it. In 

addition, speakers who codeswitch between Sasak alus and Indonesian mainly codeswitch 

only certain elements of Sasak alus into Indonesian host sentences, such as pronouns, 

determiners, and adverbs, while there are no instances of Sasak alus verbs or verb phrases 

being switched. While there are a small number of Sasak alus pronouns, determiners, and 

adverbs, the switching patterns are understandable. It is assumed that speakers’ not
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switching Sasak alus verbs is caused by not knowing them, which then triggers them to 

switch back to Indonesian. In this way, it can be interpreted that when speaking to higher 

rank or menak family speakers, Sasak speakers who are not fluent in Sasak alus may 

codeswitch between Indonesian and Sasak alus to avoid using Sasak alus, the language 

they are less fluent in.

Conclusion

There many instances of the use of Indonesian words in Sasak utterances or of 

Sasak words in Indonesian ones in the recorded database, so it is necessary to distinguish 

whether or not the occurrence is borrowing or codeswitching. Indonesian borrowings in 

Sasak are categorized into two types. One is borrowing with phonological as well as 

morphological adaptation and the other is without any phonological and morphological 

adaptation. In the first type, the adaptation is done by changing the final /a/ syllable of 

the Indonesian word to /e/, and/or by the use of Sasak affixes. In the second, Indonesian 

words without Sasak synonyms are borrowed intact with no phonological change.

Sasak speakers’ attitude towards codeswitching behavior is generally positive. 

Most of the informants stated that codeswitching is a normal and acceptable behavior 

while only a few regarded it unfavorably. Those who did not favor codeswitching stated 

that it should be avoided because one should speak one language at a time, and should not 

make gado gado (Indonesian type of salad), mixing everything into one.

Both intersentential and intrasentential codeswitching were found in the study. In 

intersentential codeswitching, there were five directions of switching found: switching
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from Indonesian/Sasak alus, from Indonesian/Sasak jamak, from Sasak alus/Indonesian, 

from Sasak alus/Sasak jamak, and from Sasak jamak/Indonesian. In the intrasentential 

Sasak/Indonesian codeswitching, Indonesian was the host language in almost 60% of the 

cases followed by Sasak jamak (28%), and Sasak alus (12.78%).

The Indonesian elements mostly switched were adverbs, nouns, noun phrases, and 

verbs; the Sasak alus elements were pronouns, determiners, and adverbs; and the Sasak 

jamak elements were nouns, prepositional phrases, adverbs, and nouns. Indonesian was 

most frequently used as the host language in the codeswitching, followed by Sasak jamak 

and Sasak alus.

In terms of the Markedness Model, Sasak/Indonesian codeswitching can be 

divided into sequential unmarked codeswitching, unmarked codeswitching, marked 

codeswitching, and exploratory codeswitching. In sequential unmarked codeswitching, 

Sasak speakers codeswitched between Sasak/Indonesian depending on the interlocutors. 

In the unmarked codeswitching instances, Sasak speakers codeswitched between Sasak 

j amak/Indonesian both intersententially and intrasententially, primarily in the exchanges 

involving intimate Sasak interlocutors. Marked codeswitching was used by Sasak 

speakers to show power over another Sasak or to exclude an interlocutor who was 

nonSasak. In the exploratory codeswitching, Sasak speakers who were not familiar with 

each other used Indonesian at the beginning of the exchange but later codeswitched 

between Sasak jamak/Indonesian after knowing that both were Sasaks.

Factors involved in the selection of codeswitching for Sasak speakers are ethnic 

background, social status, age, and proficiency in Sasak alus. Many instances of
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Sasak/Indonesian codeswitching were found in the exchanges involving Sasak speakers 

only, but this option would not be available when one of the participants in the exchange 

was nonSasak. Social status such as office rank and family origin is an important factor 

influencing the use of Sasak/Indonesian codeswitching. When factors such as intimacy, 

office rank, and family origin conflict with one another, intimacy would override office 

rank, and office rank would override family origin. Age is also an important factor in 

which a speaker older but lower in rank would employ Sasak alus/Indonesian 

codeswitching to an addressee who is much younger but higher in office rank. The 

addressee would respond in the same way to the older speaker but the reverse was also 

found. Thus, the relative ranking of social constraints on codeswitching would be: 

intimacy, age or office rank, and family origin. Finally, proficiency in Sasak alus is also a 

crucial factor in which the speakers who are not fluent in the language variety seem to 

codeswitch between Sasak alus/Indonesian or may use purely Indonesian instead of using 

Sasak alus. This behavior may be interpreted as an avoidance strategy.
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CHAPTER 6

COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study has examined Sasak-Indonesian codeswitching, particularly applying 

the framework of the Markedness Model proposed by Myers-Scotton (1993). Chapter 1 

presented the problem, addressed the main research questions, described the potential 

significance of the study, and the research methods to be employed. Chapter 2 reviewed 

studies on codeswitching that include borrowings, attitudes towards codeswitching, social 

and grammatical factors constraining codeswitching, and the Markedness Model of 

codeswitching. Chapter 3 discusssed linguistic and cultural background information on 

Sasak, including history, social and regional variations, speech levels and address forms, 

as a basis for the analysis of the data on language use by Sasak speakers collected in the 

fieldwork phase of the research. Chapters 4 and 5 reported the findings which include 

Sasak language use patterns, and codeswitching by Sasak speakers. This chapter will 

compare these findings with other relevant studies, including other sociolinguistic 

research in Indonesia, and suggest some needs for further research. It should be 

emphasized that the research reported here is based on the actual or reported usage of 

speakers (primarily males) working in an urban institutional setting.

Language Use in Sasak

The use of Indonesian and the two Sasak language varieties, viz., alus (refined) 

and jamak (ordinary), by Sasak speakers is strongly influenced by several factors, such as 

position in the family hierarchy, status of family origin, age, office rank, and settings. As
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presented in chapter 3 and elaborated in chapter 4, Sasak speakers who are nonmenaks 

address menaks in Sasak alus (ideally- in fact many do not know Sasak alus well enough 

to do so, and may switch to Indonesian instead); the menaks reply in return to the 

nonmenaks in Sasak jamak. The use of Sasak alus is often thought of as associated with 

menak families and Sasak jamak with nonmenak families. However, the older members 

of menak families use Sasak jamak to speak to younger members while the latter address 

the former in Sasak alus. The same pattern is also used with those higher in the family 

hierarchy, such as older married siblings, uncles, aunts, and grandparents. Nonmenaks use 

Sasak jamak to address each other in the family, though a few polite forms are used to 

address older members or those higher in the family hierarchy. Traditionally, nonmenaks 

used sasak alus to speak to menaks, but productive knowledge of this variety among 

nonmenaks is rapidly disappearing.

In formal and informal settings, Indonesian, Sasak alus and Sasak jamak are used. 

Indonesian is used between Sasak speakers who are strangers to one another when they 

first meet. The use of Indonesian in formal settings may suggest the formality of a 

situation between unknown interlocutors. The formality of the situation is defined here in 

contrast to familiarity where the atmosphere is more relaxed. The language used may 

change as the situation changes. As the interlocutors come to know more about one 

another, the formality of the situation may decrease, depending in part on the status of the 

speaker, and they may switch to Sasak. Sasak jamak or codeswitching between Sasak 

jamak/Indonesian may be used among Sasak employees who share a relatively equal rank, 

but they will codeswitch between Indonesian and Sasak alus or use just Sasak alus when
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addressing their Sasak superiors. The Sasak superiors codeswitch between Sasak 

jamak/kidonesian or use purely Sasak jamak to speak to their subordinates. The 

superiors’ use of Sasak jamak instead of Indonesian in their interaction in formal settings 

may be an indication that the interaction involves formality and social distance so that 

codeswitching Sasak j amak/Indonesian may be intended to narrow social distance 

between interlocutors who share a common ethnic background. In this case, 

codeswitching Sasak j amak/Indonesian may be interpreted as avoiding the use of purely 

formal language, Indonesian by using Sasak jamak to indexes a shared ethnicity.

These findings may be related to two things. Firstly, Sasak speakers who are 

higher in the family hierarchy, in family status, in office rank, and older in age are 

commonly addressed in a more refined form of speech. Secondly, when Sasak speakers 

interact in formal settings, those higher in office rank are addressed using Sasak alus or 

Sasak alus/kidonesian codeswitching while the lower ones are addressed in Sasak jamak 

or Sasak j amak/Indonesian codeswitching.

These findings correspond to Geertz’s (1960) status meaning and Errington’s 

(1985) unggah ungguh in their Javanese studies. According to Geertz, status meaning 

conveys denotative as well connotative meanings in which the denotative meaning refers 

to physical aspects of the meaning while the connotative meaning relates to the relative 

status of the persons involved in the interaction. Unggah ungguh in Javanese, as indicated 

by one of Errington’s Javanese informants determines the relative status of the 

participants in the interaction. In an exchange, one will always asks himself or herself: ” 

Who is this person? who am I? What is he to me?...” (Errington, 1985:4). The concepts of
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status meaning and unggah ungguh are about the use of speech levels in Javanese. The 

use of unggah ungguh reflects the social relation between the participants involved in an 

exchange due to the fact that, for Javanese speakers, they always determine their relative 

social status in relation to others in any exchange. If a speaker finds out that he or she is 

higher in social status than the addressee, he or she will select a lower level of speech to 

speak to that addressee. Conversely, the addressee may use a high level speech form to 

him or her. This is true for a Sasak speaker in the sense that in an exchange, he or she 

will try to gauge his or her relative status to another interlocutor. If one of the factors, 

such as the status of his or her family origin is higher than that of the interlocutor’s, he or 

she will select the language to use based on that factor. If a menak found that the 

interlocutor is nonmenak, he or she may use Sasak jamak to address him or her. In short, 

the use of unggah ungguh in Javanese is related to Myers-Scotton’s (1993) Negotiation 

Principle in that speakers negotiate their relative status vis-a-vis the addressee in an 

exchange.

Codeswitching in Sasak

Instances of Sasak/Indonesian intersentential and intrasentential codeswitching 

were both found in the study. The directions of Sasak/Indonesian intersentential 

codeswitching are from Sasak jamak to Indonesian, from Indonesian to Sasak jamak, 

from Indonesian to Sasak alus, and from Sasak alus to Indonesian. The most frequent 

switching is from Sasak jamak to Indonesian, and from Indonesian to Sasak jamak. In 

intrasentential codeswitching, the host language is Indonesian in nearly 60% of the cases,
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followed by Sasak jamak, and Sasak alus. This is so because the exchanges took place in 

formal settings where Indonesian is the expected medium of communication.

However, Sasak alus/Sasak jamak switching is impossible unless it is an error. 

Such a switching would suggest inappropriateness sociolinguistically in the sense that it 

is impolite to switch back and forth between Sasak alus/Sasak jamak, in which using the 

former signals politeness while the latter does not. However, when in an exchange there 

are many persons involved, and one of them is higher in rank than the others, for 

example, the high-rank person may be addressed in Sasak alus while the others are 

addressed in Sasak jamak. In this situation, a speaker may use Sasak alus when speaking 

to the high-rank addressee but switch to Sasak jamak when speaking to the rest. Thus, 

switching between Sasak alus/Sasak jamak in this case is imperative, and depends on the 

social status of each addressee. This corresponds to Saville-Troike’s (1989) in which she 

mentioned that a native speaker of Javanese said that a Javanese speaker would use 

Krama, an H style, to speak to a person of superior rank but uses Madya, an intermediate 

style, to speak to a friend.

Linguistic Constraints

Table 6.1 below compares the percentages of switched elements found in the 

present study with the results published in several other studies.

Language elements being switched in Sasak/Indonesian codeswitching showed 

similarities as well as differences from findings in other studies. Table 6.1 shows that in 

Sasak/Indonesian codeswitching, the most frequently switched elements are pronouns, 

adverbs, determiners, and noun phrases. If these language elements are excluded from the
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calculation, nouns, prepositional phrases, and verbs will have the highest percentages. 

The results for nouns would more closely resemble the findings of other studies, such as 

Berk-Seligson (1986), Poplack (1981), and Park et al. (1993) who found the percentage 

of switched nouns were 40%, 34%, and 61.6% respectively. The relative high percentage 

of switched noun phrases (10.5%) in Sasak/Indonesian codeswitches and the low 

percentage of major constituent switches (1.9%) are remarkably close to those in Berk- 

Seligson’s study of Spanish-Hebrew switching (.8% and 10%) and Park et al.’s study of 

Korean-English (2.2% and 13%). The salient differences are in pronouns, adverbs, and 

determiners where these language elements in Sasak/Indonesian switching had high 

percentages while in other studies they had quite low percentages. The percentages for 

switching of pronouns, adverbs, and determiners in Sasak/Indonesian codeswitching are 

22.6%, 19.1%, and 10.5% respectively, whereas in Berk-Seligson’s study, the percentages 

are .3%, 4 %, and 0%, and in Park et al.’s they are .2%, 2.5%, and 0%. The cause for the 

difference may be accounted for by the fact that in the Sasak alus variety, pronouns, 

determiners, adverbs, and verbs are the most important elements that are woven in the 

sentence to form the polite/alus speech. Sasak speakers frequently switch these elements 

to convey social meanings such as formality, respect, and their interpretation of the status 

relationships among the persons involved in the exchange.

Although the table indicates that 6% of the switches are verbs, none of them 

includes Sasak alus verbs. The speakers switch to Indonesian verbs (9 of 10 verb 

switches) instead of using Sasak alus verbs. One reason the latter are not more frequently 

switched may be that the speakers are not fluent in Sasak alus. While Sasak alus
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p r o n o u n s , d e te r m in e r s , an d  a d v e r b s  are f e w , S a sa k  a lu s  v e r b s  are m a n y  so  n o n flu e n t  

sp e a k e r s  m o s t ly  d o  n o t m a ster  th e m .

T a b le  6 .1 . P e r c e n ta g e s  o f  S w itc h e d  E le m e n ts  in  S e v e r a l C o d e s w itc h in g  S tu d ie s .

Lang.
Elements

Sasak-
Indonesian

Spanish-English 
Poplack, 1981

Spani sh-Hebre w  
Berk-Seligson, 1986

Korean-English 
Park et al,1993

Nouns 9.3 34.0 40.0 61.6
Verbs 6.2 n.a. .1 9.0
Adverbs 19.1 1.0 4.0 2.5
Adjectives 1.2 3.0 3.0 2.5
Prepositions 1.8 n.a 0.0 .8
Pronouns 22.6 n.a. .3 .2
Deteminers 10.5 n.a. 0.0 0.0
Noun Phrases 10.5 n.a. 10.0 13.0
Verb Phrases 4.9 n.a. 1.0 1.0
Conjunctions 1.9 n.a. 4.0 3.0
Prep'l Phrases 6.3 n.a. .5 1.0
Clauses/Sent. 1.9 60.0 * .8 2.2

N o te s :  1. n .a . re fers  to  n o t a v a ila b le .

2 . * re fers  to  m a jo r  b o u n d a r ie s  w h e r e  th e  s w itc h in g  o c c u r s  th at in c lu d e  

fu ll  se n te n c e , c o n jo in e d  s e n te n c e , in te r je c tio n , r e p e t it ito n , b e tw e e n  

N P  an d  V P , b e tw e e n  V P  an d  o b je c t  N P , an d  b e tw e e n  V P  an d  P P .

3 . T h e  p e r c e n ta g e s  in  S a sa k /In d o n e s ia n  C S  are th e  r e su lts  o f  th e  

c o m b in a t io n  o f  p e r c e n ta g e s .

W ith  regard  to  p r o n o u n s , W o lf o w it z ’s ( 1 9 9 1 )  s tu d y  o n  S u r in a m e  J a v a n e se  

in d ic a te s  th at J a v a n e se  p r o n o u n s  ’’h a v e  s p e c if ic  r e fe r e n c e  to  th e  p r in c ip a ls  in  th e  s o c ia l  

r e la tio n sh ip . F or  th at r e a so n , p erh a p s, th e  p r o n o u n s  are a r g u a b ly  th e  fir st ite m s  to  sh ift  o u t  

o f  fa m ilia r  s ty le ” (p .1 7 1 ) .  T h e  p a ra d ig m  u se d  b y  W o lf o w it z  in c lu d e s  in e q u a lity  and s o c ia l  

d is ta n c e  w h e r e  e q u a lity  m a y  b e  u p w ard , eq u a l, an d  d o w n w a r d , w h e r e a s  s o c ia l  d is ta n c e  

m a y  b e  h o n o r if ic ,  fo r m a l, an d  fa m ilia r .

A c c o r d in g  to  W o lf o w it z ,  th e S u r in a m e  J a v a n e se  fo rm a l s e c o n d  p e r so n  p ro n o u n , 

k o w e  c a n n o t b e  u s e d  in  a n y  u p w a r d -d ir e c te d  or d is ta n t-p o lite  in tera c tio n , an d  

p a n ie n e n g a n  is  n o t u se d  in  c lo s e - p o l i t e  in te r a c tio n  b e tw e e n  e q u a ls  or  d o w n w a r d
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interaction. Sampeyan, on the other hand, is used in all distant-polite interaction, upward 

and equal. The Suriname Javanese first person pronouns are familiar aku and formal kula 

in which the latter may be used in both formal respect and formal style, upward or 

between equal. These Suriname Javanese pronouns kowe. sampeyan. aku. and kula are 

similar to the Sasak personal pronouns side, pelinggih/pelungguh. aku. and tiang. Side 

and aku are not switched in Sasak/kidonesian codeswitching but tiang and 

pelinggih/pelungguh are. This may be accounted for by the fact that tiang and 

pelinggih/pelungguh are used in all distant-polite interaction, upward as well as equal 

where important elements of Sasak polite or formal expressions switching into 

Indonesian is imperative due to the fact that Indonesian pronouns do not convey such 

politeness.

As discussed in chapter 5, evidence from Sasak/kidonesian codeswitching 

supports the equivalence constraint but rejects the size-of-constituent constraint, while the 

free morpheme constraint is excluded from the discussion because instances of Sasak 

morphemes affixed to an Indonesian word root are treated as borrowings here. A 

significant finding of the present study is that Sasak/kidonesian codeswitches do not 

violate the syntactic structure rules of either Sasak or Indonesian. This finding 

corroborates Poplack’s (1981) finding in which Spanish-English switches do not violate 

the syntactic structure rules of either Spanish or English, ki terms of the size-of- 

constituent constraint, only 1.9% of Sasak/kidonesian codeswitches involved major 

constituents, such as clauses or sentences, which differs from Poplack’s finding of 60% 

of the switches involving major constituents. Conversely, the findings in
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Sasak/lhdonesian switching correspond to Berk-Seligson’s (1986) study of Spanish- 

Hebrew switching and those of Park et al.’s (1993) study on Korean-English switching 

where they found only .8% and 2.2% of the switches were major constituents 

respectively.

Given the typological near-identity of Sasak and Indonesian, it is not surprising 

that findings in Sasak/Indonesian switching conform to those found in studies involving 

two typologically similar languages, Spanish and English, in regard to the equivalence 

constraint. However, the cause for the disconfirmation of the size-of-constituent 

constraint in this study is not immediately clear. If the universality of the constraint 

relates to language typology, the disconfirmation of the constraint in Sasak/Indonesian 

codeswitching should contradict the results in switching involving language pairs which 

are typologically different as in Spanish/Hebrew and Korean/English. Instead, results 

between these two typologically similar languages resemble those between typologically 

different languages. In short, the cause or determinant factors for the apparent constraint 

may need further investigation.

Types of Codeswitching

All four types of codeswitching proposed by Myers-Scotton in her Markedness 

Model could be identified in the Sasak-Indonesian codeswitchingdata: sequential 

unmarked codeswitching, unmarked codeswitching, marked codeswitching, and 

exploratory codeswitching. In sequential unmarked codeswitching, Sasak speakers 

codeswitch between Indonesian and Sasak depending on the interlocutors. There is a 

switch from one unmarked choice to another when there is a change in the rights-and-
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obligations (RO) balance between speakers caused by a change in a situational factor such 

as participants. This type of codeswitching is similar to the metaphorical codeswitching 

observed in Blom and Gumperz (1972) which occurs when there is a change in a topic. 

Speakers follow the unmarked-choice maxim that directs them to affirm or establish the 

RO balance. Speakers affirm the already established RO balance when they are intimate 

but may switch to another code when speaking to another speaker to establish a different 

type of RO set, that is, a new unmarked RO balance between them. In unmarked 

codeswitching, Sasak speakers who are intimate codeswitch back and forth such that each 

switch may not contain a social message but the overall pattern does. Codeswitching 

between Sasak jamak/Indonesian in formal settings may indicate membership in the same 

ethnic group as well as colleagueship in the same workplace. In marked codeswitching, 

speakers follow the marked-choice maxim that instructs them to negotiate a new RO 

balance or to negotiate a change in the expected social distance between the speaker and 

the addressee. Marked codeswitching may occur to show one’s power over another Sasak, 

or to exclude another speaker who is nonSasak from the exchange. It is done by switching 

to Indonesian when the hearer is Sasak, and switching to Sasak when the person intended 

to be excluded is nonSasak. In Sasak, marked codeswitching is likely to be exercised by 

Sasak speakers who have power, such as high rank Sasaks, and those who belong to the 

majority ethnic group (Sasak). In exploratory codeswitching, when the norm is unclear 

Sasak speakers who are not familiar with one another would use Indonesian in their first 

encounter, but they may switch to Sasak when they understand that they share a common 

ethnic background. Tanner’s (1967) finding in her study on speech and society among
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Indonesian elite in the United States of America indicated that Indonesian is used as a 

neutral choice for those who meet for the first time. For speakers of Indonesian, 

Indonesian is a considered a neutral, democratic language because they do not need to 

ascribe the interlocutors’ social identity when speaking to them, in contrast to when they 

use ethnic languages which are rich in polite expressions. Tanner further states that the 

use of Indonesian in the exchange involving newly acquainted speakers may be perceived 

as a good neutral starting point until adequate information is gathered about each other (p. 

24). One of the speakers may initiate a transition to another code by switching to another 

language. This is done by inserting a few words of the other language, and if the 

interlocutor responds in the same way, the new language or code will become their 

unmarked choice. Thus, there is a process of exploration on the choice of language as 

unmarked choice for speakers who are just getting to know one another.

While Myers-Scotton (1993) notes that the unmarked choice for participants 

involved in an exchange is the same for all participants, the unmarked choice in Sasak is 

not the same, and there may be one or more unmarked choices in an exchange depending 

on the social status of the participants involved. Speakers who are lower in rank may use 

Sasak alus or codeswitch Sasak alus/Indonesian as the expected code when speaking to 

another Sasak who is higher in rank, and in return, the expected codes for the higher-rank 

person when speaking to the lower one may be Sasak jamak or codeswitching between 

Sasak jamak/Indonesian.

Therefore, it can be concluded that although findings on Sasak/kidonesian 

codeswitching support those of Myers-Scotton (1988,1993) in her research in Africa, and
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suggesting that these types of codeswitching are commonly practiced in bi/multilingual 

communities, the Markedness Model of CS should be extended to include more complex 

linguistic situations such as in Lombok. The unmarked choice is not the same for all 

involved in an exchange, but depends on the social status of each participant involved in 

the exchange. Thus, there may be more than one unmarked choice depending on the 

languages used in the situation and the social status of the participants involved in the 

exchange.

Social Factors in Codeswitching

Several factors have been found to constrain Sasak Indonesian codeswitching, such as 

ethnic background, social status, age, familiarity, and proficiency in Sasak alus. Ethnic 

background constrains codeswitching in the sense that when the participants are Sasaks, 

they often codeswitch between Sasak/Indonesian but when one of the participants is 

nonSasak they are unlikely to codeswitch, except when they intend to exclude someone. 

Ethnic background as one of the factors constraining codeswitching was also found by 

other scholars (Pfaff, 1979; Odlin, 1989; Gumperz and Hemandez-Chavez, 1972). 

Pfaff observed that Spanish-English speakers codeswitched to English when they 

interacted with a monolingual English speaker but switched to Spanish if the addressee 

suggested Hispanic ethnicity. Similarly, Odlin showed that Mexican-Americans speaking 

in English switched to Spanish to index their common ethnic background. Gumperz and 

Hemandez-Chavez reported that ethnic identity was one of the social factors affecting the 

choice of language form.
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Social status, such as office rank and the status of family origin strongly 

influences Sasak/Tndonesian codeswitching in which higher rank Sasak speakers may 

codeswitch between Sasak jamak/Tndonesian when speaking to lower rank Sasaks, who 

return by codeswitching between Sasak alus/Indonesian (if they know Sasak alus). 

Similarly, Sasak speakers who belong to noble families would codeswitch between Sasak 

j amak/Tndonesian to nonnoble Sasaks but the nonnoble Sasak speakers would return by 

codeswitching between Sasak alus/Indonesian (again, if they know Sasak alus). These 

findings have no exact correspondence in the literature to date.

Age has been shown to constrain language choice in which older Sasak speakers 

may codeswitch between Sasak jamak/Indonesian in their interaction with younger ones 

while younger Sasaks may codeswitch between Sasak alus/Indonesian in return. Gumperz 

and Hemandez-Chavez (1972) stated that age has been observed to be one of the factors 

that affect language choice.

Proficiency in one language variety but not in another may determine 

codeswitching as shown in the case of Sasak speakers who are not fluent in Sasak alus. 

The use of Sasak alus/Indonesian codeswitching which is mainly caused by the speakers’ 

lack of knowledge in Sasak alus contradicts Poplack’s (1981) findings but supports others 

(Torres, 1989; Cheng and Butler, 1989; and D’Souza, 1992). Poplack stated that speakers 

must be balanced bilinguals in order to be able to codeswitch, whereas Torres (1989) 

observed that proficiency in the language may determine the types of codeswitching 

utilized. Torres found that speakers who are proficient in both languages employed the 

most difficult type of codemixing (her term for codeswitching), intrasentential switching,
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while the Spanish-dominant speakers exhibited tag or single word switches due to lack of 

productive knowledge in English. Cheng and Butler also suggested that abundance of 

codeswitching may signal a speaker’s language deficiency, an indication that one 

language is more dominant than another for the speaker. Finally, D’Souza supported the 

findings by stating that competence-related codemixing was employed by second 

language learners who were not fluent in the second language. Sasak speakers’ 

codeswitching to Indonesian instead of continuing speaking in Sasak alus may also be 

viewed as an avoidance strategy, either because of the speakers’ incompetence in Sasak 

alus or to avoid a marked status ascribed by using Sasak alus. Codeswitching as an 

avoidance strategy has also been observed by Wolff and Poedjosoedarmo (1982) in their 

study on Central Java in which they stated that shifting to Indonesian was intended to 

avoid using the honorifics required in Javanese or to cover up speakers’ incompetence in 

Javanese. Similarly, Saville-Troike (1989) indicates that the use of codeswitching as an 

avoidance strategy may be caused by the fact that the speaker has not learned the 

language completely or one does not want to use a language that requires the use of 

pronominal selection which contrasts the social status of the speaker.

In case the factors such as intimacy, office rank, family origin conflict with one 

another, intimacy overrides office rank, and office rank overrides family origin.

Directions for Further Research

This study has employed quantitative as well as qualitative methods of data 

collection and analysis. Although the writer is a native speaker of Sasak, a three-month
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data collection period is not sufficient to claim the full use of the ethnographic technique 

of observation. More thorough observations could investigate various aspects of Sasak 

linguistic and cultural situations more closely including speakers’ use of the languages 

outside the workplace and gender-related differences. In addition, aspects such as 

language socialization, social and regional variation, and speech levels are worthy of 

further investigation since these areas have not been studied intensively.

The results of this study should only be generalized to the use of Sasak-Indonesian 

codeswitching in workplaces, especially among educated speakers in urban areas. Further 

studies on the use of codeswitching in rural areas would determine the similarities and 

differences of language patterns between rural and urban speakers. Larger samples would 

permit fuller statistical study of other variables such as gender-related aspects of 

codeswitching, language attitudes, and language use in relation to socio-economic status.

The patterns of reported language use in Sasak found in this study have shown 

that the older generation of Sasak speakers is, to a certain degree, still able to use Sasak 

alus. Younger, urban speakers have little chance to use it in their interactions with their 

siblings and peers due to the fact that they reside in housing complexes where multiethnic 

groups live. In addition, Sasak parents tend to encourage their children to speak 

Indonesian. This problem is also worthy of further investigation.

Switching to Indonesian as an avoidance strategy may be caused by speakers’ 

reluctance to use Sasak alus since it ascribes unequal social status to the speaker and 

addressee, or it may be done to hide the speakers’ incompetence in Sasak alus. This 

question is worthy of further investigation because there is a tendency for some young
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urban people to view Sasak alus as a ‘non-democratic’ variety or level which reflects 

inequality between interlocutors. However, this view may no longer be necessarily 

accurate, because the use of Sasak alus is decreasingly reflecting inequality but is 

increasingly reflecting simply formality and respect. A further implication of this trend is 

that speakers of Sasak may have experienced or are experiencing a process of social 

change that will profoundly affect the future of the Sasak language.

Topics have been found to constrain codeswitching in several studies but this 

study does not observe the influence of topics on language choice. The influence of topics 

may be another area that needs further investigation in the Sasak language.
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APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRE (Indonesian and English versions)
Kuesioner.

Tujuan
Daftar pertanyaan ini dimaksudkan untuk memperoleh informasi tentang sikap dan pola 
berbahasa saudara didalam situasi formal maupun informal dan diluar maupun didalam 
keluarga.

Petunjuk.
1. Nama dan identitas saudara akan dirahasiakan.
2. Jawaban saudara bukan menyangkut baik/benar maupun betul/salah.

3. Saudara diminta memberikan tanda X pada jawaban yang saudara pilih.

4. Saudara diminta memilih satu pilihan atau lebih sesuai dengan kenyataan yang ada 

pada saudara.

5. Istilah dikantor maksudnya pada situasi kerja /kedinasan.

disuatu tempat maksudnya diluar jam kerja/kedinasan (bukan dikantor).

6. Terima kasih atas bantuan saudara.

Pertanyaan.

1. Nama :

2. Jenis Kelamin : Pria / wanita.

3. Umur : tahun.

4. Pendidikan terakhir :.......................

5. Alamat sekarang ---- ---------

6. Dimanakah tempat lahir saudara?
a) , dipedesaan.
b) . diperkotaan.

7. Sejak kapan saudara meninggalkan tempat kelahiran saudara?
a) , sejak kecil.
b) . setelah menyelesaikan SD atau SMP.
c) . setelah menyelesaikan SMTA. atau Perguruan Tinggi.
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d). tidak pemah meninggalkan kampung halaman.
8. Kalau saudara pemah meninggalkan kampung halaman, apakah saudara tinggal

a) , dipedesaan.
b) . diperkotaan.

9. Apakah didesa kelahiran saudara terdapat kelompok masyarakat menak dan 
jajarkarang?

a) .ya.
b) . tidak.

10.Kalau pemah meninggalkan kampung halaman, apakah ditempat barn itu terdapat 
kelompok masyarakat menak dan jajarkarang?

a) , ya.
b) . tidak.

11. Pada masa kecil,didalam keluarga saudara menggunakan
a) , bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . bahasa Sasak jamak/biasa.
c) kedua duanya

12. Jika saudara berbicara dengan saudara yang lebih tua, bahasa yang saudara gunakan 
adalah

a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . Sasak alus dan bahasa Indonesia.

13. Jika saudara berbicara dengan adik saudara, bahasa yang digunakan adalah bahasa
a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) Sasak jamak dan bahasa Indonesia.

14. Jika saudara berbicara dengan orang tua saudara, bahasa yang saudara gunakan 
adalah bahasa

a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.

15. Kemampuan memahami bahasa Sasak alus dan kemampuan berbicara bahasa Sasak 
alus adalah dua hal yang berbeda, apakah saudara memahami isi pembicaraan kalau 
lawan bicara saudara menggunakan bahasa alus?

a) , mengerti.
b) . kurang mengerti.
c) . tidak mengerti.

16. Kemampuan saudara berbicara bahasa Sasak alus adalah
a) , mampu/lancar.
b) . kurang mampu/kurang lancar.
c) . tidak mampu/tidak lancar.

17. Kalau saudara menyatakan mengerti dan mampu pada butir 14 dan 15 diatas, 
kemampuan saudara itu diperoleh melalui

a), diajar keluarga.
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b) . pergaulan/mendengarkan orang lain
c) , a dan b.
d) . lain lain, sebutkan --------------- -

18. Menurut pengetahuan saudara bahasa yang digunakan dalam pembicaraan antara 
seorang nonmenak kepada seorang menak yang lebih muda umumya adalah

a) , bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.

19. Menurut pengetahuan saudara bahasa yang digunakan dalam pembicaraan antara 
seorang pemuda menak dengan pemuda dari keturunan non menak adalah

a) , bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.

20. Menurut pengetahuan saudara bahasa yang digunakan dalam pembicaraan antara 
sesepuh menak dengan sesepuh non menak adalah

aj.bahasa Sasak alus.
b) .bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) .bahasa Indonesia.

21. Menurut pengetahuan saudara bahasa yang digunakan dalam pembicaraan antara 
orang tua menak terhadap putera/i nya adalah

a), bahasa Sasak alus. 
bj.bahasa Sasak jamak.
c). bahasa Indonesia.

22. Menurut pengetahuan saudara bahasa yang digunakan oleh seorang anak menak 
kepada orang tuanya adalah

a) , bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.

23. Menurut pengetahuan saudara bahasa yang digunakan oleh seorang anak menak 
kepada kakak kandungnya dimasa muda adalah

a) , bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.

24. Menurut pendapat saudara diantara keluarga menak bahasa yang digunakan oleh 
seorang kakak yang sudah berkeluarga terhadap adiknya yang juga sudah berkeluarga 
adalah

a) , bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.
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25. Menurut pengetahuan saudara diantara keluarga menak bahasa yang digunakan oleh 
seorang adik yang sudah berkeluarga kepada kakaknya yang juga sudah berkeluarga 
adalah

a) , bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.

26. Menurut pendapat saudara diantara keluarga menak bahasa yang digunakan oleh 
seorang suami kepada isterinya adalah

a) , bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.

27. Menurut pengetahuan saudara diantara keluarga menak bahasa yang digunakan oleh 
seorang isteri kepada suaminya adalah

a) , bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.

28. Bagi yang punya anak, putera/i saudara mampu menggunakan
a) , bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.
d) . a dan b.
e) . b dan c.
f) . a dan c.

29. Bahasa yang saudara gunakan terhadap putera/i saudara didalam rumah adalah
a) , bahasa Sasak alus. ,
b) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.
d) . a dan b.
e) . b dan c.
f) . a and c.

30. Apakah saudara tinggal dikompleks perumahan yang penduduknya berasal dari 
beberapa suku bangsa?

a) , ya.
b) . tidak

31. Bahasa yang digunakan putera/i saudara dalam pergaulan mereka dengan anak anak 
tetangga adalah

a) , bahasa Sasak alus.
b) bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.
d) . bdanc.

32. Apakah bahasa Sasak itu perlu dipertahankan?
a) , perlu.
b) . tidak perlu.
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33. Apakah berbahasa Sasak alus itu penting bagi saudara?
a) , penting.
b) . tidak penting.

34. Saudara mengusahakan agar putera/puteri saudara bisa berbahasa
a) . Sasak alus saja.
b) . Sasak jamak saja.
c) . Indonesia saja.
d) . a dan b.

35. Apakah bahasa Sasak itu perlu diajarkan disekolah dasar?
a) , perlu.
b) . tidak perlu.

36. Kalau saudara menjawab perlu, apakah alasan itu disebabkan karena
a) , khawatir anak anak tidak akan bisa berbahasa Sasak.
b) . khawatir bahasa Sasak akan hilang.
c) . khawatir anak anak melupakan warisan nenek moyang/bangsa.
d) . semua yang disebutkan diatas.
e) . a dan c.
f) . a dan b.
g) . b dan c.
h) . lain lain (sebutkan)... .......................................................

37. Apakah saudara menganggap bahasa Indonesia itu penting diajarkan pada putera 
puteri saudara sejak kecil (kalau saudara akan punya anak)?

a) , ya.
b) . tidak.

38. Apakah saudara sering mendengarkan orang berbicara campur aduk atau selang seling
antara bahasa Indonesia dan Bahasa Sasak?

a) sering.
b) jarang.
c) . tidak pemah.

39. Kalau saudara mendengar orang berbicara campur aduk atau selang seling bahasa 
Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak, menurut saudara itu adalah hal yang

a) , normal/wajar.
b) . tidak normal/tidak wajar.

40. Kalau saudara mendengar orang berbicara campur aduk atau selang seling bahasa 
Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak, menurut saudara itu adalah hal yang

a) , dapat diterima.
b) . tidak dapat diterima.

41. Apakah saudara sering menggunakan bahasa campuran bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa 
Sasak atau selang seling antara bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak dalam 
percakapan?

a).sering.
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b) jarang.
c) tidak pemah.

42. Kalau saudara menjawab serins, apakah saudara menggunakannya dalam percakapan
a) , di tempat kerja.
b) . diluar tempat kerja.
c) . dikedua tempat itu.

43. Kalau saudara menjawab sering pada pertanyaan diatas saudara menggunakannya
kalau berbicara dengan

a) , atasan.
b) . bawahan.
c) sesarna rekan kerja.
d) . a dan b.
e) . a dan c.
f) . b dan c

44. Kalau saudara berbicara dikantor dengan atasan saudara yang orang Sasak dan jenis 
kelamin sama dengan saudara, bahasa yang digunakan berbicara dengan atasan 
saudara adalah

a) , campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.
d) . bahasa Sasak alus.
e) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
f) . a dan b.

45. Kalau saudara berbicara disuatu tempat dengan atasan saudara,orang Sasak dan 
berjenis kelamin sama dengan saudara, bahasa yang saudara gunakan dengan atasan 
saudara adalah

a) , campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.
d) . bahasa Sasak alus.
e) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
f) . a dan b.

46. Kalau saudara berbicara dikantor dengan atasan saudara,orang Sasak yang berlainan 
jenis kelamin dengan saudara pada, bahasa yang saudara gunakan dengan atasan 
saudara adalah

a) , campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.
d) . bahasa Sasak alus.
e) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
f) . a dan b.

47. Kalau saudara berbicara dengan atasan saudara,orang Sasak yang berlainan jenis 
kelamin dengan saudara disuatu tempat. bahasa yang saudara gunakan adalah
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a) , campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak alus,
b) . campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.
d) . bahasa Sasak alus.
e) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
f) . a dan b.

48. Kalau saudara berbicara dikantor dengan bawahan saudara,orang Sasak dan berjenis 
kelamin sama dengan saudara pada, bahasa yang digunakan adalah

a) campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak alus.
b) .campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) .bahasa Indonesia.
d) .bahasa Sasak alus.
e) .bahasa Sasak jamak.
f) . a dan b.

49. Kalau saudara berbicara dengan bawahan saudara, orang Sasak dan berlainan jenis 
kelamin dengan saudara disuatu tempat bahasa yang digunakan adalah

a) , campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.
d) . bahasa Sasak alus.
e) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
f) . a dan b.

50. Kalau saudara berbicara dikantor dengan teman_kerja,orang Sasak yang relatif sama 
pangkatnva dan berjenis kelamin sama dengan saudara pada

a) .campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak alus.
b) .campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak jamak. 
cj.bahasa Indonesia saja.
dj.bahasa Sasak alus saja.
e) .bahasa Sasak jamak saja.
f) . a dan b.

51. Kalau saudara berbicara disuatu tempat dengan teman keria. orang Sasak yang relatif 
sama pangkat dan berjenis kelamin sama dengan saudara, bahasa yang digunakan 
adalah

a) , campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.
d) . bahasa Sasak alus.
e) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
f) . a dan b.

52. Kalau saudara berbicara dikantor dengan teman keria, orang Sasak yang relatif sama 
pangkat dan berlainan jenis kelamin dengan saudara, bahasa yang digunakan adalah

a) , campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak jamak.
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c) . bahasa Indonesia.
d) . bahasa Sasak alus.
e) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
f) . a dan b.

53 . Kalau saudara berbicara disuatu tempat dengan teman keria,orang Sasak yang relatif 
sama pangkat dan berbeda jenis kelamin dengan saudara, bahasa yang digunakan 
adalah

a) , campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.
d) . bahasa Sasak alus.
e) . bahasa Sasak jamak.

54. Kalau saudara pertama kali bertemu di kantor dengan seseorang yang saudara tidak 
kenal latar belakangnva, bahasa yang saudara gunakan untuk berbicara dengan orang 
itu adalah

a) , campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.
d) . bahasa Sasak alus.
e) . bahasa Sasak jamak.

55. Kalau saudara pertama kali bertemu disuatu tempat dengan seseorang yang saudara 
tidak kenal latar belakangnva. bahasa yang saudara gunakan untuk berbicara dengan 
orang itu adalah

a) , campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.
d) . bahasa Sasak alus.
e) . bahasa Sasak jamak.

56. Kalau saudara pertama kali bertemu disuatu tempat dengan seseorang yang saudara 
tahu adalah orang Sasak. bahasa yang saudara gunakan berbicara dengan orang itu 
adalah

a) , campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.
d) . bahasa Sasak alus.
e) . bahasa Sasak jamak.

57. Kalau saudara pertama kali bertemu dikantor dengan seseorang yang saudara tahu 
adalah orang Sasak, bahasa yang saudara gunakan berbicara dengan orang itu adalah

a) , campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonresia dan bahasa Sasak alus.
b) . campuran atau selang seling bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Sasak jamak.
c) . bahasa Indonesia.
d) . bahasa Sasak alus.
e) . bahasa Sasak jamak.
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58. Berhubungan dengan butir pertanyaan diatas, jika setelah saudara mengetahui lebih 
banyak tentang lawan bicara saudara, apakah saudara ada kemungkinan mengubah 
bahasa yang saudara gunakan berbicara dengannya?

a) , ya.
b) . tidak.

59. Jika saudara menjawab dengan ya atau tidak pada butir pertanyaan diatas, faktor 
faktor apakah yang menyebabkan saudara mengubah atau tidak mengubah bahasa 
yang saudara gunakan berbicara dengannya? (sebutkan)
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Questionnaire.

Objectives.
These questionnaire items are intended to obtain some information about your 

language behaviors and patterns in formal and informal situations, in the family as well 
as outside the family settings.

Directions
1. Your name and other identities will be kept confidential.
2. Select one or more choice depending on your situations by crossing the available 

option(s).
3. Thank you for your participation.

1. Name :

2. Sex : Male / Female.

3. Age :

4. Education :

5. Current Address :---------------------------------------------------

6 .1 was bom
a) , in a rural area.
b) . in an urban area.

7. Since when did you leave your place of birth?
a) , from early childhood.
b) . after graduating from Elementary or Junior High.
c) . after graduating from Senior High.
d) . never leave my place of birth.

8. If you happened to leave your place of birth, did you reside in
a) , a rural area.
b) . in an urban area.

9. In your place of birth, were there groups of nobles and commoners?
a) , yes.
b) . no.

10. If you happened to leave your place of birth, were there groups of menaks (nobles) 
and commoners (nonmenak) in your new places?

a) , yes.
b) . no.

11. During your childhood, the language spoken in your family was
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a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . both.

12. When you talk to your older brother/sister, what language do you use
a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . Sasak alus and Indonesian.

13. When you talk to your younger brother/sister, what language do you use?
a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . Sasak jamak and Indonesian.

14. When you talk to your parents, what language do you use?
a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.

15. The ability to understand Sasak alus and the ability to use it are two different abilities, 
do you understand the content of conversations of your interlocutor when s/he uses 
Sasak alus?

a) , fully understand.
b) . do not fully understand.
c) . do not understand.

16. If you are asked to judge your ability to use Sasak alus, you will judge your ability as
a) , proficient.
b) . less proficient.
c) . not proficient.

17. If you answer items 15 and 16 above with fully understand and proficient, your ability
was acquired through

a) , family interaction.
b) . interacting with or listening to others.
c) . a and b.
d) . others, mention them:-------- ------------—--------------------------------

18. Based on your experiences, the language used by a nonmenak to speak to a younger 
menak is

a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.

19. Based on your experiences, the language used by a young menak to speak to another 
young nonmenak is

a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
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20. Based on your experiences, the language used by an old menak to speak to another 
old nonmenak is

a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.

21. Based on your experiences, the language used by bangsawan parents to speak to their 
children is

a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.

22. Based on your experiences, the language used by the menak children to speak to their
parents is

a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.

23. Based on yor experiences, the language used by a young menak to his/her older 
brother/sister is

a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.

24. Based on your experiences, within menak families the language used by married older
brother/sister to speak to a younger married brother/sister is

a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.

25. Based on your experiences, within menak families the language used by a younger 
married brother/sister to speak to older married brother/sister is

a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak j amak.
c) . Indonesian.

26. Based on your experiences, within menak families the language used by a husband to
speak to his wife is

a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.

27. Based on your experiences, within menak families the language used by a wife to 
speak to her husband is

a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.

28. If you have children, are your children able to speak
a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
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c) . Indonesian.
d) . a and b.
e) . b and c.
f) . a and c.

29. The language I used to my children at home is
a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
d) . a and b.
e) . b and c.
f) . a and c.

30. Do you live in a complex where people speak a variety of languages?
a) , yes.
b) . no.

31. The language used by your children to speak with the children in the neighborhood is
a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
d) . b anad c.

32.1 think Sasak should be maintained.
a) , agree.
b) . disagree.

33. It is necessary for me to be able to speak Sasak alus.
a) , agree.
b) .disagree.

34.1 make any efforts to make my children able to speak
a) . Sasak alus.
b) . Sasak jamak.
c) . both.

35.1 think the Sasak language should be taught at the Elementary School.
a) , agree.
b) . disagree.

36. If your answered with agree in item 35 above, the reasons to teach it are
a) , to ensure the Sasak language will not disappear.
b) . to ensure that younger children are proficient in their mother tongue.
c) . to preserve the language as one of the most valuable inheritance.
d) . all mention above.
e) . a and c.
f) . a and b.
g) . b and c.
h) . Others, mention: --------- ---------------------------—----------------------

37. Do you think Indonesian should be taught to your children at the early age?
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a) , yes.
b) . no.

38. Do you often hear people speaking by codeswitching* between Indonesian and 
Sasak?

a) , often.
b) . seldom.
c) . never.

39. When you hear people codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak, do you consider 
it

a) , normal.
b) . not normal.

40. When you hear people codeswithing between Indonesian and Sasak, do you think it is
a) , acceptable.
b) . unacceptable.

41.1 often codeswitch between Indonesian and Sasak
a) , often.
b) . seldom.
c) . never.

42. If you answered item 40 above with often, do you codeswitch when you talk
a) , in the office.
b) . outside the office.
c) . both.

43.1 you answered item 40 above with often, you codeswitch when you talk to your
a) , superior.
b) . subordinate.
c) . colleagues.
d) . a and c.
e) . b and c.

44.When you converse during office hours with your superior who is Sasak and has the 
same gender as yours, the language you use is

a) , codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.
b) . codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
d) . Sasak alus.
e) . Sasak jamak.
f) . a and b.

45. When you converse outside the office with your superior who is Sasak and has the 
same gender as yours, the language you use is

a) , codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.
b) . codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
d) . Sasak alus.
e) . Sasak jamak.
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f). a and b.
46. When you converse during office hours with your superior who is Sasak and has 

different gender from yours, the language you use is
a) , codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.
b) . codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
d) . Sasak alus.
e) . Sasak jamak.
f) . a and b.

47. When you converse outside the office with your superior who is Sasak and has 
different gender from yours, the language you use is

a) , codeswitching between Indonesian and sasak alus.
b) . codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
d) . Sasak alus.
e) . Sasak ajamak.
f) . a and b.

48. When you converse during office hours with your subordinate who is Sasak and has 
the same gender as yours, the language you use is

a) , codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.
b) . codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
d) . Sasak alus.
d). Sasak jamak.
f). a and b.

49. When you converse outside the office with your subordinate who is Sasak and has 
different gender from yours, the language use is

a) , codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.
b) . codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
d) . Sasak alus.
e) . Sasak jamak.
f) . a and b.

50. When you converse during office hours with your Sasak colleague whose rank and 
gender is the same as yours, the language you use is

a) , codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.
b) . codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
d) . Sasak alus.
e) . Sasak ajamak.
f) . a and b.

51. When you converse outside the office with your Sasak colleague whose rank and 
gender is the same as yours, the language you use is
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a) , codes witching between Indonesian and Sasak.
b) . codeswitching between Indonesian and sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
d) . Sasak alus.
e) . Sasak jamak.
f) . a and b.

52. When you converse during office hours with your Sasak colleague whose rank is the
same but has different sex from yours, the language you use is

a) , codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.
b) . codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
d) . Sasak alus.
e) .Sasak jamak.
f) . a and b.

53. When you converse outside the office with your Sasak colleague whose rank is the 
same but has different sex from yours, the language you use is

a) , codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.
b) . codeswitching between Indonesian and sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
d) . Sasak alus.
e) . Sasak jamak.
f) . a and b.

54. When you first meet someone in the office whom you have no ideas about his or her
background, the language you use to converse with the person is

a) , codsewitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.
b) . codeswitching between Indonesian and sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
d) . Sasak alus.
e) . Sasak jamak.
f) . a and b.

55. When you first meet someone outside the office whom you have no ideas about his 
or her background, the language you use to converse with the person is

a) , codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.
b) . codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
d) . Sasak alus.
e) . Sasak jamak.
f) . a and b.

56. When you first meet someone outside the office whom you know is Sasak, the 
language you use to converse with the person is

a) , codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.
b) . codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
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d) . Sasak alus.
e) . Sasak jamak.
f) . a and b.

57. When you first meet someone in the office whom you know is Sasak, the language 
you use to converse with the person is

a) , codeswitching between Indonesian and sasak alus.
b) . codeswitching btween Indonesian and Sasak jamak.
c) . Indonesian.
d) . Sasak alus.
e) . Sasak jamak.
f) . a and b.

58. Related questions above, if after knowing more about the person, is there any 
likelihood that you will change the language you use?

a) , yes.
b) . no.

59. If you answered item 58 with yes or no, what factors do you think that make you 
change or not change the language you use?

Note.

The sign codeswitching* is intended to explain that the technical Indonesian term for 

codeswitching alih bahasa is not used in the questionnaire, instead campuran or selang

seling is used which means alternation.
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APPENDIX B

TRANSLATION TEST (Indonesian and English versions)

Petunj nk/Directions.

1. Terjemahkan kalimat bahasa Indonesia dibawah ini kedalam bahasa Sasak halus 
seolah olah saudara berbicara dengan orang Sasak yang saudara hormati sehingga 
saudara mesti menggunakan bahasa Sasak alus (Translate the following Indonesian 
sentences into Sasak alus as if you were talking to a respected person in which you must 
use the Sasak alus).

2. Harap jangan lupa menulis nama saudara (Do not foget to write your name on the 
answer sheet).

1. Kemarin saya datang kerumah saudara tetapi isteri saudara mengatakan saudara sudah 
berangkat ke bandara.

2. Maksud kedatangan saya adalah memberitahukan pada saudara bahwa pak Ahmad 
tidak jadi datang sekarang karena beliau akan mampir dahulu di Bandung untuk 
menengok anaknya.

3. Dan mengenai rapat itu, beliau meminta agar diundurkan sampai beliau datang sekitar 
minggu depan. Saya akan membuat surat pembatalan dan saya minta saudara yang 
menanda tangani surat itu.

4. Sekarang saya akan membuat surat itu dan saya mohon saudara datang kerumah sore 
ini sambil kita membicarakan acara rapat itu.

5. Setelah itu saya bersama anak anak akan pergi berbelanja di Mataram Plaza. Anak saya 
ingin membeli kaset video bam, dan mungkin saudara juga tertarik membelinya untuk 
anak anak saudara.

Terima kasih atas partisipasi saudara (Thank you for your participation).
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Translation test (English).

Directions.

1. Terjemahkan kalimat bahasa Indonesia dibawah ini kedalam bahasa (translate the

following Indonesian sentences into):

a. Sasak j amak/biasa.

b. Sasak tengak/madya,

c. Sasak utama.

2. Harap menulis nama saudara di lembar jawaban saudara (please write your name on 

your answer sheet).

1. Kemarin saya datang ke rumahmu tetapi isterimu mengatakan anda sudah berangkat ke 

bandara.

2. Maksud kedatangan saya adalah memberitahukan pada anda bahwa pak Ahmad tidak 

jadi datang sekarang karena beliau akan mampir dahulu di Bandung untuk menengok 

anaknya.

3. Dan mengenai rapat itu, beliau meminta agar diundurkan sampai beliau datang sekitar 

minggu depan. Dan saya akan membuat surat pembatalan dan saya minta anda yang 

menanda tanganinya.

4. Sekarang saya akan membuat surat itu dan saya mohon anda datang ke rumah sore ini 

sambil kita membicarakan acara rapat itu.

5. Setelah itu saya bersama anak anak akan pergi berbelanja di Mataram Plaza. Anak 

saya ingin membeli kaset video bam, dan mungkin anda juga tertarik membelinya 

untuk anak anda.

Terima kasih atas partisipasi saudara (thank you for your participation).
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APPENDIX C

DATA FROM QUESTIONNAIRE

Name coed rarb pofb wlfat rlht imht mpmj letf luyb luob lutp
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 3 3 3 1
2 I 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1
3 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2
5 1 2 1 3 2 1 1 2 2 2 2
6 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
7 1 2 1 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
8 1 2 1 3 2 1 1 2 2 2 2
9 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 3 2 2 2
10 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
11 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2
12 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
13 1 2 2 3 2 2 1 3 2 2 1
14 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 3 2 2 2
15 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
16 1 2 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 2 2
17 1 1 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
18 1 2 2 3 2 1 2 2 2 2 1
19 1 2 2 3 2 1 2 2 3 3 2
20 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2
21 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
22 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 1
23 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 3 2 1 1
24 2 2 1 2 2 1 - 3 2 1 1
25 2 1 1 4 1 2 - 2 2 2 2
26 2 1 1 4 1 2 1 2 2 2 2
27 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2
28 2 1 1 3 2 1 2 ; 2 2 2 2
29 1 1 2 2 2 2 - 2 2 2 2
30 2 2 2 4 2 1 2 3 2 2 2
31 1 1 2 2 2 2 - 2 2 2 2
32 1 1 1 4 1 2 - 2 2 2 2
33 2 1 1 4 1 2 - 2 2 2 2
34 2 1 1 4 1 2 1 2 2 2 2
35 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2
36 2 2 1 3 2 2 - 2 2 2 . 2
37 2 1 1 4 1 2 2 2 2 2 2



38 2 1 2 2
39 2 2 2 2
40 1 1 1 3
41 1 1 2 2

Data continued

Name pisa fisa hasa Imym
1 2 2 3 1
2 1 1 1 2
3 1 2 2 1
4 1 2 2 1
5 1 2 2 1
6 1 2 2 1
7 1 2 2 1
8 1 2 2 2
9 1 1 2 1
10 2 2 2 2
11 1 1 2 1
12 1 2 2 2
13 1 2 3 2
14 1 1 2 1
15 1 . 1 2 2
16 1 1 1 1
17 2 2 2 1
18 1 2 1 1
19 1 2 3 1
20 1 2 2 1
21 1 2 - 1
22 1 2 3 2
23 1 1 1 1
24 1 2 - 2
25 2 2 2 1
26 2 2 2 2
27 2 2 2 1
28 1 1 2 1
29 2 . 2 2 1
30 1 2 3 2
31 1 2 2 1
32 1 2 2 1
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1 1 3 2 1 1
1 1 3 2 2 2
1 1 2 2 2 2
1 - 3 2 1 1

omnm mptc mctp ymbm moym
2 2 1 1 2
2 2 1 1 2
1 2 1 1 2
2 2 1 1 2
2 2 1 1 1
2 2 1 1 2
2 2 1 1 1
1 2 1 1 2
2 2 . 2 2 2
2 2 1 1 2
1 2 1 1 1
2 2 1 1 2
1 2 1 1 2
2 2 1 1 1
2 2 1 1 2
2 2 1 1 2
2 2 1 2 2
2 2 1 1 2
2 2 1 1 2
2 2 1 2 2
2 2 1 1 2
1 2 1 2 2
2 2 1 1 2
2 2 1 1 2
2 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 2 1
2 2 1 2 2
2 2 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1
1 2 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1

2
2
2
2

ymnm
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
3
2
1
1 .
2
1
1
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33 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1
34 2 2 - 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
35 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 1 2 2
36 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2
37 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 . 1 2 2
38 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2
39 1 . 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2
40 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
41 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 2

Data continued

Name hmwm wmhm cail
1 2 1 3
2 2 1 3
3 2 1 -

4 2 1 4
5 2 1 2
6 2 1 5
7 2 1 2
8 2 1 1
9 2 2 3
10 2 1 -

11 2 1 3
12 1 1 1
13 2 1 3
14 2 1 5
15 2 1 5
16 1 1 2
17 2 1 2
18 2 1 2
19 2 1 3
20 2 2 5
21 . 1 1 2
22 2 1 3
23 2 1 3
24 2 1 3
25 1 1 2
26 2 1 2
27 2 1 2

Iptc
3
3

4 
3
5 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
5 
5 
5 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2

wlic cite ssbm
2 3 1
1 3 1
1 - 1
1 3 1
1 4 1
1 3 1
1 2 1
2 2 1
2 4 1
1 3 1
1 3 1
1 3 1
1 3 1
1 3 1
2 4 1
1 4 1
2 2 1
1 2 1
1 3 1
1 3 1
1 4 1
1 2 1
1 3 1
1 2 1
2 2 1
2 2 1
1 4 1

sali
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

pm d
3
1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
2
3

3
3
3
2
3

ssts
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

rfts
4
2
7
2
7

4
1
4

2
3
5
4 
1 
2 
4 
4

4
2
2
2
3
3
61



28 2 1 2 2
29 2 1 2 2
30 1 1 3 3
31 1 1 2 2
32 1 1 5 2
33 1 1 2 2
34 2 1 2 2
35 2 1 5 5
36 1 2 3 3
37 2 1 2 2
38 2 1 1 2
39 2 1 3 2
40 2 1 2 2
41 2 1 2 3

Data continued.

Name Iste fhsi oasi opsi whsi
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 2
5 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1
9 . 1 1 1 1 1
10 1 1 1 1 1
11 1 1 1 1 1
12 1 1 1 1 1
13 1 1 1 1 1
14 1 3 1 1 3
15 1 1 1 1 1
16 1 1 1 1 1
17 1 1 2 1 2
18 1 1 1 1 1
19 1 1 1 1 1
20 1 1 1 1 2
21 1 1 1 1 2
22 1 1 1 1 1
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2 1 1 3 1 3
2 1 1 3 1 2
3 1 1 3 1 7
2 1 1 1 1 2
2 1 1 3 1 3
2 1 1 3 1 6
2 1 1 2 1 3
3 1 1 3 1 5
3 1 1 3 1 1
2 1 1 1 2 4
3 1 1 3 1 4
3 1 1 3 2 4
- 1 1 3 2 4
3 1 1 3 2 4

iouw uctw Isss Isds Isfd Isid
2 6 6 6 6 6
3 3 1 1 1 4
3 4 6 6 6 6
2 3 6 6 6 6
- - 1 1 1 6
3 4 1 2 1 1
2 3 4 1 1 1
3 3 1 1 1 1
3 4 1 1 1 1
1 4 5 5 5 5
3 4 1 1 1 2
2 3 3 1 1 2
3 5 1 1 6 1
3 4 6 6 2 1
3 5 1 1 1 1
3 3 1 1 1 1
2 3 1 4 1 4
3 3 1 1 1 1
3 6 1 1 1 1
2 3 1 2 1 2
- 4 2 2 2 2
2 2 1 1 1 1

2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
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23 1 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 1 1
24 1 2 2 3 3 - - 4 1 3
25 1 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 1 1
26 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 3
27 1 1 2 1 1 3 4 2 2 2
28 1 2 1 2 2 - - 4 4 4
29 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 1
30 1 2 1 1 1 3 3 2 3 1
31 1 1 1 ' 1 1 3 6 2 1 1
32 • 1 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 1 1
33 1 1 2 1 1 3 4 2 1 3
34 1 1 1 1 1 3 4 2 2 2
35 1 1 1 1 1 3 5 1 1 1
36 1 2 1 2 2 3 4 2 1 1
37 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 2
38 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 1 3 3
39 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
40 1 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 1 1
41 1 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 1 1

1
4
1

1
3
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
3
1
1

Data cointiraed

Name Ibfs Ibi
d

less Ids lefs kid Itirf Itai Its! Itsf pclm pt«

1 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 1 1 1 2 86
2 2 2 1 2 1 1 3 3 4 4 1 92
3 5 2 6 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 2 44
4 2 5 6 6 6 6 6 3 6 1 2 60
5 2 5 1 1 1 4 3 3 4 4 2 60
6 5 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 1 1 64
7 2 2 2 2 2 5 3 3 2 4 1 14
8 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 5 4 1 54
9 5 2 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 72
10 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 4 4 1 46
11 2 2 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 64
12 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 2 64
13 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 1 1 86
14 2 ' 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 1 4 1 56
15 2 2 . 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 94
16 2 5 1 1 1 1 3 3 4 1 1 94
17 2 2 2 5 2 5 3 3 4 3 1 40

=&»
 w

 w
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18 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 1 70
19 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 62
20 5 5 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 1 30
21 2 5 2 5 2 2 1 1 4 2 1 70
22 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 1 86
23 5 5 1 1 1 1 3 3 4 1 1 92
24 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 1 4 2 82
25 5 5 1 1 1 2 3 3 1 1 2 68
26 3 3 2 5 5 5 3 3 4 4 1 42
27 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 .4 4 2 54
28 4 5 5 5 5 2 3 3 1 4 1 42
29 2 5 2 2 2 1 3 3 4 1 1 68
30 2 3 2 2 2 5 3 3 1 4 1 52
31 5 2 1 1 1 2 3 3 4 1 1 32
32 2 5 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 4 1 36
33 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 1 72
34 2 5 2 2 2 1 3 3 4 2 1 32
35 5 5 2 2 2 5 3 3 4 2 1 64
36 2 2 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 1 1 62
37 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 2 4 2 50
38 3 5 3 2 2 1 3 3 4 4 1 70
39 3 5 2 3 3 2 3 3 4 3 1 72
40 5 5 1 1 1 3 3 3 4 4 • 1 88
41 5 5 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 1 62

Becsriptiom.

The following alphabets used in the questionnaire items are changed into numeric to suit 

the statistical program :

a becomes 1 d becomes 4

b becomes 2 e becomes 5

c becomes 3 f  becomes 6.

The number in brackets refers to the items in the questionnaire.

1. Coed (item no. 4). Educational Backgrounds.

1. College education.

2. Non college education.



2. Rurb (no.5). Current Residence.

1. Rural.

2. Urban.

3. Pofb (no.6). Place of bom.

1. Rural.

2. Urban.

4. Wlht (7). The age when the respondents left their hometown (place of bom)

1. Since childhood.

2. After Elementary School.

3. After Highschool.

4. Never leave hometown.

5. Rlht (8). New residence after leaving their hometown.

1. Rural.

2. Urban.

6. Imht (9). Whether menak groups live in the respondents’ hometown/village.

1. Yes.

2. No.

7. Npmj (10). Whether the new place (residence) has menak groups or not.

1. Yes.

2. No.

8. Lctf (11). The respondents use of language in childhood in their family.

1. Sasak alus.

2. Sasak jamak.

3. Sasak jamak and Sasak alus.

9. Lloyd (13). The respondents use of language to their younger brothers/sisters.

1. Sasak alus.

2. Sasak jamak.

3. Sasak j amak and Indonesian.



10. Luob (12). The respondents use of language to their older brothers or sisters.

1. Sasak alus.

2. Sasak jamak.

3. Sasak alus and Indonesian.

11. Lutp (14). The respondents use of language to their parents.

1. Sasak alus.

2. Sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.

12. Pisa (15). The respondents proficiency in Sasak alus.

1. Fully understand Sasak alus.

2. Not fully understand Sasak alus.

3. Do not understand Sasak alus.

13. Fisa (16). The respondents fluency (active) in Sasak alus.

1. Very fluent in Sasak alus.

2. Moderately fluent.

3. Not fluent.

14. Hasa (17). How they acquired the ability in Sasak alus.

1. learned from family members.

2. interacting with others.

3. both 1 and 2.

4. others, mention them..........................................

15. Lmym (18). Language use by younger nonmenaks to menaks.

1. Sasak alus.

2. Sasak ajamak.

3. Indonesian.

16. Ymnm (19). Language used by young menak to old nonmenak.

1. Sasak alus.

2. Sasak jamak.
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3. Indonesian.

17. Omnm (20). Language used by old menak to old nonmenak.

l.Sasakalus.

2. Sasakjamak.

3. Indonesian.

18. Mptc (21). Language used by menak parents to their children.

1. Sasak alus.

2. Sasakjamak.

3. Indonesian.

19. Mctp (22). Language used by menak children to their parents.

l.Sasakalus.

2. Sasakjamak.

3. Indonesian.

20. Ymbm (23). Language used younger menaks to their older brothers or sisters.

l.Sasakalus.

2. Sasakjamak.

3. Indonesian.

21. Moym (24). Language used by married older brothers or sisters to their married 

younger brothers or sisters.

1. Sasak alus.

2. Sasakjamak.

3. Indonesian.

22. Myom (25). Language used by married younger menaks to their married older 

brothers or sisters.

l.Sasakalus.

2. Sasakjamak.

3. Indonesian.

23. Hmwm (26). Language used by menak husbands to their wives.
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1. Sasak alus.

2. Sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.

24. Wmhm (27). Language used by menak wives to their husbands.

1. Sasak alus.

2. Sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.

25. Cail (28). Children’s ability in the languages.

1. Sasak alus.

2. Sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.

4. 1 and 2.

5. 2 and 3.

6. 1 and 3.

26. Iptc (29). Language used by parents to their children.

1. Sasak alus.

2. Sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.

4. 1 and 2.

5. 2 and 3.

27. Wlic (30). Whether or not the respondents live in the complex where people come 

from various ethnic groups.

1. Yes.

2. No.

28. Cite (31). Languages used by the respondents’ children in the neighborhood.

1. Sasak alus.

2. Sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.
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4. 2 and 4.

29. Ssbm (32). Whether the Sasak language should be maintained.

1. Yes.

2. No.

30. Sali (33). Whether the ability to speak Sasak alus is important.

1. Important.

2. Not important.

31. Pmcl (34). Whether the respondents make efforts for their children to speak particular 

language(s),

1. Sasak alus only.

2. Sasak jamak only.

3. Indonesian only.

4. 2 and 3.

32. Ssts (35). Should the Sasak language be taught at the Elementary School?

1. Yes.

2. No.

33. Rfts (36). The reasons for teaching the Sasak language at the Elementary school.

1. to ensure the Sasak language will not disappear.

2. to ensure younger children are proficient in their mother tongue.

3. to preserve the language as one of the most valuable inheritance.

4.1 and 3.

5. 1 and 2.

6. 2 and 3.

7. Others:............... ..........................................

34. Lste (37). Whether the respondents consider teaching Indonesian to their children at 

the early age is essential.

1. Yes.

2. No.
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35. Fhsi (38). Whether the respondents often hear people codeswitch between Indonesian 

and Sasak.

1. Often.

2. Seldom.

3. Never hear it.

36. Oasi (39). Their opinion about people’s codeswitch between languages.

1. Normal.

2. Not normal.

37. Opsi (40). Their opinion about people’s codeswitching between languages.

1. Acceptable.

2. Unacceptable.

38. Whsi (41). How often the respondents codeswitch between Indonesian and Sasak.

1. Often.

2. Seldom.

3. Never.

39. louw (42). Where do they use it?

1. At work places.

2. Outside workplaces.

3. both of them.

40. Uctw (43). To whom they use it.

1. To superior.

2. To subordinate.

3. To colleagues.

4. To 1 and 2.

5. To 1 and 3.

6. To 2 and 3.

41. Lsss (44). The languages used by the respondent to speak to his or her Sasak superior 

whose gender is the same as his or hers during office hours.
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1. codewitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.

2. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.

4. Sasak alus.

5. Sasak jamak.

6.1 and 2.

42. Lsds (45). The languages used by the respondent to speak to his or her Sasak superior 

whose gender is the same as his or hers outside the office.

1. codeswitching between Indonesian and sasak alus.

2. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.

4. Sasak alus.

5. Sasak jamak.

6. 1 and 2.

43. Lsfd (46). The languages used by the respondent to speak to his or her Sasak superior 

whose gender is different from his or hers during office hours.

1. codeswithcing between Indonesian and Sasak alus.

2. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.

4. Sasak alus.

5. Sasak jamak.

6. 1 and 2.

44. Lsid (47). The languages used by the respondent to speak to his or her Sasak superior 

whose gender is different from his or hers outside the office.

1. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.

2. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.

4. Sasak alus.
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5. Sasakjamak.

6. 1 and 2.

45. Lbfs (48). The languages used by the respondent to speak to his or her Sasak 

subordinate whose gender is the same as his or hers during office hours.

1. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.

2. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasakjamak.

3. Indonesian.

4. Sasak alus.

5. Sasakjamak.

6. 1 and 2.

46. Lbid (49). The languages used by the respondent to speak to his or her Sasak 

subordinate whose gender is the same as his or hers outside the office.

1. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.

2. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasakjamak.

3. Indonesian.

4. Sasak alus.

5. sasakjamak.

6. 1 and 2.

47. Less (50). The languages used by the respondent to speak to his or her Sasak 

colleague whose rank is relatively the same and whose gender is the same as his or 

hers during office hours.

1. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.

2. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasakjamak.

3. Indonesian.

4. Sasak alus.

5. Sasakjamak.

6. 1 and 2.
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48. Lcis (51). The languages used by the respondent to speak to their Sasak colleague 

whose rank is relatively the same as his or hers, and whose gender is different from 

his or hers outside the office.

1. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.

2. codeswitching between Indonesian and sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.

4. Sasak alus.

5. Sasak jamak.

6. 1 and 2.

49. Lets (52). The languages used by the respondent to speak to his or her Sasak 

colleague whose rank is relatively the same as his or hers, and has different gender 

from his or hers during office hours.

1. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.

2. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.

4. Sasak alus.

5. Sasak jamak.

6. 1 and 2.

50. Lcid (53). The languages used by the respondent to speak to his or her Sasak 

colleague whose rank is relatively the same as his or hers, and has different gender 

from his or hers outside the office.

1. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.

2. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.

4. Sasak alus.

5. Sasak jamak.

6. 1 and 2.
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51. Ltuf (54). The languages used by the respondent to a person whom he or she first 

meet in the office and has no ideas about his/her background.

1. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.

2. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.

4. Sasak alus.

5. Sasak jamak.

6. 1 and 2.

52. Ltui (55). The languages used by respondent to speak to a person whom he or she first 

meet outside the office and he or she has no ideas about his/her background.

1. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.

2. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.

4. Sasak alus.

5. Sasak jamak.

6. 1 and 2.

53. Ltsi (56). The languages used by the respondent to speak to a Sasak person whom he 

or she first meet in the office.

1. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.

2. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.

3. Indonesian.

4. Sasak alus.

5. Sasak jamak.

6. 1 and 2.

54. Ltsf (57). The languages used by the respondent to speak to a Sasak person whom he 

or she first meet outside the office.

1. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak alus.

2. codeswitching between Indonesian and Sasak jamak.
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3. Indonesian.

4. Sasak alus.

5. Sasak jamak.

6. 1 and 2.

55. Pclm (58). Whether the respondents will change their languages after knowing more 

about the addressee.

1. Yes.

2. No.

56. Ptes. The results of the translation tests administered to the respondents.
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APPENDIX D 

CODESWITCHING DATA.

Appendix E contains the contexts in which each sentence occurs, for example, 

0 :5 6  or 11:36 refers to Conversation One, turn number 56 or Interview One, turn 

number 36 respectively. Preff. refers to prefix, Suff. refers to suffix, and pass, refers to 

passive forms.

A. Intersentemtial Codeswitching.

1. Ndek, dendek beng. Kesimpulannya memang batu (0 :56). 

no do not give, conclusion its actually stone

”No. Do not give (it). It is really a stone”.

2. Sikn sak biru....ha haha. Pragmatik itu kan?.(Cl:65).

becauseSuff. DM blue Pragmatic that DM

’’Because it is blue ha ha ha. It is pragmatic, isn’t it?

3. Blue safir itu kan biru. Mun king safir sak embejage epean (0 :65).

blue sapphire that DM blue if king sapphire which maybe own

’’Blue sapphires are blue. If king sapphires, who own them?”

4. Pimpinan disitu. Jeneng atasan sekedik (0 :98). 

leader there more high a little.

’’The leader is (sits) there. A little bit higher”.

5. Apalagi diatas gunung. Ndek, aden rapet dait nenek, ndih? (0 :99). 

let alone above mountain no so that close with God true.

’’Let alone above the mountain. No, so that (he) is close to God, isn’t he?”

6. PakB, piranm ulik side? Ndak apa apa kan sava ikut? (0:121).

Mr B. whenAff go home you not what what DM I join 

”Mr. B,when are you going home? It doesn’t matter I join you, does it?”

7. Di Adelaide. Kak, olek juluk(C3:15).
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in Adelaide, older brother go home first

”In Adelaide. Older brother, (I will) go home first”

8. Yeuah, aden ndek macem macem.Tapi ngirimnva sudah hams sekarang

in order not a variety but sendSuff. already must now

’’Yes.in order not to create problems. But it (sending it) doesn’t have to be now” 

... (C4:4)..

9. Uah kebarakn uik seendakman no. Kan disitu ada. gaii unah

already Aff.tell yesterday before that DM there available salary 

berapa. bahan berapa terns transport berapa (C4:9).

how much material how much then transport how much.

”1 had told him yesterday before. There are how much for the wages, for the materials, 

then how much for the transport”.

10. Mbekenen? Ya sudah dikasih sama pak Y. (C4:15).

Where meanSuff. Yes already give with Mr Y

’’which one do you mean? I have already given (it) to Mr Y”.

11. Sudah sava baca semuanva. Kan ne gopohte ne(C4:17).

already I read all DM this mshSuff. this

”1 have read them all. We are in a hurry now”

12. Kapan kita main? Tiamg jangke pusing niki (C5:10). 

when we go forward I till dizzy this

’’When are we going to go forward (progress). This makes me dizzy”.

13. Berembe side ne. Pekeriaanmu disana belum beres (C5:ll).

How you this workSuff. there not yet done

”How come you! Your work hasn’t finished yet”.

14. Lamun kance tite bait keluargen nie beteteh. Lamun keluargen

if friend we take familySuff his/her throw away if familySuff. 

nie bait keluargen tite ndekn. Soalnva posisi keluarga kita lebih tinggian 

s/he take familtSuff. we notSuff. caseSuff. position family we more highSuff.
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”If our family takes one of their family members, they don’t consider her as a member 

but if they took one of ours, they will consider her as a member because our family is 

higher (in family hierarchy)” (C6:3).

15. Salah satu sava lihat kata ‘mangan’. Bandingin dait Jawa, Madure dait Sasak 

of one I see word mangan compareSuff.with Java Madura with Sasak 

’’One of the things I observed is the word ‘mangan’ (eat). Compare it with Javanese 

and Madurese” (C6:9).

16. Cobak cobak kumpul. Pak A endah. Ndakada nans pak untuk kuliah (C7:9).

try collect Mr A too not there money sir for study

”(we) tried to save. Mr. A also. No money for (paying) school,sir”.

17. Kemurakan nenek rezki. Berkat doa yang menvuruh sekplah (C7:12).

gracious god bless prayer that Preff.ask school

’’God’s the most gracious. With the prayer of the person who ask (you) to go to 

school”.

18. Mule meno. Kalau mau merubah nasib (C7:14). 

like that if want change faith

”It must be like that. If (you) want to change (your) faith/future”.

19.. Kalau sudah diatas situ. Makak makakn taik ndekn engat bawak (C7:18).

if already above there, when whenSuff. go up notSuff. look down 

”If one gets a (high) position there. When (s/he) is up there s/he forgot us”.

20. Mangkin mun am  . selese niki jak arun. Langsung disusun? (C7:22).

now if early finish this DM earlySuff. directly Preff. arrange

’’Now if this finishes earlier, (we’ll do) this early (do you want it) to be arranged?”

21. Kira kira apa sebab mengubah. Side doang sih pikim (C8:2).

about what cause Preff.change you only DM thinkSuff.

’’What do you think the cause (you) change it? Only you know it, think about it”.

22. Nggih. Untuk penelitian dia yang gegang (C8:9).

yes for research s/he that hold
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"Yes. He is in charge for research (files)”.

23. Ndek arak uah tiang bongkam. Sudah sava beritahu pakM tanggal satu 

not available already I look around already I tell Mr M date one 

”It’s not there, I have already looked around. I’ve told Mr. M on the first (of July)” 

(C8:9).

- 24. Auk. Cuma mau ngecek saja(C8:12). 

yes only want check just 

”Yes. (I) just want to check (it)”.

25. Tergantung. Lamun arak jawaban sak aneh jak langsungm tepite 

depend if available answerSuff DM strange DM directlySuff look (pass.).

” It depends. If the answer is strange(you) will be looked around.” (C8:14).

26. Arak menak dait nonmenak. Itu yang sava maksudkan (C8:16). 

available menak with nonmenak that which I meanSuff.

’’There are nobles and nonnobles. That is what I meant”.

27. Sebenamva tidak. Jarangn pade dengahn dait kadun (C8:36). 

actually not seldomSuff. others hearSuff. with useSuff.

’’Actually, it is not (difficult). They rarely use it”.

28. Banvak kata kata sulit. Dawek, ape dawek no? (C8:37).

many word word difficult please what please that

’’There are many difficult words. Dawek, what is dawek?”.

29. Berembe HGP? Siapa PDI nva sekarang? (C9:l). 

how IKIP who PDISuff. now

”How about IKIP? Who is the vice dean now?”

30. Mun nyambut ceketn pak X. Ndak ada rasa takut atau main

if give speech goodSuff. Mr X not available feeling afraid or shy

” He is good at delivering a speech, (he is) not nervous or shy”. (C9:4).

31. Empat ratusan. Side ndekm mauk, masihm sekolah (C9:10). 

four hundredSuff. you notSuff. get stillSuff. school
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’’About four hundred. You didn’t get (it), you are still studying”.

32. Arak batur....master. Tidak mampu dia selesai di Translating pindah dia ke 

there friend...master not able s/he finish in Translating move s/he to 

TESOL (C9:33).

TESOL.

’’There is a friend, a masters student. She was unable to finish in Translating 

Department, she moved to TESOL”.

33. Bayah uah. Kalau ditempat saya ndak ronda tapi bavar orang setiap 

pay already if at place I not patrol but pay people every

bulan (C9:42).

month.

” (It’s better to ) pay. In my neighborhood, (we do not) patrol but pay someone every 

month”.

34. Istirahat nani enem bulan bae. InsvaAllah kembali pikiran (C9:44).

rest now six month DM May God willing back thinkSuff

” Now I am going to rest for about six months. Hopefully, I’ll get back to normal”.

35. Uahke ngeraos dait pak C. Bagaimana resepnva saya man menghindar dari 

alreadySuff. talk with Mr C how prescription I want Preff avoid from

kampus selama enam bulan (C9:46). 

campus for six month

” I’ve talked to Mr. C. How to get away from the campus (work) for six months”.

36. Ndekn ban. Begitu datang saia sudah pasti dicari (C9:48).

not can that way come jus already must look (pass.).

”No way. By the time you arrive (someone) must already look for you”.

37. Malik stress elek to. Memang saya rencanakan kalau ndak bisa enam bulan dua 

again stress from there really I planSuff if not can six month 

two

tiga bulan lah (C9:48).
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three month DM

“ (I got) stress again from there. Actually, I planned to rest if not for six months then 

only three months”.

38. Kan masih belum kembali. Ndekman tenten ilmu (C9:52).

DM still not yet back not knowledge

” Well, I have not yet recovered. The knowledge that I got is not yet discerned”.

39. Base jamak. Tapi kalau dia ngomong halus (11:36). 

language ordinary but if s/he talk refined 

”Sasak jamak. But if she speaks (to me), Sasak alus”.

40. Nggifa. Kalau ke Prava, bahasanva halus (12:14).

yes if to Praya languageAff refined

”Yes. If (I go) to Praya, (I use) Sasak alus”.

41. Hanya ‘tiang-nggih’ atau yang lain lain? Ndekm kene ‘gedeng tiang’, ndih? (12:17). 

only I yes or that another not say house my isn’t it 

’’Only with (using) tiang nggih or others ? You don’t say ‘gedeng tiang’, do you?”.

42. Briki. Tahun sembilan belas delapan satu (12:38). 

here year nine teen eight one 

’’Here? The year nineteen eighty one”.

43. Ndak. Bapak perwangsa tiang (13:46).

not father noble DM

”No. (My) father is perwangsa”.

44. Laguk basen, base jamak. Cuma orang yang bicara sama dia pakai 

but languageSuff language ordinary only people that speak with him use 

bahasa halus (13:56).

language refined

” But the language is (we use) Sasak jamak. But the people who speak to him use 

Sasak alus”.

45. Artinva menggunakan jamak menengah. Lamun ‘aku’ anggepan te no
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meaningSuff use ordinary middle if I considerSuff we that

kasar (13:58). 

crude.

”1 mean using middle Sasak. If ‘aku’we consider it crude”.

46. Mungkin itu kasus, pak. Tetamggem tiang dengan Bali base Melayu (14:32). 

maybe that case sir neighborSuff I people Bali language Malay

” That maybe a case sir. My neighbors, Balinese, use Malay”.

47. Lain dengan Bima, khotbahn kadu base Bima. Kita selalu pakai bahasa 

different people Bima preach use language Bima we always use language 

Indonesia sekalipun iemaahnva hanva orang Sasak (14:38).

Indonesian although listeners only people Sasak.

”It is different from Bimanese, their (Friday prayers) are in Bimanese. We always 

use Indonesian although the audiences are only Sasak”.

48. Nggih. Uah SMA kelas due (15:12). 

yes already Seniorhigh grade, two

” Yes. (she) is alreadi in grade two Senior Highschool”.

49. Embesak daitm. Hanva tiang nggih saia (15:23). 

where Dm meetSuff only I yes just 

’’Whatever you know. Only tiang nggih?”.

50. Nggih. Tiang, nggih, napi, sampun saia (15:24).

yes tiang nggih napi sampun only 

”Yes. (we use) tiang, nggih, napi, sampun only”.

51. Kadang kadang base Indonesia kadang kadang base Sasak. Sasak yang 

sometimes language Indonesaian sometimes language Sasak Sasak that 

agak halus sedikit (15:32).

rather refined a little.

’’Sometimes Indonesian sometimes Sasak. Sasak which is rather refined”.

5. Anaknva diaiar bahasa apa? Base alus ataujamak? (15:35).
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childSuff teach (pass.) language what language refined or ordinary 

’’What language do you teach your children? Sasak alus or jamak?”.

53. Sasak biasa saia pak. Base Sasak iamak (15:361.

Sasak ordinary only sir language Sasak ordinary 

’’Only ordinary Sasak sir. Sasak jamak”.

54. Lamun sak berembe? Bahasa Indonesia melulu? (15:54). 

if DM how language Indonesia merely

”If what?. Merely in Indonesian?”.

55. Ya dilawan seadanva saia. Embe sak pendait doang sik te lawan (15:56). 

yes Preff.treat as it is only where DM meet DM by we treat

”(I) will speak as it is. Whatever I know (to speak to him)”.

56. Kalaudia sudah man lulus SMP bam kelihatan pembahan. Betiang 

if s/he already want pass juniorhigh just seem changes Preff.tiang 

berenggih (16:32).

Preff.nggih.

’’When they are about to pass juniorhigh, there seem to be changes in the language use. 

(they use) tiang nggih”.

57. Terpaksa iadinva. Mun endek meno jari kelelekan pak sokn

Preff force becomeSuff if not that become mock sir every timeSuff 

olek (16:42). 

come home.

’’She pushed (herself). If not, she will be the object (of a mock) every time she comes 

home (to her husbands family)”.

B. Intrasentential Codeswitching.

l.Makakn kene struktur batin no? (0 :1 ).

how come say structure inside that 

” Why did that say inner structure?”



2. Semenek ne jak nyedak nyedakan stmktur kognitif kita (Cl:2).

thing this DM destroy structure cognitive we

” This one destroys our cognitive structure”.

3. Kalau sak ceket, demen lek batu jak no pak S ataumamiqK(Cl:13).

if which good like at stone DM that Mr S or Mr K 

” Someone who is good at stones is Mr. S or Mamiq K”.

4. Munarak batu, dicari sudah kemana mana (Cl: 13). 

if there stone look already every where

” If there is a stone, (he) must look for it everywhere”.

5. Ye batu atau beling, situ Iho (Cl :23).

stone or glass, DM 

”Is it a stone or a glass?”

6. Batu laguk bukan batu batuan (C 1:241. 

stone but not stone Rep/Suff.

”A stone but not mineral”.

7. Beh, niki? (Cl:29). 

buy this

” (you) buy thisone?”

8. Uah te sak mantep idapn ngadu tabu tahu lime ribu unien (0:66). 

already we DM firm feelSuff. wear suddenly five thousand saySuff.

“ After I feel comfortable wearing it, suddenly it turns out the price is only five 

thousand (cheap)”.

9. Mun mantan dekan kadun jak teparan mahel ajien (0 :70).

if ex dean wearSuff. DM Preff.consider expensive priceSuff.

”If ex-dean wears it, (people) consider it expensive”.

10. Munne, inikn tergqres? (0 :77). 

if this canSuff scratched

” If this one, can it be scratched?”.



11. Lain rasen mun tergores side (C 1:80). 

different feelSuff. if scratched you

"It feels different if it scratches”.

12. Tapi kayak rampak unin acnya(Cl:91). 

but like rampak sayAff acSuff

’’But the sound of the air condition is too loud”.

13. Bedue kekhasan masing masing (Cl: 114) 

have specific each each

’’Each has its specific feature”.

14. Mau ikutlekpakB (Cl: 121). 

want join at Mr B

”(I) want to join Mr. B.”.

15. Bengtiangtanda terimanya(Cl: 125). 

give I receiptSuff

”1 gave (the person) the receipt”.

16. ‘Oh ya ini yang kita tunggu tunggu’. isikn (C1:127i.

ohya this that we wait wait 

” ’Oh yes, this is what we are waiting for’, he said”.

17. Paran tiang pelinggih ndak ada tadi (C3:12).

think I you not available just now

”1 thought you were not here just now”.

18. Oh ya pak O., ne adik misannya nyonya (C3:13). 

oh ya Mr. O this younger cousinSuff wife

” Oh yes Mr O., this is my wife’s cousin”.

19. Dia sedang ambil master lek Adelaide (C3:13).

he still take masters at Adelaide

”He is taking his masters in Adelaide”.

20. Mbe taukde selesai es satunva? (C3:14).
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where placeSuff. finish es satuSuff.

’’Where did you finish (your) SI?”

21. Kemarin side bel Iasi waktu interlokal _itu? (C4:l). 

yesterday you call again time interlocal that

’’Yesterday you called again when you made that long distance call?”

22. Nggih, baik oak hail (C5:4). 

yes good Mr. haj

”Yes, just fine Mr. Haj”.

23. Niki oak dekan, oanitia kekuranean alat untuk memperbanvak soal

this Mr dean committee lack equipment for multiply question

spal (C5:5)

question

’’Like this, Mr. dean, the committeee lacks of equipment to multiply the exam 

questions(paper)”.

24. Coba tiang tanva dulu ('€5:8').

try I ask first 

’’Let me try to ask (him) first)”.

25. Susah niki pak dekanfC5:9L 

sad this Mr. dean

This is sad (this is the problem) Mr. dean”.

26. Pesawai oesawai niki... (C5:9). 

employee employee this 

’’These employees”.

27. Waktu nike setelah dicek. basus oak (C5:16).

time that after Preffcheck good sir

”At the time aftyer being checked, (it was) good sir”.

28. Silak tiang urus alat nike (C5:20).

please I take care equipment that
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” Please (excuse me) I will take care of the equipment”.

29. Nggih, silak tiang naik (C5:26). 

yes please I go up

” Yes, excuse me I am going upstairs”.

30. Setelah nvelabar sekali due kali, akhimva buka silsilah, saline urns (€6:11.

after report once two time finallySuff open history co-check

’’After informing one, two times finally (we) open family history, check it”.

31. Laguk dalam pemakaian. mangan base Sasak dait mangan base Jawa

but in use eat language Sasak and eat language Java

bebeda (C6:9).

different.

’’But in the usage, mangan (eat) in Sasak and Javanese is different”.

32. Lek base Sasak ngaken berubah artin, ngaken sak endek makanan pokok 

at language Sasak eat change meaning eat that not staple

”In Sasak ‘ngaken’ (eat) the meaning changes, ngaken is for something which is not 

eating staples” (C6:9).

33. Arak pengaruh seiarah. Jawa dengan Madura (C6:ll'). 

available influence history Java and Madura 

’’There is a historical influence, Javanese and Madurese”.

34. Mangkin silak pakP  tolong dulu sekali (C6:14). 

now please Mr. P help first once

” Now, please help (me) first Mr. P”.

35. Sampim, terima kasih (C6:24). 

already thanks

” It’s already done, thank you”.

36. Teras tiang daftar (C7:l 1).

then I register 

’’The I registered”.
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37. Mamgkin tiang belum naik pangkat ke dua c sudah selesai (C7:17).

now I not yet promote rank to two c already finsih

"Now I haven’t yet been promoted to two c., (I) already finish (my studies)”.

38. Siangan bae (C7:25). 

afternoon DM

” A late afternoon, please”.

39. Oleh pakM tiang disuruh minta dipak S. (C8:7). 

by Mr M I ask (pass.) request at Mr. S.

”(I was) asked by Mr.M. to request from Mr.S.”.

40. Kan lamun bangsawan datang dari anuk misalnya disini digubuk tiang 

DM if noble come from something for example here in hamlet I 

lek pedesaan (C8:15).

at village

” If the nobles come, for example, here in Mataram at my hamlet”.

41. Apa niki termasuk kelompok bangsawan? (C8:15). 

what this include group noble

” Do we include (them) as a noble group?”.

42. Ndekn termasuk?(C8:19). 

notSuff include

” (They are) not included.”

43. Lombok Barat sebagian besar ndekn arak (C8:19).

lombok west majority notSuff available

"Generally, (they do) not live in West Lombok”.

44. Cuma Gerung dait Lombok Utara (C8:21). 

only Gerung and lombok north

“” There are only at Gerung and North Lombok”

45. Nggifa, campur (C8:25).

yes mix
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” Yes, it is mixed”.

46. Campur base Indonesia dait Sasak alus atau jamak? (C8:26). 

mix language Indonesia with Sasak refined or ordinary

”Is it mixing Indonesian with Sasak alus or jamak?”.

47. Selebihnva jak ndak bisa (€8:291. 

more of that DM not can

” (I) cannot use more than that”.

48. Memang agak sulit base alus mike pak mggih? (C8:35). 

actually rather difficult language refined that sir yes 

’’Actually, Sasak alus is rather difficult sir, isn’t it?”.

49. Nani pire fungsional tiga c? (C9:5).

now how much functional three c

”How much is the funtional (incentives) for three c now?”

50. Wah, tigad pire? (C9:7).

DM three d how much 

”Oh, how much is for threed?”.

51. PakZ uah tigac pulang nanti langsung usul tigad_(C9:10). 

Mr. Z already three c come back later directly propose three d 

”Mr.Z. has already in three c, he is eligible for three d after he is back”.

52. Hei, embe daftar yang kemarin, nama nama yang ikut uiian besok (C9:28). 

hei where list that yesterday name name that join test tomorrow 

”Hei, where is the yesterday’s list, the names (of people) who will take the test 

tomorrow”.

53. DL. arak tepelauk pedayak isik pembimbingn (C9:29).

in ....available Preff. south Preff north by advisorSuff.

“ In .... there was (a student) being pingponged by her advisor”.

54. Setelah diperiksa draftnya ape aran no pak, accuracy (C9:29). 

after examine draftSuff what name that sir accuracy
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” After (her) draft was examined what is it sir, the accuracy".

55. Seuahn tekirim iolc pembimbing lain bam ialan pekerjaannya (C9:31).

after sent (pass.) to advisor another then walk workSuff.

” After being sent to another advisor, she can continue (her program) again”.

56. Bam to taun tejap (C9:33). 

then there placeSuff repair (pass ).

’’Then, (she was psychologically) repaired there”.

57. Uah seneng angen ke berangkat olek (C9:48). 

already happy feeling me go home

”1 was already happy to go home”.

58. Buku sak tebace masih lek laut (C9:52).

book that read (pass.) still at sea

“’’The books (to be) read are still on the way”.

59. Kalau pengangkatarmva, tiang tanggak.Oktober delapan delapan (II :2). 

if appointmentSuff I date Oktober eight eight

”My appointment is October eighty eight”

60. Nggih, campuran. (11:10). 

yes mixture

”Yes, (it is) a mixture”.

61. Nggih, bam dua (11:16). 

yes just two 

”Yes, only two”.

62. Base Sasak yang jamak atau alus? (11:21).

language Sasak that ordinary or refined

”Is it Sasak jamak or alus?”.

63. Kadang kadang base alus kadang kadang ndak (II :26).

sometimes language refined sometimes not

’’Sometimes Sasak alus sometimes not (Sasak jamak)”.
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64. Oh, kadang kadang base alus (II :27). 

oh sometimes language refined 

”Oh, sometimes Sasak alus”.

65. Cuma itu aia nggih tiang base alusnya (II :28). 

only that DM yes I language refinedSuff.

” Only nggih tiang are the Sasak alus (used)”.

66. Kalau bahasa halusnva, ini tiang ndak pemah pelaiari bahasa halus nike

if language refinedSuff this I not ever learn language refined that 

’’About Sasak alus, I never learned this Sasak alus” (II :54).

67. Kembali malik jok sak onek, umur pire lekm pindah jok Mataram? (II :75).

back again to DM former age how much DM move to Mataram 

’’Back to the one we talked about, at what age did you move to Mataram?”.

68. Begitu tamat SD langsung tiang ke .Mataram (11:78).

as graduate elementary school directly I to Mataram

” As I graduated Elementary, I durectly (went) to Mataram”.

69. Tiang masuk SMP sampai tamat (11:82).

I enter junior high until graduate

“”I entered Juniorhigh until (I) graduated”.

70. Nggih, mamiq tiang dari Prava (12:8). 

yes father I from Praya

”Yes, my father (came) from Praya”.

71. Soalnya mamiq tiang sama ibu dulu cerai waktu tiang masih 

problemSuff. father I and mother formerly divorce when I still 

kecil (12:12).

small

’’The problem (case) is athat my father and mother divorced when I was still young”.

72. Jadi tiang ikut ibu (12:12). 

so I follow mother
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”So I joined my mother”.

73. Nggifa, karena biase lek Ampenan, jari base Indonesia (12:24).

yes because common at Ampenan so language Indonesia 

"Yes, because it is sommon in Ampenan so (we speak) Indonesian”.

74. Nggifa, dengan Sasak doang tapi bebase Indonesia (12:32).

-yes people Sasak only but speak Indonesia 

“”Yes, only Sasak people but (they) speak in Indonesian”.

75. Lengan kocet ngajak anakn base Indonesia (12:32). 

from small ask childSuff language Indonesia

’’(They) asked their children to speak in Indonesian since (they were) young”.

76. Ndek tebeng sekolah sik pedaren inak. Padahal tiang ngendeng

not allow (pass.) school by lateSuff mother though I ask 

sampe SMP doang (12:42). 

until junior high only

”(I was) not allowed to go to school by my late mother. Though I asked only until 

Juniorhigh”.

77. Tiang SD tahun tuiuh empat tamat (12:42).

I elementary school year seven four graduate

” I graduated Elementary in the year (nineteen) seventy four”.

78. Mamiq tiang Detank cerai malik (12:42). 

father I farmer divorce again

”My father was a farmer, divirced again”.

79. Mangkin jakn bertanding mangkin sore (12:53).

now will Preff.match now afternoon

Now (the team) will play this afternoon”.

80. Kadang kadang sikn lawan tiang base Sasak (12:57). 

sometimes DM treat I language Sasak 

’’Sometimes (they) speak in Indonesian, I also speak in Indonesian”.
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81. Mira Hawaii base Indonesia tiaag juga base Indonesia (12:57).

if against language Indonesia I also language Indonesia

”If (they) speak in Indonesian, I speak in Indonesian too”.

82. Kadang kadang ‘piakan te kopi to’ isikn (12:57).

sometimes made me coffee there saySuff.

’’Sometimes he said 6 make some coffe for me’”.

83. Kan sebelah Perapen nike (12:61).

DM beside Perapen that 

’’Next to Perapen (a village)”.

84. Barak tiang urasan pakZ perpaniangan STNK (12:65). 

just now I work on Mr.Z extension licence 

“’’Just now I extended Mr. Z’s licence”.

85. Mangkin agak mahal oak 112:65). 

now rather expensive sir 

”It (the cost) is rather expensive now”.

86. ttu_ prinsip tiang (13:10). 

that principle 

’’That is my principle”.

87. Tiang, begin! modelnya pak (13:26).

I like this modelSuff. sir 

’’(for me) the model is like this”.

88. Karena tiang pindah pindah rumah (13:26). 

because I move move house 

’’Because I moved houses”.

89. Bilahari diKarangbaru tiang pakai bahasa Indonesia (13:26). 

other day at Karangbaru I use language Indonesia

’’The other day I used Indonesian at Karangbaru (a village)”.

90. Sak lek luah nike kadu base Indonesia komunikasi dengan anggota
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DM at outside that use language Indonesia communication with member 

masvarakat lain (13:26). 

community another

” Outside (we) used Indonesian to cummunicate with other community members”.

91. Nggifa, demikian pula di Kekalik (13:28).

yes like this also at Kekalik 

” Yes, the same is true in Karangbaru”.

92. Tiang pakai bahasa Indonesia dirumah tapi komunikasi diluar

I use language Indonesia at home but communication at outside

pakai bahasa Sasak (13:28). 

use language Sasak

” I used Indonesian at home but Sasak to communicate outside”.

93. Nggih ada (13:401.

yes available 

” Yes, it is available”.

94. Tapi tiang didusun (13:401. 

but I at hamlet

” But I (live ) at a hamlet”.

95. Tiang begitu umur sekitar empat tahun dibawa ke Belong (13:40).

I as age about four year bring (pass.) to Belong 

”As I was about four, ( I was) brought to Selong”.

96. Nggih, karena ibu dari sana begitu tiang (13:441.

yes because mother from there like that DM 

” Yes, because my mother (came) from there”.

97. Tetep base Sasak jamak laguk menghaluskan (13:59). 

still language Sasak ordinary but refineSuff.

” It is (considered) Sasak jamak but a more polite (one)”.

98. Ndekn marak Sasak tengak atau utama no seperti tiang pelungguh (13:591.
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notSuff. like Sasak middle or primary that like tiang pelungguh 

”It is not like Sasak tengak (middle) or utama (primary) such as tiang pelungguh”.

99. Kalau tiang dengan bangsawan disana tiang pakai Sasak halus (13:60).

if I with noble there I use Sasak refined 

” If I (speak) with noble people there I use Sasak alus”.

100. Tiang kan tinggal dilingkungan... anuk «ike diKutaraia nike (13:661.

I DM live at environment something that at Kutaraja that 

” I lived in an environment., .that one..at Kutaraja”.

101. Kemudian tiang SMA napi aram di SMA Masbagik (13:68).

then I Senior High what name at SMA Masbagik 

” The I (went) to Seniorhigh, what is it called, at SMA Masbagik”.

102. Tiang tinggal di pedalaman di Masbagik (13:68).

I live at inside at Masbagik 

” I lived in pedalaman at Masbagik”.

103. Follow up napi? (14:2). 

follow up what

” What follow up?”.

104. Dari kuesioner nike? (14:2). 

from questionnaire that

” From that questionnaire?”.

105. Anak tiang hampir tidak bisa bahasa Sasak (14:22). 

child I almost not can language Sasak

” My child almost cannot speak Sasak”.

106. Mun bahasa Indonesia sebenamva ndekn perlu tajah (14:26).

if language Indonesia actually notSuff. need teach (pass.)

” Actually, we do not need to teach (them) Indonesian”.

107. Kedua, lingkungan pergaulan sekitamva dengan Jawa (14:26). 

secondly, environment interaction aroundSuff people Java
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” Secondly, the environments ( surroundings) are Javanese people”.

108. Dirumahnva misalnva. marak batur Jawa mereka berbahasa Indonesia 

at home Suff. for example like friend Java they Preff.language Indonesia

dengan anaknva (14:30). 

with childSuff.

* ”At their home, for example, like Javanese friends, they speak in Indonesian with their 

children”.

109. Kecendrungannva dengan Sasakmike nggih, kalau kita pulang kampung. 

tendencySuff. people Sasak that yes if we go kampong

mun arak pendidikan sekedik doang, engkahn mele base Sasak (14:34).

if available education a little only quitSuff. want language Sasak 

’’The tendency for Sasak people is that if we go (home) to our kampong, if they have 

just a little education, they do not want to speak in Sasak”.

110. Apalagi mun dedare, ada dedare sudah tamat SD mun tepidang

let alone if girl available girl already graduate elementary if visit (pass.) 

inikn kadu base Indonesia sin ngeraos (14:36).

maySuff. use language Sasak to speak 

’’Let alone the young girls, there is a girl who graduated from Elementary, if visited by 

(young boys) (she) may use Indonesian”.

111. Niki kasus tempat tiang (14:38). 

this case place I

” This is the case at my place”.

112. Tiang lihat mereka bangga dengan bahasa Indonesia (14:38).

I see they proud with language Indonesia

” I found them to be proud of using Indonesian”.

113. Satu hal lagi, anden arak acare begaweatau napi nike, anden

one thing again if available program party or what that if

menyilak mangkin pakai surat bahasa Indonesia (14:38).



invite now use letter language Indonesia

” One more thing, if there is a party or what is it, if invite (someone) ( they use) 

letter is written in Indonesian”.

114. Embe taukm lahir? (15:3). 

where placeSuff. bom

” Where were you bom?”.

115. Nyonya dengan embe? (15:5).

wife people where

” Where (is your) wife from?”.

116. Mun sak tinsel tinsel taum? (15:25).

if DM high high canSuff 

” Can you (speak) the higher firoms?”.

117. Aran base sak maukte lek pereaulan (15:26).

name language DM getAff. at interaction 

“” Well, the language we picked from interaction (with others) only”.

118. Maukm lek pereaulan? (15:27). 

getSuff at interaction

” You picked them from interacting with others?”.

119. Lek Sesela arak dengan bangsawan? (15:29). 

at Sesela available people noble

” Are there nobles at Sesela?”.

120. Maklumlah endekte man tau base alus (15:32).

Understandably, notSuff. can language refined

’’Understandably, I cannot speak Sasak alus”.

121. Nggih, campuran (15:34).

yes mixture 

” Yes, (it is) a mixture”.

122. Soalnva endekte tau (15:38).



problemSuff. notSuff. can 

” The problem is that I cannot (speak alus)”.

123 . Ite doang masih maukte lek pergaulan (15:381. 

we only still getSuff at interaction

”1 myself picked some from interacting with others”.

124. Tamatan mana sih side (15:39).

graduate where DM you 

” Where did you graduate from?”.

125. Sak marngkin, bidang prptpkpl (15:46).

DM now section protocol

” Now ( I am) in protocol section”.

126. Nike sama dengan R. (15:48). 

that same with R.

” That one, the same as R.”

127. Nggih, bagian perlengkapan (15:52).

yes section supplies 

” Yes, supplies section”.

128. Untuk pergaulan bareng dengan bangsawan (15:58).

for interaction with people noble 

” For interacting with noble friends”.

129. Timakn endek bangsawan sak atasan lengan ite no (15:58).

although not noble DM higher from we that

” Although (they are) not nobles but (those) higher in social status than us

130. Munte tau jak mungkin kita ajar (15:60). 

ifSuff. can DM maybe we teach

” If we can (speak Sasak alus) maybe we’ll teach (them”.

131. Nggih, sama orang tua (16:8). 

yes with parents
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"Yes, with parents”.

132. Mangkin setelah besar bagaimana polanva? (16:19). 

now after big how pattemSuff.

’’Now after you are old, What is the pattern?”.

133. Xiang juk merekajak jamak (16:20).

I to they DM ordinary 

” I (speak) to them in (Sasak) jamak”.

134. Misalnva pelinggih punya adik iadi bos di kantor propinsi (16:211

exampleSuff you have younger sibling become boss at office province 

’’For example, you have a younger sibling who is a boss in the provincial office”.

135. Kalau dia lebih muda dari tiang mesti jamak (16:24).

if s/he more young from I must jamak 

” If s/he is younger than me, (I) must use (Sasak) jamak”.

136. Misalnva tiang dengan sekwilda Lombok Tengah (16:28).

exampleSuff. I with secretary of region Lombok Central

” For example, I (speak) with the secretary of the region of Central Lombok”.

137. Anaknva iauh lebih muda dari tiang (16:28). 

childSuff far more young from I

” His son is much younger than me”.

138. Naken dia bilane 116:30). 

nephew s/he say

” ‘Nephew’, he said to me”.

139. Di Kopane betiang berenggih (16:34). 

at Kopang Prefftiang Pref.fiiggih

” (We) use tiang nggih at Kopang”.

140. Nah munte.. pemah terjadL.ne misaln karena pengaruh lingkungan (16:34). 

DM ifSuffi ever happen this exampleSuff. because influence environment

” If we, it happened for example, because of the influence of environments”.



141. Buktin, mereka anak anak sekolah, sama sava sungkan (16:34). 

proofSuff. they child child school with I respect

” The proof, the kids who go to school respect me”.

142. Anak anak sava niki campur aduk (16:52).

child child I this mix 

” My childrem mix (Indonesian and Sasak)”.

143. Jam dua belas tiangjak bedait lek kaktuan... (16:53). 

hour twelve I will meet at older brother haj

At twelve oclock, I T1 meet at my older brother...”.

144. Kemarin tiang kesana, minta dipertemukan dengan pak X.116:53). 

yesterday I there request meet (pass.) with Mr. X.

” Yesterday I went there, asking that I (may) meet Mr. X.”.

145. Mangkin jam dua belas (16:53). 

now hour twelve 

"Today at twelve oclock”.

146. Kemarin tiang sudah lihat materinva (16:54). 

yesterday I already see materialSuff.

” I already read the materials”.

147. Tiang tuniukkan contoh teriemahan teman teman (16:54).

I showSuff example translation friend friend 

” I showed (them) the example of translation from our friends”.

148. Makanva mangkin tiang jak bedait lek pak ..(16:56). 

therefore now I will meet at Mr....

"Therefore, now I will meet at Mr...”.

149. Nggih, benar sudah nike pak (16:57).

yes right already that sir

” Yes, that is true sir”.

150. Ini tiang tidak sepakat (16:59).
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this I not agree

” I do not agree with this”.
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APPENDIX E

TRANSCRIPTS OF CONVERSATIONS 

In this transcription, Indonesian is in underlined, Sasak jamak in normal, and Sasak alus 

in bold.

Conversation One.

This conversation took place in the meeting room, the Center for Languages and 

Cultural Studies, the University of Mataram. The director of the center is also the dean of 

the FKIP, University of Mataram. Prior to the recording, the director (D) and one of the 

lecturers (A) were preparing hands out for the dean’s presentation in a national meeting 

that was taking place in Mataram. His topic would be about the relationships among 

technology, religion, and arts.Three other lecturers B, C, and S came. D and S are 

lecturers who are close friends, A, B, and C are younger lecturers. C was a student of D 

and S when he took his undergraduate studies.

1 . B: Makakn kene struktur batin no? 1 .

2. S: Semenekne jaknyedak 2.

nyedakan struktur kognitif kita.

3. D: Rusak ana 3.

4. A: Mbe abahn sak baruk no? 4.

5. D: Ah? Lain. 5.

6. S: Engkah ke kadu batu no (to D). 6.

7. DrKenana? 7.

8. S: Dikantungi aia lah. Ada vang bhang 8.

itu kaca, gitu Iho. Bingung sava

9. A: Aden sak kembe kadu batu? 9.

10. S: Seneng seneng saia. 10.

11. D: Sai kene kace? 11.

12. S: Arak. Side nden puti tao 12.

unien...ha ha ha.

Why did that say inner structure? 

This one destroys our cognitive 

structure.

Destroy what?

Where is that thing just now, abah? 

Oh, different?

I quit wearing the stone.

Why?

I put it in my pocket. Someone say it 

is a glass. I am confused.

What is wearing stone for?

Just for a hobby 

Who said it’s a glass?

Somebody. He said you were not 

good at it ...ha ha ha.
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13. B: Kalau sak ceket...demen lek batu 13.

jak no Pak Satriawan atau Mamik 

Kabul. Mun arak batu,diem 

sudah kemana mana sama 

mik Kabul itu.

14. S: Kalau saya ginikan dikaca

memang tergores sih kacanva.

15. D:Apa tergores?

16. S: Kaca. Berarti... masak kaca

lawan kaca tergores?

17. B:Cobakjuluk sekali.

18. D:Ndak pemah lihat yang kayak gitu

makanya dilihat seperti kaca.

19. A: Dapat dari mana?

20. S: Dikasih.

21. B: Itu ada kaca disana

22. C: Batu Pak?

23. S: Endek te man taukn nok ne.

Ye batu atau beling gitu Iho. 

kace tie?

24. C: Batu laguk bukan batu batuan

25. A:Kenakan caren te bejawab entan

dengan. Mun batu.....

26. S: Aok.

27. C: ha ha ha.

28. S: Mun pak haj i j ak endekn beling

unien. Laguk arak dengan jak 

beling isikn.

29. C: Beli niki?

Someone who is good at stones 

is Mr. Satriawan atau Mr Kabul.

If there is, he must look for it 

everywhere.

14. If I do this on the glass.... the glass 

must be scratched.

15. What, scratched?

16. Glass? That means... how come glass 

can be scratched?

17. Try it once more.

18. (He)’s never seen like that...so he 

sees it as if it’s a glass.

19. Where did you get it?

20. (I) was given

21. That is a glass over there

22. Stone, sir?

23. We don’t know it yet. It is a stone or 

a glass. Is it a glass?

24. A stone but_it is not mineral

25. Answer it precisely. If it is stone......

26. Right.

27. ha ha ha......

28. Mr Haj said it was not a glass. But 

someone said it was

29. (You) buy this one
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30. S: Ndak....dikasih adik

31. B: Coba lihat.

32. C: Abah piran ke lock j aukn batu.

33. S: Mun nie jak mule demen lek batu.

34. C: Batu Austral!.

35. D: Opal... itu.

36. S: Ada vans bilang kalau ini kaca.

coba avo ginikan dikaca. Kalau 

tidak tergores kacanva.... 

memang sama. Sama kacanya 

Kalau batu...kacanva tergores.

37. C: Cobak cobak.

38. B: Jangan dikaca vans ini.

kaca vans disana itu.

39. C: Sekedik.

40. B: Kaca yang disana itu.

41. S: Jangan nakai itu..iangan pakai

besinva. Yang lurus. Aaa keras ... 

keras. Kalau kaca lawan kaca .. 

kan ndak ana apa. Yang lurus 

pakai matanva.

42. C: Ndak —tergores.

43. S: Makanya sava masih bingung.

Apa kaca atau batu.

44. C: Berembe entan tekadu?

45. S: Ndak ada.

46. C: Nanti kita tanva pak N..

47. S: Berarti bukan kaca, kan?

48. B: Ini saia ndak tergores.

30. No.. My younger brother gave it to me

31. Can I see it?

32. Abah brought a lot of them last time.

33. He., really likes stones.

34. Australian stones

35. That’s.... opal.

36. Someone says if it is a glass. Try 

doing this on the glass. If the glass

is not scratched..... it is really the

the same, glass. If it is a stone.... 

the glass must be scratched.

37. Let me try.

38. Do not (do it) on this glass.... on the 

the glass over there

39. Just a little.

40. The glass over there.

41. Do not use that... don’t use the metal 

Straight., yes harder. If a glass 

against a glass, it’s okay. Do it 

straight, using the stone.

42. It’s not scratched.

43. That’s why I am confused.Whether it 

is a glass or a stone,

44. How to wear it?

45. Nothing.

46. We will ask Mr. N. later.

47. It means it’s not a glass, doesn’t it?

48. This one is not even scratched
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49. S: Apa?

50. B: Pakai pisau ini... kaca itu

ndak tergores.

51. C: Wamanva memang bagus.

52. D: Ndekn uah gitakn elen paran kace.

............... unclear voice..

53. S: Mun paran kace aden sak

tebeng ....ha ha ha

54. D: Sai kene mentie?

55. S: Arakn,... baturke.

56. C: Ndak....dendek beng.

Kesimpulannva memang batu. 

Kecendrungannva.... batu. 

Memang kualitas batunva.......

57. D: Safer itu.

58. C: Safir?

59. B: Blue safir.

60. S: King safir aranen.

61. B. Aaah

62. S: King safir, ada orang bilang...

63. B: Ndekn aran blue safir?

64. S: Ndek.

65. B: Sikn sak biru ha ha ha.

Pragmatik itu kan. Blue safir 

itu kan biru. Mun king safir sak 

Mbe jage epen. Sang queen epean.

66. S: Ndek ke semel kadun ne. Laun

49. What?

50. Use this knife... that glass is not 

scratched.

51. The color is really beautiful.

52. (he) has never seen it so he said it is 

a glass.

53. (He) considers it a glass so that he 

will be given...ha ha ha.

54. Who said so?

55. Someone......my friend.

56. Don’t... do not give him

The conclusion is that it is really a 

stone. The tendency is that it is .... 

a stone. Actually, its quality....

57. That is sapphire.

58. Sapphire?

59. Blue sapphire.

60. It is called king saphire.

61. Aaah.

62. Someone says king sapphire.

63. Isn’t it called blue sapphire?

64. No.

65. Because it is blue ha ha ha.

Pragmatically, that is...Blue sapphire 

is blue, isn’t it? If it is king sapphire 

who own them. Maybe the queen has it.

66. I am shy to wear it. If I wear it and it
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muk sak lime ribu ajin .. terns .... 

laa. Uah te sak mantep idapn ngadu 

tahu tabu lime ribu unien. Aro uah.

67. B: ha ha ha ha.

68. C: Mun te mantep idap jak pire pire

ajien.

69. B: Abah piranjak uahn.....

70. C: Laguk anuk pak. Mun mantan dekan

kadun jak teparan mahel ajien.

71. D:hukan....(openinghis bag).

72. B: Ooo ..masih dipakai ini?

73. D:Lho ini... ieid...ieid.

74. B: Apa itu, jeid?

75. D: Jamrud

76. S: Ndek te kanggo.

77. D: Mun ne inikn tergores?

78. S: Cobaan ..pakB.....

79. S: Kenakan sekedik entan dengan.

80. C: Lain rasen mun tergores side.

81. S: Onyak.. belahn laun... kacen belah.

82. B: Sama itu nariknva dengan vang

biru itu.

83. S: (Referring to his) memang

kelihatannya seperti kaca vang 

bening itu.

turns out to be valued cheaply at five 

thousands....then. After I feel corn- 

comfortable wearing it, it turns out the 

price is only five thousand (rupiahs) 

How ashamed I am.

67. ha ha ha ha

68. If you feel comfortable, do not care 

about the value (price).

69. Last time abah has ...

70. But sir. If ex-dean wears it, (people)

will consider it very expensive.

71. This is.....(opening his portofolio bag)

72. Oooh.... (you) still wear it?

73. This is....jade., jade.

74. What is that, jade?

75. Emerald.

76. (We) are not allowed.

77. If this one, can it be scratched?

78. Try it......Mr.B........

79. Do it properly

80. It feels different if it scratches.

81. Be careful, .you may break the glass 

later

82. Does it feel the same as the blue one?

83. (referring to his) Actually it looks 

like that shining glass.
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84. C: Mau ganti batangnya ..kan? 84.

85. S: Rencana sih begitu. 85.

86. D: (Showing his) Pelan pelan 86.

Boleh... tapi pelan

.<87, B: Disini ya? 87.

....... no talking for a few minutes.

88. A: Ini dirancang.... ini untuk ruangan 88.

ana nanti?

89. D: Untuk diskusi. Bagaimana ya 89.

caranva untuk meniebolnya agar 

ruangan itu lebih besar.

90. B: Ini direncanakan untuk ruang kita 90.

kumnul kumpul nanti

91. D:Tapi kayak rampak unin acnva. 91.

92. S: Acnva.. bukan konstruksinya 92.

yang salah kalau itu.

93. B:Bos disana...pegawai disini. 93.

Itu kan mau ditambah saya dengar.

94. S: Itejak nyuduk nyuduk elek te ha .ha94.

95. B: Yang ielas ini tempat mimpi mimpi. 95.

96. C: Abah punya ruangan disitu.. 96.

bagusnva.

97. S: Ya. 97.

98. C: Pimpinan disitu. Jeneng 98.

Do you want to change the body, don’t 

you?

I plan to do so

(showing his) Be careful., you may... 

but slowly.

Here...okay?

This is designed....What this room

for in the future?

It’s for discussion. How can we 

upgrade it so that the room is bigger?

This room is planned for a place we 

can meet later.

But the sound of the AC is too loudly. 

The AC., the proble is not on the 

construction.

The boss there..... the employees are 

here. I hear that (room) will be 

annexed.

We just sit in one’s unused seat.

For sure this place is for (us) to 

dream (think about the impossible) 

Abah’s room is over there... that 

is better.

Yes.

The boss is there A little bit higher.
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atasan sekedik.

99. S: Ya biar lebih atasan tempatnva.

Apalagi diatas gunung. Ndek, 

aden rapet dait nenek,ndih?

100. B: Ha ..ha ..aha., iye.

101. S: Semakin tinggi kan semakin

dekat dengaa Tuhan.

102. A: Aneh. Datum langit.

D is still examining his jewelry.

He is showing us his blue saphire.

103. S: Safir. Safir group nani ne.

104. C: Itu bagus iuga.

105. S: Itu kurang...vang tadi itu

lebih bagus, va?

..... .......................................silence

Terns itu...yang iadi saya ambil 

mirah daging.

106. C: Fade tie?

107. B: Ndekn pade.

108. S: Masakn pade.

109. C:Batu.

110. S: Batu..sih...... Kasmir.

111. B: Oo....kasmir ..aranen

112. C: Lek anuk.... taun solah batu..

lek Melbourne. Solah batun 

Melbourne.

113. S: Lek Adelaide..ndek arak?

99. Yes. let it be higherXet alone above the 

mountain so that (he) is closer to 

God, isn’t he?

100. Yes. ha .. ha ha.

101. The higher someone sits the closer he is 

to God.

102. Okay. The king of the sky.

103. Sapphire. We are a sapphire group now.

104. That one looks good too.

105. That one ..no.... the one just now is 

better, isn’t it?

then...that... the one I am taking is the 

red.

106. Is that the same?

107. It’s not the same.

108. How come it is the same?

109. Stone.

110. It’s a stone...... Cashmir.

111. Oh is it called Cashmir?

112. In... in Melbourne... the stones are 

The Melbourne stones are good.

113. How about Adelaide... are there?
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114. C: Ndek arak. Bedue kekhasan 114. No. (every stone) has its snecific

masing masing. features.

115. SiTani aneh oakai ginian sava 115. But it is strange that I wear this thing.

.................................. .........silence

A 16. A.vKanan diantar? 116. When are you going to be dropped?

117. S: Ayo. 117. Let’s go.

118.D:Kemana? 118. Where?

119. C:Ulik. 119. Going home.

120. D: Belum jam dua. 120. It’s not yet two oclock.

121. S: Pak B., piranm ulik side? 121. Mr. B. when are you going home?

Ndak ana ana kan sava ikut? It’s okay that I join you?

Man ikut lek pak B. (I) want to join Mr. B.

The driver (E) came back from dropping D’s handouts.

122. D: Uah? ( to the driver ). 122. Have you?

123.E: Ndek arak dengan sak anuk 123. The person that you meant was not

nike. Laguk arak dengan sak there. But somebody took it (that

paper).

terimakn nike.

124.D:Sai? 124. Who?

125.E: Arak sak bagian nerimak nike. 125. One who is in charge of taking that

Beng tiang tanda terimanva. (paper). I gave it to him .

126. D: Ape unien? 126. What did he say?

127. E: ”Oh ya ini vang ditunggu tunggu”. 127. ”Oh yes this is what we are waiting

isikn. for”, he said

Then everybody leaves.
/
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Conversation Two.

This conversation took place in the recepcionist room, in front office of FKIP, the 

University of Mataram. There were six people conversing about Sasak dialects, five of 

- them were Sasaks: C, H, I, J, and K, and one of them was Nonsasak (L). To a certain 

degree, four of them were linguists including the nonsasak.

1 . H: Dialek Sasak ini cukup rumit. 1. Sasak dialects are complicated.

2. L: Maksudnva? 2. What do you mean?

3. H: Ada vans mensatakan lima dialek 3. Some people say there are five and

ada vans bilans empat. others say only four.

4. C: Mana vans lima dan mana vans empat 4. Which ones are the five and which

itu pak? are the four sir?

5. H: Yans lima itu misalnva dialek vans 5. The five (dialects) are for examples,

dipakai di Selaparans, Peianssik used in Selaparang, Pejanggik,Pujut,

Puiut, Sembalu,dan Bavan. Sembalun, and Bayan.

6. L: Dan vans empat? 6. And the four?

7. H: Seperti dialek Nseno-nsene, Meno-mene, 7. Like dialects of Nseno-nsene, Meno

Meriak-meriku,dan Kuto-kute. mene, Meriak-meriku and Kuto-kute,

8. J: Katanva dialek Kuto-kute itu bukan 8. I heard Kuto-kute dialect is not

dialek Sasak. Sasak dialect.

9. H: Makanva ada vans bilans besitu. 9. That’s why some people say so.

10. L: Kenapa? 10. Why?

11. J: Karena kosakatanva sansat berbeda 11 .Because the vocabularies are so

densan dialek lain. different from those of other

dialects.

12. L: Tapi secara umum bisa salins menserti 12.But in general among the speakers

antara pemakai dialek itu, kan? they understand each other, right?
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13. H:Itu yang perlu diteliti. Sava sendiri sulit

memahami dialek ini.

14. L: Menurut saya di Lombok ini hatrya ada

bahasa Sasak saia sebenanmv

15. H:Belum tentu.Di Lombok ini secara

historis banyak pendatang dari Jawa„ 

Bali, dan Sumbawa.

16. L: Betul, tarn mereka tinggal di kota

dan tidak membentuk komunitas 

tersendiri.

17. H: Anda tidak tabu. Di Lombok Timur

Rempong, bahasanya mirip dengan 

bahasa Sumbawa.

18. L: Tapi saya tetap berpendapat bahwa

hanva ada satu bahasa asli disini.

Salah itu kalau mengatakan dialek apa.. 

itu.... Kuto kute bukan dialek Sasak.

19. H: Anda iangan cepat cepat menvalahkan.

20. L: Masalahnya adalah Kuto-kute itu kan

dipakai di Lombok utara mana itu....?

21. I: Bavan

22. L: Ya Bavan.dan di Bavan itu kan orang

Sasak yang tinggal. Jadi salah kalau 

mengatakan Kuto-kute itu bukan Sasak.

23. H: Paling taukn bae tau sine.

13.That needs to be studied. I, myself, 

am hard to understand this dialect.

14.1n my opinion,only Sasak is spoken 

in Lombok actually.

15. Well, it is not. Historically, there 

were many newcomers from Java, 

Bali and Sumbawa.

16. Right, but they resided in the city 

and (they) did not form a partic

ular community.

17. You don’t know itfri East Lombok 

Rempong, the language is similar 

Sumbawanese.

18. But I still say that there is only one 

native language here. It is wrong 

to say that dialect of ..what is it. 

Kuto kute is not a Sasak dialect.

19. You. Don’t say I am wrong so 

quickly.

20. The problem is that Kuto-kute is 

spoken in North Lombok where... 

is it...?

21. Bayan

22. Yes, Bayan. Sasak people live at 

Bayan, right? So it is wrong to 

say that Kuto-kute dialect is not 

Sasak.

23. (he always behaves) like the one

who knows everything.
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24. S: Dendek meno side. 24.You., don’t do that.

25. L: Kenapa. pak? (to H.) 25.Why sir?

26. H: Ya perlu penelitian. 26.Yes, we need to do research (for

this matter).

Conversation Three.

This short conversation took place in the receptionist room between the 

receptionist (O), the guest (X), and the observer. The guest is the observer’s brother-in 

law whose involvement in this type of exchange was designed beforehand. The observer 

asked him to meet the observer at FKDP and asked the receptionist about my whereabouts.

1 . X: Selamat pash Pak 1 . Good morning, sir.

2. 0: Selamat pagi. Bagaimana? 2. Good morning. How? (May I help

you?).

3. X: Ada pak S? 3. Is Mr S here?

4. 0: Pak S, kavaknva ndak ada hari ini. 4. Mr. S, it seems he is not here today.

Ndak pemah sava lihat hari ini. I have never seen him today.

5. X: Sava tadi dari rumahnva, isterinva 5. I have just been to his house and his

bhang dia kesini. wife said he was here.

6. 0: Kalau begitu sava cari di ruang 6. If so, I will look for him in the dean’s

dekan. office.

7. 0: Ya,ada. Sava sudah beritahu. 7. Yes (he is) there. I’ve told him.

8. S: Uah ngonekm X? . 8. Have you been (waiting) long ?

9. X: Barak, kak. Payunde betengak? 9. Just now, older brother. Are you

going to (Central Lombok)?

10. S: Bares sore berembe? 10. How about this afternoon?

11. X: Ban doang masih. 11. It’s okay.

12. 0: Paran tiang pelinggih ndak ada tadi 12. I thought you were not here just now.
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13. S: Oh va, Pak O. Ne adik misannva

nyonya. Dia sedans ambil master 

lek Australia.

14. O: Mbe taukde selesai es satunya?

15. X:Di... Adelaide.

16. O: Pirandejak tulak?

17. X:Mungkin bulan sak dateng.

(to S) Kak olekjuluk.

13. Oh ya, Mr. O, this is my wife’s 

cousin. He is still taking his masters 

in Adelaide, Australia.

14. Where did you finish SI (sagana)?

15. There in Adelaide.

(Older brother, I’m going home. I’ll 

pick you up this afternoon.

16. When are going back?

17. Maybe next month

Older brother. Go home first.

Conversation Four.

This conversation took place in the Dean’s office. Five people were present including the 

observer: the dean, A (FKEP lecturer), N (an administrative assistant), and Z ( Faculty of 

Economics lecturer). They were talking about their research. The dean sat in his chair, Z 

was in front of a computer, A and the observer were on the sofa.

1. N: Kemarin side bel lagi waktu 1.

interlokal itu?

2. D: Tapi ndak dicetak. Ahh.....  2.

Kirim saia katanva. Jadi 

pengalaman, kalau ngefax 

kirim iuga.

3. N: Na ne perlun tekirim ene endah? 3.

4. D: Ye uah. Aden ndek macem macem. 4.

Tapi ngirimnya ndak hams sekarang. 

Proposalnva. bagaimana itu?

5. N:Dari proposal itu kita isi ke 5.

Yesterday, you called again when you 

made that long distance call?

But it is not printed. Ohh.........

He said: ” Just send it?” So

(based on our) experience if (we) fax it

send also (by mail).

This one, do we need to send it?

Yes, so that it won’t create problems. 

But it (sending it) doesn’t have to be 

now. The proposal, how is it?

From the proposal we transfer by filling
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formulir vans ada. Di formulir 

itu sudah dirinci.

6. D: Makanya dia ndak tahu

komponen komponennya. Kemarin 

dicari.. sudah pulang.

7. N: Uah ke barakn uik laguk lupakn

senoh. Ndekn catet.

8. D:Ha..

9. N: Uah ke barakn uik seendek man

no. Kan disitu ada gaii upah 

berapa. bahan berapa, terns 

berapa untuk transport. 

how

10. D: ya .Kenohm ndek dateng uik?

11. N: Ndekm tebarak sik ibuk uik

bian? Datengke uik bian.

Uah tidem ampum ulek.

Berembe entan tebarak ndih?

12. D:No sak due no jarin?

13. N: Sak mbe?

14. D: Pak.Y.......

15. N:Mbe kenen?.... Ya sudah

dikasi sama pak Y.

16. D:Bisa masukdi....

17. N:Proposalnva? Ya bisa. Sudah

saya baca semuanva. Kan ne 

gopoh te ne.

in the forms. In the forms, it is 

described in details

6. That’s why, he did not know the 

components.Yesterday (we) looked 

for you. You have already gone home.

7. I have already told (him) yesterday but 

he forgot it. He did not note it down.

8. Ha

9. I had told him yesterday before... 

that...There are how much the wages, 

how much for the materials, then, .there 

is how much for the equipment,.and 

much for the transport.

10. Why didn’t you come yesterday?

11. You were not told by your wife last 

night I came (to your house) last night. 

She had already slept when you came 

home. How could she tell you, right?

(toS)

12. That... the two (proposals) are done?

13. Which one?

14. Mr. Y’s....

15. Which one he meant?.. Yes. I have 

already given (it) to Mr Y.

16. Can they (the proposals) go to....

17. The proposals? Yes (they) can. I have 

already read them all. We are in

a hurry.
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18. D: Aaa. Laguk ne tekirim ne. 

this

Kirim juluk maeh.

19. (to Z).Lamun ndek inikjak, print

Kelalo faxn seberak.

18. What? But this... we send this. Send 

first.

19. If it can not work, print it. I am going to 

fax it (a moment).

Conversation Five.

This conversation took place in the FKIP dean’s office. The dean (D) and the 

observer (S) were talking when P (the committee chair for semester final exam) came. He 

told the dean that there were some problems with the exam committee, and the equipment 

was not working well. P is a lecturer whose age is much older than the dean and the 

observer although his rank is lower than that of the dean and the observer. He is also haji.

1 . P: Assalamu’ alaikum.... 1 .

2. D and S: Waalaikum salam.. 2.

3. P: (to S): Napi kabar pak S. 3.

4. S: Nggih baik pak haji. 4.

5. P: Niki pak dekan, panitia kekurangan 5.

alat untuk memperbanvak soal soal 

uiian.

6. D:Lho. anuk itu.. .kan sudah

dipersiapkan alat itu masing.

7. P: Ya tapi temvata ndak bisa dipakai.

rusak.

8. D:Kok bisa. Katanva semua sudah

oke. Coba tiang tanva dulu.

(on an intercom): Pak K ini?

(greetings in Islamic way)

( greetings).

How are you Mr. S?

Yes, just fine Mr. haji.

Like this, Mr dean, the committee 

lacks of equipment to multiply the 

exam paper.

6. Well, we have prepared each

committee to get one equipment 

masing satu

7. Yes, but it turns out it doesn’t work, 

it is out of order.

8. How come? They said vereything is 

okay. Let me ask first.

Is this Mr K?
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Kenapa itu alat alat penggandaan Why is the equipment for multiply

itu rusak? Kesini dulu. ing (the exam materials) not work-

Come here.

9. P: Susah niki pak dekan. Pegawai 9. This is sad Mr.dean. These

pegawai niki. employees.

10. D:Itulah. Kapan kita bisa maiu? 10. That is. When are we going to go

Xiang iangke pusing niki. Kalau ditanva forward. This makes dizzy. If

semua sudah beres. (we) ask, they said everything was

okay.

11. P: Ini dia. Berembe side ne. Anak 11. This is him. How come you !

buahrnu itu ndak pemah nongol. your subordinate has never appear

ed.

12. K: Siapa? 12. Who?

13. P Itu si... R. 13. That....R.

14. K: Dia... kemarin ndak masuk. Sakit. 14. Him. He didn’t come yesterday. He

Dia ada hari ini. was sick. He is in today.

15. D:Begini pak K. Alat itu ndak bisa 15. Like this Mr. K. The equipment can

dipakai, rusak. be used, (it is) out of order.

16. K:Waktu nike setelah dicek,bagus pak. 16. At the time, after being checked.

(it was) good, sir.

17. D:Sekarang begini....perbaiki itu, kalau 17. Now like this.... repair it, if there ..

ada yang rusak.. diganti. Bila perlu. something does not work,change it.

belikan dulu tak perlu tunggu dari If necessary buy (the parts), do not

Universitas. Lama. Uiian lagi. wait for university’s (approval). It

seminggu takes time. The exam will take

place in one week.

18. KrNggih, pak. 18. Yes, sir.

19. P: Suruk R ketek. 19. Tell R to come here.
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20. K: Silakjtiaeg urns alat nike. 20. Excuse me, I will take care of that

equipment.

.......................................... R enters the room.

21. P: Berembe ....side ne. 21.

Pekeriaan mu disana belum beres.

22. R: Nggih. Uik tiang sakit. 22.

23. P: Ya, tapi sekarang anda sehat. 23.

Kenapa anda ndak naik sampai 

siang begini?

24. R: Tiang tesuruk gawek anuk 24.

nike..

25. DJangan man disuruh yang lain lain. 25.

Sekarang tugasmu dengan panitia uiian 

Kerja disana sampai uiian selesai. 

is

26. R: Nggih, silak tiang naik. 26.

Conversation 6

This conversation took place at the department of Social Studies faculty members’ 

room, FKJP the University of Mataram. Five Faculty members were present: P, H, A, M, 

and G. Among them, G is the youngest, who was the student of the four lecturers. All 

others are relatively equal in ranks, but A is the oldest who is also the head of the 

department. They were talking about Sasak language and culture.

Conversations started in Indonesian.

1. M:Uah arak kejadian, dengan Kopang 1. It happened, people from Kopang

How come... you...Your work there 

has not finished yet.

Yes. I was sick yesterday.

Yes, but now you are recovered.

Why didn’t you go upstairs until this 

late?

I was told to do...something., .that..

Don’t take orders to do other things 

Now your job is with the exam 

committee. Work there until the exam 

over.

Yes, excuse me I am going upstairs



kancen kancen pak F bait keluargen 

menak Janapria. Setelah nyelabar 

sekali due kali, akhimya buka silsilah 

saling urus. Dan status sosial asal 

keluarga lebih tinggi. Akhimya....

2. P: Hanya persoalannya anak kita itu 2.

tidak bisa terangkat.

3. M:Lamun kancen tite bait keluargen 3.

nie beteteh lamun keluargen nie bait 

keluargen tite ndekn. Soalnya 

posisi keluarga kita lebih tinggian.

4. P: Tapi kalau di keraton Jokya itu 4.

diterima, anak itu ieniangnya 

terangkat iuga.

5. M:Ye.. marak... karena meraih 5.

prestasi

6. P: Makanya...tapi kenapa di Sasak 6.

itu tidak bisa?

7. M:Masalahnya karena masalah kelem- 7.

bagaan adat Sasak itu belum ada.

Jawa dari dulu sampai sekarang 

tetap diterima. Untuk membuat 

orang masuk ke suatu status ada 

yang berwenang.

8. P: Makanya kalau di Jokya itu orang 8.

bisa diterima sebagai keluarga

the family of Mr. F took (married) 

menak from Janapria. After inform

ing one, twice, they open family 

history, checkked it. And the social 

social status of the family is higher

Finally.................

But the problem is our children 

(the status of) cannot be lifted up.

If our family took (married) one of 

their family members, she will 

be considered family members but 

if they took one of ours, she will 

not be considered family members 

because our family root is higher. 

But in the kingdom of Jokya (Java) 

the social status of the children 

is levelled up too.

Yes..like., because s/he achieve a 

prestige.

That’s why...but why in Sasak that 

cannot happen?

The problem is there is no agree

ment on Sasak cultural institution, 

up to now, Javanese has that so 

that certain authority decides if 

one can be accepted into a certain 

level (social status).

That’s why in Jokya people can be 

considered as a member of keraton



keraton.

9. M:Salah satu yang saya lihat. kata 9.

mangah. Bandingin dait Jawa,

Madure dait Sasak. Lamun base 

Sasak mangan paden bareng Jawa. 

Laguk dalam pemakaian. mangan base 

Sasak dait mangan base Jawa bebeda. 

mun mangan base Sasak, mangan.

Base Jawa selapukn kadu kata 

mangan, mangan bakso, mangan jaje. 

Terns lek Madura, mangan kan 

ngaken. Lek base Sasak ngaken 

berubah artin ngaken sak endek. 

makanan pokok.

10. G: Kalau struktur bahasa. dekat kita 10.

dengan Sunda dan Jawa?

11. M:Arak pengaruh seiarah.. Jawa 11.

dengan Madura. Waktun dai 

laikjok to arak kelompok Jawa 

arak kelompok Madura.

12. P: Mungkin untuk mempermudah 12.

kita berbahasa Sasak, induk 

bahasanva mencari induk bahasa itu.

13. M:Sekian tahun ndak ada komunikasi 13.

dengan induknva teriadi pertentangan.

One of the things that I observed is 

the word mangan (to eat).

Compare Javanese, Madurese with 

Sasak. They have the same word 

‘mangan’ But in usage, mangan in 

Sasak and Javanese is different. 

Mangan in Sasak means eating the 

main meals. In Javanese it is 

to mean all kinds of eating, eating 

meatballs eating cakes. Then in 

Madurese the same word is 

ngaken. In Sasak ngaken points to 

eating someting which is not the 

main dish like eating cakes not 

having rice ( the staple).

About the language structures, 

is it (Sasak) close to Soudanese 

Javanese?

There are some influences of 

Javanese and Madurese. There 

two groups of religious teachers 

came here a long time agom Java

nese and Madurese.

Perhaps, to facilitate us in speak

ing Sasak we need to find out the 

root of the languages.

No communication with the root 

makes the language different from
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one another.

14. S: MangMn, silak pak P tolong 14. Now, please Mr P. Help me.

dulu sekali.

15. P: Napi mike?. 15. What is that?

16. S: Tulisan te juluk. 16. Write this for me.

17. P: Napi mike. 17. What is that?

18. S: Terjemahan iok base Sasak. 18. Translate it into Sasak.

19. P: Astaga, hams kita? Nanti ibunva 19. Oh God. must we (do it)? Later

yang kerjakan. she (his wife) will do it.

20. S: Ndak. Kalau sama ibu nercuma. 20. No. if your wife does it.... I want

Sava maunya oak P... you to do it.

21. P: Astaga, sava ndak bisa bahasa 21. Oh God I cannot (use) Sasak alus.

halus itu. Aoa katanya ini? What does this say?

22. S: Mana bisanya saja oak. 22. Whatever you can do,sir.

23. P: Sampum pak. 23. Already (done) sir.

24. S: Sammm, terima kasih. 24. Already (done).Thank you.

Conversation 7.

The conversation took place in one of the rooms at the Center for Language and 

Cultural Studies, FKIP the University of Mataram. The participants are B, S, and R. B 

and R are employees there.

1 . S: Side kuliahm lek IKIP? 1 . You take classes at IKIP?

2. R: Nggih. 2. Yes.

3. S: Jurusan ape baitm? 3. What department are you?

4. R.KTP. 4. Currie, and EductT Technology.

5. S: Begak beratm meno. 5. It’s quite difficult (economically), then.

6. R: Nggih, lagmk mekad dait tekad. 6. Yes but highly (I’m) motivated.
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7. S: 'Ape kenem? 7. What do you mean?

8. B: Arak doang istilahn. 8. He always has a new term.

9. R: Cobak cobak kumpul. Pak A. 9. I tried to save. Mr. A also.....

endah Ndak ada uang pak untuk No money sir for tuition fee. Later

kuliah. Ada saia nanti katanva. you will have it. Register first.

Daftar aia dulu.

10. S: Laguk telangn. 10. But (he) disappeared.

11. R: Terns tiang daftar. Ye marak 11. Then I registered. Yes like what

ongkat nie arak doang j arm. he said. Later I have some.

12. B: Kemurakan nenek rezki.Berkat doa 12. God bless me.With A’s moral

yang menvuruh sekolah. Walaupun support though he did not give

tidak dikasih you (financial) support.

13. R: Sak ndek sugul payu suguln jarin. 13. The things we didn’t intend to sell

'we sold them then.

14. S : Mule meno. Kalau mau merubah 14. It must be like that. If you want to

nasib change your future.

15. R: Nggih. 15. Yes.

16. S: Ape pangketm nani? 16. What rank are you now?

17. R: Dua b. Mangkim tians, belum naik 17. Two b. Now I, haven’t yet been

pangkat ke dua c sudah selesai. promoted to two c (I) already

finished (my studies).

..................................................continues mainly in Sasak

18. R: Mun aran mauk taik no. 18. If one gets a (high) position.

Kalau sudah diatas situ.. Makak s/he forgot us. S/he never looks down.

makan taik ndekn engat bawak.

............................. another employee (T) came and S asked him.

19. S: Ann itu pak..... 19. Like that, Mr...

20. T: Napi? 20. What?
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21. S: Pituk pulu bae. 21. How about seventy.

22. T: Mangldm mum ara selese 22. Now if this finishes earlier we do

ntiki jak  a run. Langsung disusim? it earlier, (do you want it to be)

arranged?

23. S: Ya. Nanti sava kembali. 23. Yes. I will be back later.

24. T: Jam? 24. What time?

25. B: Siangan bae. 25. A little late afternoon, please.

................... ............another employee (U) came

26. T: Ndekn uah tetes U base Sasak? 26. (U) never been tested his Sasak?

27. B: Taun nie.. dengan hebat.

28. U: Ape no bung.

29. B: Bung earn tetes base alusm.

30. U: Ndek tau base alus bung. Ndek

ngerti

27. He knows it, he is good (at it).

28. What is it, mate?

29. You will be tested Sasak alus.

30. I don’t know Sasak alus. I don’t 

understand it.

Conversation 8.

This conversation took place in the front office of the FKD5, the University of 

Mataram. The participants are R, V, and S. R and V are employees at the FKJP.

1 . R: Nggakn niki jawaban pak. 1 .

2. S: Kira kira ana sebab mengubah. 2.

Side doang sih, pikim.

3. R: Nggakn arak sekek niki. 3.

4. S: Tulisan no muk butuhan sekek no. 4.

5. R: Yang mana? Oh itu, dari pak K.. 5.

Itu pak dari Sp itu sudah ngambil

katanva. Kita sudah cari disini.

This is the only answer, sir.

What do you think the cause for change 

Only you know it. Think about it.

This is only one.

The article, I need that one.

Which one? Oh that one from Mr. K. 

That one from Mr. Sp someone has 

taken it. We have looked for it until 

we are sick.
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6. S: Terns pak Sp. piran no arak lek 6.

pak M.

7. R: Oleh pak M tiang disuruh minta 7.

di pak S.Katanva pak Sp sudah 

ambil, mungkin arsipnva bisa 

dipiniam di Pak Ab.

8. S: Pak Ab? 8.

9. R: Nggih. Untuk penelitian dia yang 9.

vane pegang. Ndek arak uah tiang 

bongkarn. Sudah sava beritahu. 

pak M. tanggal satu.

................shifting to another topic.............

10. S: Side ndekm beketuan base alus no? 10.

11. R: Ndek. Embe sak taum senoh. 11.

12. S: Auk. Cuma man ngecek saia. 12.

13. R( laughing): Napi arak lanjutan niki? 

this?

14. S: Tergantung. Lamun arak jawaban 14.

sak aneh jak langsungm tepite.

15. R: Anuk pak. Kan lamun bangsawan 15.

dateng dari anuk misalnva disini 

digubuk tiang lek pedesaan. Ana 

niki termasuk kelompok bangsawan? 

16.S: Mun arak sekek due. Ndekn. 16.

Kelompok doang marak lek 

Bonjeruk. Arak menak dait 

nonmenak. Itu yang sava 

maksudkan.

Then Mr. Sp told me that it was in Mr.

M.

I was asked by Mr. M to request from 

Mr S. He said Mr Sp took it, maybe 

we can borrow the copy from Mr Ab.

Mr. Ab?

Yes. He is charge of filing copies of 

research reports. I have looked around 

but I did not find it. I have told Mr M 

on the first (of July).

You, didn’t you ask about that Sasak 

alus ( the translation test)?

No. I did whatever I know.

Yes. I just want to check it.

13. Is there a continuation for

It depends. If the answer is strange you 

will be chased.

Something sir. If the nobles come from, 

for example come here in Mataram 

in my hamlet. Do we include them as 

a group of nobles?

No, if only one or two persons. Only if 

there are groups.Like in Bonjeruk, there 

are nobles and nonnobles. That what I 

mean.
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17. V: Maksudnva kalau pendatang itu 17. Do you mean if there are many new

banvak taoi tidak berdomisili. comers but they do not live

permanently.

18. S: Ndek. 18. No.

19. V: Ndekn termasuk? Lombok Barat 19. They are not included? Generally they

sebagian besar ndekn arak. do not live in West Lombok.

20. S: Gening. 20. Gening.

21. V: Cuma Gening dait Lombok 21. There are only at Gening and North

Utara. Lombok Utara doang arak Lombok. A few in North Lombok

sekedik.

22. S: Masem lamun ngeraos dait atasanm 22. Do you really use Sasak jamak to talk to

kadu base jamak. to your superior?

23. V: Kadang kadang pak. 23. Sometimes, sir

24. S: Mum ngeraos dait pak D (dean) 24. If you talk to Mr D (the dean)?

25. V: Nggih, campur. 25. Yes, mixed.

26. S: Campur base Indonesia dait Sasak 26. Mixing Indonesian and Sasak alus or

alus atau jamak? jamak?

27. V: Jamak. 27. Jamak.

28. S: Ndekm kadu base alus? 28. Don’t you use Sasak alus?

29. V: Sekedar tiang nggih. Selebihnva 29. Only with tiang nggih. (I never use)

iak ndak bisa. more than that.

30. S : Kembekm ndek kadu base alus 30. Why not using Sasak alus altogether?

sekalian?

31. V: Ndek tiang tau pak; 31. I cannot (use it) sir.

shifting topic...................................

32. S: Yok. sepi ne? 32. Alas. It’s quiet.

33. V: TV jage taukn pade. 33. Maybe they are (watching tv).

34. S: Mbe tank tv? 34. Where is the TV?

35. V: Pendidikan. 35. In the Pendidikan (Dept of Education
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Mernang agak sulit base alus 

Bike pak S nggih?. Sulit kita kuasai.

36. S: Sebenamva. tidak. Jarangn pade 36.

dengahn dait kadun. Jari sulit.

Lamun keluarge menak mun 

kadun bilang jelo jak endekn sulit.

37. V: Banyak kata kata sulit. Dawek. 37.

ape dawek no? (to R).

38. R: Silak. 38.

39. V: Sasak alus itu sava bisanva 39.

tiang nggih saia. Selebihnva 

ndak mampu.

......... .........unclear ..................

Conversation 9.

This conversation took place in the Dean’s room where there were five 

participants: W, F, H, S and D. W. just returned home from taking his masters in 

Australia, and during the conversation there were some other employees coming in and 

out the room, and also calls for the dean.

1 . S: Berembe HOP? Siapa PD I nva 1 . How is IKIP? Who is Vice dean

sekarang? now?

2. F: Pak X. 2. Mr X. .

3. S: Bisa dia? 3. Can he (do the job)?

4. F: Bagusn. Mun nyambut ceketn pak 4. Good. If he gives a speech, he is good

X. Ndak ada rasa takut atau main. (He has) not nervous or shy.

5. S: Nani pire fungsional tiga c? 5. How much is the incentive for 3 c?

(three c is the rank in the office)

6. F: Tiga dua lima. 6. Three two five (Three hundred

room). Actually, Sasak alus is difficult, 

isn’t it,sir? It’s hard to master it.

It is not indeed difficult. People rarely 

hear and use it so it is difficult. If the 

nobles family, they use it everyday so 

it is not difficult.

There are many difficult words. Dawek, 

what is it?

Silak (please).

About Sasak alus, I can only use tiang 

and nggih.( I ) cannot use more than 

that.



twenty five) thousand rupiah.

7. S: Wah. Tiea d pire? 7. Oh. (How much is for) three d?

8. F: Tiga tiga lima. 8. Three three five (three hundred

thirty five) thousand rupiah.

9. S: Empat a? 9. Four a?

10. F: Empat ratusan. Side ndekm mauk 10. Four hundred such. You didn’t get

masihm sekolah. Pak Z uah tiga c it. You are still studying. Mr Z is

pulang nanti langsung usul tiga d. already in three c, and after he is

back he is eligible for three d.

............ telephone rang and the dean took it. .........then back to his seat.

11. D: Besok itu ada dari Malang man 11. Tomorrow people from Malang

ngetes untuk ke luar negeri. will come to test those who will

study abroad.

12. F: Man kita ikut tes besok. 12. I want to take it tomorrow.

13. S: Program apa itu? 13. What program is that?

14. F: Untuk PGSD. 14. For PGSD (a diploma program).

15. DrBukan. PGSM. 15. No, it’s PGSM (another diploma

program).

16. F: Ape jaukm langan Australi? 16. What did you bring from

Australia?

17. W:Ndek arak. 17. Nothing.

18. F: Buku buku no juluk sekek. 18. Give me one book.

19. W: Jari apakm buku? 19. What is(book) it for?

20. F: Paling tidak untuk motivasi. 20. At least for motivation.

21. WrFotokopi doang arak. Buku 21. (I have ) some photocopies. Only

jak sekedik. a few books.

.......... an employee (CC) came...........

22. D: Mbe arak arsip ne? 22. Where is the copy of this?

23. CC:Ye tearsipan lek pak M. 23. It is filed in Mr. M’s.
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24. D: Yang ini?. 24.

25. CC:Di pak M diarsipakn. 25.

26. D: Arak arsip kan? 26.

27. CC:Nggih. 27.

28. D: Dendek antihn ne. Dengan. 28.

mendesak. He mbe daftar yang 

kemarin, nama nama vans ikut 

uiian besok.

....then the phone rang again.........

29.W: Di......... . arak tepelauk pedayak 29.

isik pembimbingn. Pembimbing ini 

ndak mengerti. Setelah diperiksa 

draftnya ape aran no pak.... accuracy. 

Mengapa tidak pakai correctness saia.

isikn.

30. S: Itu rupanya sudah menyangkut 30.

i argon. Sudah misunderstanding.

31. W: Seuahn tekirim j ok pembimbing 31.

lain baru ialan pekeriaannva.

32. S: Aneh. Sai no? PhD? 32.

33. W:Arakbatur Master. 33.

Tidak mampu dia selesai di

Translating, pindah dia ke TESOL. 

Barak to taon tejap. Santer lalok 

santer lalok entan tejap sengak santer 

lalok entan tesedak.

34. DrBagaimana sih itu? Jurusan apa? 34.

35. W: Ya. translating. 35.

This one?

It is filed in Mr. M’s.

(we) have the file, right?

Yes.

Don’t delay this. It’s urgent.

Where is the yesterday’s list, list 

of people who will take the test 

tomorrow?

In .......... , a student was being

pingponged by her advisor. Her advisor 

did not understand the term accuracy. 

Why accuracy,why not using 

correctness, he said.

That relates to the jargon. That is 

misunderstanding.

After being sent to another advisor, 

she could continue again.

Strange.Who is that? Phd student?

A friend from...... A masters student.

She is unable to finish in the 

Translating (dept.), she moved to 

TESOL. There people treated her 

better but she was so severely 

damaged (academically).

How come that happened? What 

department?

Well, Translating department.
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................. ...........a nonSasak lecturer came.........................

36.NC:Ngantuk sava ini. Tadi malam sava 36. I am sleepy. Last night when I

pulang langsung diberitahu untuk came home I was told that my 

turn to patrol (in the neighborhood)

37. S: Ndak sempat tidur slang va? 37. So you didn’t sleep before.

38. NC:Ndak. 38. No.

39. S: Kan biasanva kalau man ronda 39. We usually sleep in the afternoon

sebelum ronda tidur dulu. before we patrol.

40. NC:Ini ndak. 40. (I ) did not.

41. W:Kalau ndak bisa hadir kan bavar. 41. If you don’t want to come just pay.

42. S: Bavah uah. Kalau ditempat sava 42. It’s better to pay. In my neighbor

ndak ronda tapi bavar orang setiap hood, we don’t patrol but we pay

bulan. (someone) every month.

43. SrMasih tenang pikiran nie jak. 43. He still feels peace in mind.

44. W dstirahat nani enem bulan bae. 44. Now I’m going to rest for about

Insva Allah kembali pikiran. six months. Hopefully I ‘11 get

back to normal.

45. S: Kegagahn mele enem bulan. 45. How cool you are having a rest

Agustus bae tekadum. for six months. By August you’ll

have to work again.

46. W:Uahke ngeraos dait pak C. 46. I’ve talked to Mr. C (in Australia),

Bagaimana resepnva sava man how to get away from the work

menghindar dari kampus selama for six months.

enam bulan.

47. F: Terus... 47. Then....

48. W:Ndekn bau. Begitu datang saia 48. No way. By the time you are home

pasti sudah dicari (laughing). someone will look for you. This makes

Stress ke malik. Uah seneng angen ke me stress. I was happy to come home, 

ke berangkat olek. Malik ke stress elek Actually, I plan if not six then just
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to. Memarig sava rencanakan kalau 

ndak bisa enam bulan. dua tiga 

bulanlah

49. F: Libra?

50. W:Libra.

51. S: No dengahm no ngomeh.

52. W:Kan masih belran kembali. Ndek

man tenten ilmu. Buku sak tebace 

masih lek laut.

about two or three months.

49. Free?

50. Free.

51. Did you hear that?. Complaining.

52. Well I have not yet recovered. 

The knowledge that I get need to 

to be discerned. Even the books 

that I sent are still on the way.
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APPENDIX F

TRANSCRIPTS OF INTERVIEWS 

Interview One

This interview took place in one of the meeting rooms at the FKIP University of 

Mataram. The interviewee is a Sasak from Menak (noble) family who just returned from 

taking diploma for two years (after highschool) outside of the island. He is about 26 

years old, and married with two children.

1 . S: Karan mulai bekeria di Unram 1 . When did you start working at Unram

ini Pak F? the Univ of Mataram) Mr.F ?

2. F: Kalau penganekatannya tiang. 2. About my appointment, October

tanggal .Oktober delapan delapan. (nineteen) eighty eight.

3. S: Oktober delapan delapan? 3. October eighty eight? Oh you are

Oh bam. Tamatan mana? quite new. Where did you graduate?

4. F: SMA Janamarga. 4. SMA (Senior High) Janamarga’

5. S: Janamarga. Jurusan apa? 5. Janamarga? What specialization?

6. F: IPS. 6. IPS (Social Sciences).

7. S: IPS. Terns..lahimya dimana? 7. IPS. Then where were you bom?

8. F: Di Lombok Timur, di KutaraiaJPak. 8. In East Lombok, at Kutaraja, sir.

9. S: Berarti kan di Kutaraia arak 9. So there are nobles and nonnobles

ada yang... orang bangsawan dan people at Kutaraja, aren’t they?

nonbangsawamkan?

10. F: Nggih, campuran. 10. Yes, a mixture.

11. S: Terns..isterinva orang mana? 11. Where is your wife from?

12. F: Sakra,Pak. 12. Sakra, sir.

13. S: Pegawai negeri, nggak? 13. Is she a government official?

14. F: Nggak. 14. No.

15. S: Sudah punya putera? 15. Do you have children?

16. F: Nggih, bam dua. 16. Yes... just two.
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17. S: Dua....Berapa umumva?

18. F: Yang pertama umumva empat

setengah tahun...dan yang kedua 

umur satu tahun setengah.

19. S: Waktu kecil dulu,Pak F

didalam keluarga memakai bahasa 

apa?

20. F:Base Sasak.

21. S :Base Sasak yang iamak atau halus?

22. F:Yang iamak.

23. S: Kalau bicara sama adik adik, pakai

bahasa ana?

24. F: Base jamak.

25. S: Base jamak? Mereka pakai bahasa

apa dengan Pak F

26. F: Kadang kadang base alus,

kadang ndak.

27. S: Oh, kadang kadang base alus.

Bagaimana maksudnya kadang 

kadang itu? Misalnya.....

28. F: Kebanvakan dia. Cuma itu aia

nggifa, tiang base alusnya. Mmh... 

yang terlalu halus iarang dinakai.

29. S: Laguk mun kene “auk” jak “nggih”

unin arik arik, ye?

30. F: Nggih.

31. S: Mun side ndekm kene nggih juk

17. Two. How old are they?

18. The first one is four and a half years.. 

the second is one and a half years

19. When you were a child, what lan

guage did you use?

20. Sasak.

21. Is it Sasak jamak or alus?

22. Jamak.

23. If you speak to your brothers, what 

language do you use?

24. Sasak jamak.

25. Sasak jamak? What language do they 

use to speak with Mr. F?

26. Sometimes Sasak alus, sometimes 

not

27. Oh sometimes Sasak jamak. What do

„ you mean by sometimes?for example?

28. Mostly he, Only nggih, tiang are used. 

The refined Sasak are rarely used.

29. But if they say ”yes” do they you use 

’’nggih”?

30. Yes.

31. You don’t say side to her, do you?

nie?

32. F: Ndek. 32. No.
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33. S: Isteri Pak F orang 33. Mr. F’s wife is from noble or not?

bangsawan atau ndak?

34. F: Ndak. 34. No.

35. S: Ndak. Terns kalau Pak F 35. No? Then if Mr.F speaks to her what

bahasa ana yang digunakan language do you use?

dengan isteri? ■

36. F: Base iamak. Tapi kalau dia 36. Sasak jamak. But she speaks Sasak

ngomong halus. alus.

37. S: Halusnya seperti apa, misalnva. 37. How refined is it?

38. F: Ya..nggih, tiang saia. 38. Well, only ’tiang and nggih’.

39. S: Kalau dia bilang..misalnva. 39. If she says, for example, mandi?

’’rnandi”?

40. F: Mandi saia. 40. Mandi only ( take a bath).

41. S: Ndak dia bilang “mensiram”? 41. Doesn’t she say ‘mensiram’?

42. F: Kadang kadang iuga ya. 42. Yes, sometimes.

43. S: Kadang kadang? Kok 43. Sometimes? How come sometimes?

kadang kadang.

44. F: Artinya ndak setiap hari situ, pak. 44.

45. S: Terns..sering dengar ndak orang 45.

ngomong bahasa Sasak yang halus 

atau iamak dicampur dengan bahasa 

Indonesia?

46. F: Sering. 46.

47. S: Sering ya? 47.

48. F: Ya, 48.

49. S: Itu...waiar ndak menurut nendanat 49.

pak F memakai dua bahasa 

dalam satu oercakapan?

50. F: Sebetulnya kalau ditiniau dari segi 50..

I mean it is not every time, sir.

Do you often hear someone speaks in 

Sasak alus or jamak mixed with Indo

nesian?

Often.

Often?

Yes.

According to you Mr M. is it approp

riate or not for one to mix two 

languages in one conversation? 

Actually, if it is viewed linguistical-
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ilmu bahasanya ...mungkin 

ndak waiar.

51. S: Tapi dari segi.... menurut pendapat 51.

pak F sendiri. bagaimana?

52. F: Menurut pendapat saya ...karena 52.

mungkin kita dengan orang Sasak. 

pak. waiar waiar saia campur aduk 

bahasa itu.

53. S: Lain bagaimana kemampuan pak 53.

F dalam bahasa Sasak halusnva?

54. F: Kalau bahasa halusnva ..ini 54.

tiang ndak pemah pelaiari bahasa 

alus nikexuma dengar dengar dari 

keluarga dan teman teman.

55. S: Lain kalau ngomong bahasa halus 55.

misalnva model tengak atau utama 

itu?.

56. F: Yang bahasa Lombok Tengah itu? 56.

57. S: Bukan..vang ...misalnva kalimat 57.

“sampun pelungguh mensiram?”

58. F: Oh bisa. 58.

59. S: Bisa va? bisa ngomong kan. 59.

Kalau sudah bisa ngomongkan 

berarti mengertikannva tidak ada 

masalah.

60. F: Ya. 60.

61. S: Misalnva kalau pak F bicara 61.

dengan orang yang lebih tinggi 

status sosialnva atau pangkatnva

But in Mr. F’s opinions, how?

According to me, because we (speak) 

with Sasak people, maybe it is approp

riate to mix languages.

Next, how about your ability Mr F. 

in Sasak alus.

About Sasak alus..this I never learn

ed that Sasak alus. Only hear it 

used in my family and with friends.

Then if you speak Sasak alus, for 

example, you use tengak or utama?

The one spoken in Central Lombok? 

No..for example “sampun pelungguh 

mensiram?”.

Oh, I can.

Can you speak it? If you can speak it 

then you have no problems under

stand it.

Yes.

For example, if Mr F. speaks to 

someone who is higher in social sta

tus or rank than Mr F. for example
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dari pak F...misalnva pak F bicara 

dengan dekan. Dan dekannya itu 

orang Sasak yang selalu memakai 

bahasa Indonesia. Bagaimana?

62. F: Sava akan pakai bahasa

Indonesian iuga.

63. S: Ana vakin pak F akan melulu

menggunakan bahasa Indonesia 

tanpa muncul kata tiang.nggih itu?

64. F: Ha ha ha campuran iuga kalau

dengan kata " tiang” dan “nggih” 

itu karena itu kita memang man 

menghormati.

65.S: Kalau misalnva dengan teman 

akrab pak. bagaimana kira kira 

bahasa yang dinakai pak?

66. F: Kita pakai bahasa Indonesia

campuran dengan bahasa Sasak.

67. S: Sasak yang mana?

68. F: Sasak iamak. Tergantung

orangnva iuga. Kalau orangnva 

bangsawan va pakai bahasa halus.

69. S: Itu kalau teman sekeria.

bukan bosnya. Bagaimana kalau 

bosnva teman akrabnya.

70. F: Ha..ha ..ha.... Mmh..kalau 70.

banvak orang va menvesuaikan

Mr F speaks to the Dean who is Sasak 

and s/he always speaks Indonesian. 

What language do you use?

62. I will use Indonesian.

63. Are you sure Mr F. will merely use 

Indonesian without the use of the 

tiang and nggih?

64. Ha ha ha a mixture too if it is rela 

ted to the words tiang and nggih 

because we want to show respect.

65. If for example with your close friend 

what kind of languages would you use

66. We use Indonesian mixed with Sasak

67. Which Sasak?

68. Sasak jamak. It really depends on 

the person you are talking to. If s/he 

s/he is from nobles, well we use 

Sasak alus.

69. That is if s/heour colleague, not the 

boss.

How about your close friend but also he 

is your boss.

Ha ha ha. Mmh. if there are many 

people, I will adjust in order to be the
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dengan teman yang lain soalnva same with others because he is the boss.

dia itu bos.

71. S: Menyesuaikan...... maksudnya? 71. To adjust., what do you mean?

72. F: Ya pakai bahasa yang lebih hormat. 72. Well, to use a language that is more

73.S: Betul?.

74. F: Nggih.

75. S: Kembali malik juk sak onek Pak F.

Umur pire lem mulai pindah iuk 

Mataram.

76. F: Sekitar.....

77. S: Mataram atau Selong laim pindah?

78. F: Mataram, pak S lek Monjok.

Begitu tamat SD langsung tiang 

ke Mataram.

79. S: IsikPak S R?

80. F: Nggih.

81. S: Jari umur pire olas?

82. F: Tiang masuk SMP sampai tamat.

83. S: Berarti umur sebelas dua belas.

84. F: Nggih sekitar mike.

85. S: Bahasa ana yang dinakai anak

anak ?.

86. F: Indonesia.

87. S: Mengapa?

88. F: Soalnva tetangga... supava lancar

kita latih bahasa Indonesia kalau 

di desa........ pakai bahasa Sasak.

polite.

73. Sure?

74. Yes.

75. Back to the one we talked about.

At what age did you move to Mataram?

76. About............

77. You moved to Mataram or Selong?

78. Mataram, Mr S at Monjok.

As I graduated from Elementary, I 

directly went to Mataram.

79. By Mr SR?

80. Yes.

81. So at what age?

82. I started Junior High until (I) graduated.

83. That means when you were a teenager?

84. Yes about that.

85. What language do your children speak 

at home?

86. Indonesian.

87. Why?

88. The problem is that the neighbors..., 

in order that they are fluent we drill 

them in Indonesian if they are in the 

village they use Sasak.
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89. S: Taun base Sasak?

90. F: Taun?.

91. S: Jari taon base Sasak, ndih?

92. F: Nggih punter, base Sasak.

89. Can they speak Sasak?

90. (they) can.

91. So they can speak Sasak.

92. Yes, they are clever (fluent) at Sasak.

Interview Two.

The interview took place in a meeting room at FKIP, the University of Mataram. 

The interviewee is a female FKIP administrative assistant who only graduated from the 

Elementary School. She is married to Sasak and have two children.

1. S: Dimana lahir Bn? 1 . Where were you bom ?

2. F: Di Amnenan. 2. In Ampenan.

3. S: Waktu kecil, bahasa ana vans 3. When you were a child what language

dioakai didalam keluarga? Was used in your family?

4. F: Bahasa Sasak. 4. Sasak language.

5. S: Sasak iamak atau alus? 5. Sasak jamak or alus?

6. F: Sasak iamak. 6. Sasak jamak.

7. S: Sava kira bahasa alus. Kok bahasa 7. I think refined language. How come

Sasak alusnva bagus? your Sasak alus is very good?

8. F: Nggih mamiq tiang dad Prava. 8. Yes. My father was from Praya.

9. S: Bangsawan? 9. Nobles?

10. F: Nggih. 10. Yes.

11. S: Kok dirumah ndak pakai 11. How come at home you do not use

bahasa alus Sasak halus?

12. F: Soalnva mamiq tiang sama ibu 12. The problem is that my father and my
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dulu cerai waktu tiaag masih kecil.

Jadi tiaag ikut ibu.

13. S: Ikut Ibu? 13.

14. F: Nggifa. Kalau ke Prava.bahasanva 14.

Sasak alus.

15. S: Kalau sama Ibu pakai bahasa Sasak 15.

iamak ya?

16. F: Sasak iamak. kalau ke Prava bahasa 16.

alus.

17. S: Jadi berarti bisa ngomong bahasa 17.

alus. Hanya tiang nggih atau yang 

lain lain. Ndekm kene ‘gedeng tiang’ 

ndih?

18. F: (laughing). Ndek.. salak lamun 18.

gedeng tiang j ak. Balen tiang.

19. S: Sudah kawin, kan? 19.

20. F: Sudah. Suami sava orang 20.

pedalaman.

2. S: Pedalaman. Jadi pakai bahasa ana 21. 

ngomong dengan dia?

22. F: Bahasa Indonesia. 22.

23. S: Indonesia? 23.

24. F: Nggih, karena biase lek Ampenan 24.

jari base Indonesia. Sama anak anak 

juga bahasa Indonesia.

25. S: Oh ya. Terns anak anak bisa bahasa 25.

Sasak?

26. F: Ngerti. Ndak bisa dia ngucapkan. 26.

mother divorced when I was still young. 

So I joined my mother.

Join your mother?

Yes. If (I go) to Praya, (I use) Sasak 

alus.

If (you speak with) your mother you 

speak Sasak jamak, don’t you?

Sasak jamak, if (I go) to Praya Sasak 

alus.

So you can speak Sasak alus.

Only with tiang nggih or others? You 

don’t say ’gedeng tiang’, do you?

(laughing) No., it is wrong for gedeng 

tiang. (It should be ) balen tiang.

You are married, right?

Yes. My husband is from pedalaman.

Pedalaman. So what language do you 

use with him?

Indonesian.

Indonesian?

Yes, because it is common at Ampenan 

so (we) speak Indonesian. (We speak) 

also with the kids in Indonesian.

Oh ya. Then can the kids speak Sasak?

(they) understand.(They) cannot speak
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Ngerti sedikit sedikit.

27. S: Suami keria?

28. F: Keria di Swasta di Hutama Karya.

Kontraktor.

29. S: Anak anak berbahasa Indonesia

terus di tetangga sekeliling dari 

berbagai suku, ndak?

30. F: Ndak ada.

31. S: Dengan Sasak doang?

32. F: Nggih, dengan Sasak doang tapi

bebase Indonesia. Lengan kocet 

ngaiak anakn base Indonesia. Jar in.

33. S: Kembekn?

34. F: Mindah tiang.

35. S: Kok bisa,lingkungannva orang

Sasak.

36. F: Nggih.

37. S: Taun pirem mulai tame jari

pegawe?

38. F: BriM? Tahun sembilan belas

delapan satu.

39. S: liazah?

40. F: SD

41. S: SD. Ndekm ngelanjutan malik?

Kembekn?

42. F: Tiang SD tahun tuiuh empat tamat.

Ndek tebeng sekolah sik pedare 

inak. Padahal tiang ngendeng...

it. (They) understand a little.

27. (your) husband works?

28. Working at private firm Hutama Karya. 

A contractor.

29. Children speak Indonesian, then in the 

neighborhood around (people) from 

various ethnic groups or not?

30. No.

31. Sasak people only?

32. Yes. Sasak people only but (they) speak

Indonesian, (they) spoke to their child

ren in Indonesian since they were young 

children. So....

33. Why?

34. I don’t know.

35. How come, the neighbors are all Sasak.

36. Yes.

37. What year did you become employee?

38. Here? (the year) nineteen eight (eighty) 

one.

39. Diploma.

40. Elementary School.

41. Elementary. You did not continue (your 

education) again. Why?

42. I graduated from Elementary school (in) 

seven four (the year 1974). (I wasn’t) 

allowed by my late mother. I did ask
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sampe SMP doang inak.Ndek tebeng 

sik pedaren inak. Padahal tiang 

ngendeng sampai SMP doang. 

Mamiq tiang petani.. cerai malik 

Ndek te uah turns laik.

43. S: Sangkak ie pengalaman no.

Dendek jangke beseang. Anak te 

kasian.Ya salak salak sekedik, 

kurang kurang sekedik saling isik.

44. S: Terns lek kantor, bagian ape taum

tolok?

45. F: Bagian Umum.

46. S: Fade marak Sb?

47. F: Nggih.

48. S: Laguk lain tugas?

49. F: Nggih. Tiang bagian ketik.

50. S: Masihm main volley?

51. F: Masili.

52. S: Mun main Unram tekadum ndih?

53. F: Mangkin, j akn bertanding

mangkin sore.

54. S: Lamum ngeraos dait pak Dekan

pembantu dekan, base ape kadum?

55. F: Base alus

56. S: Ndekm kadu base Indonesia?

57. F: Kadang kadang isin lawan tiang

until Junior high. (I was) not allowed 

(we) were not the haves, sir. My dad 

was a farmer, divorced again.

I was never taken care of last time.

43. That’s why, it is an experience. Do not 

ever divorce. It’s a pity for the kids. 

Well, if we make a little mistake or 

lack there of we have to give and take.

44. Then in the office, what section are 

you put (work)?

45. General section.

46. The same as Sb ( another employee)

47. Yes.

48. But a different job?

49. Yes. I am a typist.

50. Do you still playing volley (ball)?

51. Still (Yes, I still play).

52. If Unram (Univ. of Mataram team) is 

playing. You are chosen (as a member) 

aren’t you?

53. Now...now (the team) will play this 

afternoon.

54. If you speak to the Dean, Vice deans 

what language do you use?

55. ’ Sasak alus (refined).

56. Don’t you use Indonesian?

57. Sometimes (they) speak in Sasak (to

base Sasak. Tiang lawan base Sasak. me). I speak in Sasak. If (they) speak
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Mum lawam base Imdomesia, tiamg 

iuga base Indonesia. Kadang 

kadang ’’piakan te kopi to”, 

’’Nggih pak”, umim tiamg.

58. S: Side dengan Sasak atau Banjar?

59. F: Sasak laguk aran kampung,

kampung Banjar.

60. S: Oh kampung Banjar. Aran doang,

ndih?

61. F: Kam sebelah Perapem mike.

Dengan Banjar mike sekedik, 

arak sekeluarge

62 S: Lamun ngurus SIM baun langan 

side. Berembe?

63. F: (laughing) nggih ban doang Pak.

64. S: SIM ke uah mati bulan April.

65. F: Uik tiamg bayahan pak G jari

SIM A. Barak tiamg urasan 

' Z pemaniangan STNK. Mangkim 

agak mahal pak.

66. S: Pire mun SIM A nani?

67. F: Sekitar keroblah.

in Indonesian, I too speak in Indonesian 

Sometimes (the dean said): ’’make 

(me) some coffee”, and I said ”Yes,sir”

58. Ar you a Sasak or Banjar?

59. Sasak but the name of the kampong, 

kampong Banjar.

60. Oh kampong Banjar, it’s only the name, 

isn’t it?

61. Next to Perapen (the name of a 

village). Only a few Banjar people, 

one family.

62. If we need a driver licence, we can do it 

through you. How?

63. Yes. (you) can, sir.

64. My driver licence had expired in 

April.

65. Yesterday I paid for Mr G’s general 

driver licence and just now I extend

ed Mr Z’s licence.

Now, (the cost) is rather expensive, sir.

66. How much is it for driver licence A 

now?

67. About 150 (thousand rupiah).

Interview Three.

This interview took place in a meeting room, FKIP, the University of Mataram. 

The interviewee was the interviewer’s student when the interviewee was still a student at
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the Faculty of Arts and Languages, Institute of Teacher Training and Education ( FPBS- 

IKJP) Mataram. He took classes in the evening at FPBS where the interviewer was a 

lecturer and in the morning he worked at FKIP where the interviewee was under his 

direct supervision there.

1 . S: Tahun berapa selesai di HOP? 1 . What year did you graduate from IK1P?

2. H: Tahun sembilan lima kemarin. 2. (year) nine five (1995) ,April.

April.

3. S: Jadi berapa tahun? 3. So how many years?

4. H: Belum satu tahun. 4. Not yet one year.

5. S: Ndak maksud sava berapa lama 5. No. I mean how long you studied.

kuliah.

6. G:Empat setengah. 6. Four half (four and a half years).

7. S: Empat setengah sambil keria, hebat. 7. Four and a half (years) while you are

also working. Extraordinary.

8. G: Banting tulang. 8. (working) extremely hard.

9. S: Lama lama kuliah biava tambah 9. The longer you go to school, the more

banvak. you spend your money.

10. G: Itu prinsip tiang. Jangan sampai 10. That is my principle. Not to take veiy

terlalu lama, untuk mengirit biava. long time in order to save.

11. S: Sudahkawin? 11. Are you married?

12. G:Sudah. 12. Yes.

13. S: Berapa puteranva? 13. How many children (do you have)?

14. G:Dua. 14. Two.

15. S: Umur pire? 15. How old (are they)?

16. G: Yang lebih besar lima tahun 16. The older (is) five years, the second

nomor dua tiga setengah. three and a half ( three and a half years).

17. S: Kawin dengan orang mana? 17. Married with which person (Who are

you married with)?
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18. G: Orang sini.

19. S: Keria dimatia?

20. G:Ndakkerja.

21. S: Ndak keria. Tamatan mana?

22. G: Alivah.

23. S: Dirumah pakai bahasa apa dengan

anak anak.

24. G: Bahasa Indonesia dan Sasak.

25. S: Lebih serine pakai mana?

26. G: Tiang, begini modelnva Pak.

Karena tiang pindah pindah 

ramah. Begini iadinva pak. Bila 

hari di Karans Barn, tiang pakai 

Indonesia sak lek luah nike..... 

kadn base Sasak komunikasi 

dengan anggota masvarakat lain.

27. S: Sasak?

28. G: Nggifa, demikian pula di Kekalik

Tiang pakai bahasa Indonesia 

; dirumah tapi komunikasi diluar 

pakai bahasa Sasak. Sekarang ini 

di Perumnas, diluar rumah anak 

anak pakai bahasa Indonesia dan 

Sasak. campuran.

29. S: Kalau sama isteri. pakai bahasa

aga?

18. Person (from) here (Sasak woman).

19. Where (did she) work?

20. (she) doesn’t work.

21. (she) doesn’t work. Where (did she) 

graduate?

22. Aliyah ( similar to Senior high but 

focusing more on Islamic education).

23. What language do you use at home with 

your children.

24. Indonesian and Sasak.

25. Which one do you use more?

26. I, the model is like this, sir?

Because I move out of the house so ... 

The other day, at Karang Bam (the 

name of a kampong). I (with children) 

used Indonesian. Out side, (we) used 

Sasak to communicate with other 

members of the society.

27. Sasak?

28. Yes, the same is true in Kekalik (the 

name of his new kampong residence). I 

used Indonesian at home but outside 

we used Sasak to communicate with 

people outside. Now at Perumnas (his 

new complex), outside the house 

children use Indonesian and Sasak, 

mixed.

29. With your wife, what language do you

use?
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30. G: Bahasa Sasak. Hampir setiap waktu. 30. Sasak. Nearly all the time.

31. S: Sasak alus atau iamak?

32. G: Jamak.

33. S: Nie endek betiang nggih lek side?

34. G:Ndak.

35. S: Ndek? Mbe taum Mur?

36. G: Lombok Timur.

37. S: Lek Mbe?

38. G: Sakra.

39. S: Lek Sakra ada perwangsanva?

40. G: Nggih ada. Tapi tiang di dusun

Tiaras begitu umur sekitar. 

empat tahun dibawa ke Selous 

dan sekolah. Kira kira dua tahun 

disana pindah Iasi ke Sakra.

Lima tahun disana pindah Iasi ke 

Kutaraia.

41. S: Kutaraia Lombok Timur?

42. G: Nggih.

43. S: Disana ada perwangsa dan

nonperwangsa. kan?

44. G: Nggih, karena ibu dari sana

begitu tiang.

45. S: Ibu, bangsawan?

46. G:Ndak. Bapak perwangsa, tiang.

47. S: Mmh.

48. G: Tapi kita komunikasinya pakai

Sasak iamak saja.

49. S: Oh va...?

31. Sasak alus or jamak?

32. Jamak.

33. (is) she using tiang nggih to you?

34. No.

35. No? Where (were you) bom?

36. East Lombok.

37. Where?

38. Sakra.

39. Are there perwangsa at Sakra?

40. Yes. But I (live) in a hamlet. But at 

about the age of four, (I was) brought 

to Belong by my parents and (went) to 

school. About two years there, I moved 

again to Sakra. I (spent) five years at 

Belong we moved again to Kutaraja.

41. Kutaraj a East Lombok?

42. Yes.

43. There are perwangsa and non

perwangsa there, aren’t there?

44. Yes, because (my) mother is from there 

so..

45. (your) mother, noble?

46. No. (my) father is perwangsa.

47. Mm.

48. But we communicate using Sasak 

jamak only.

49. Oh yes...?
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50. G: Nggih. 50.

51. S: Tapi kalau ibu bicara dengan 51.

bapak?

52. G: Pakai bahasa Sasak biasa. 52.

53. S: Betul? Aneh itu. 53.

54. G: Disana kan kalau ningrat ada 54.

golongan bangsawan atas dan 

perwangsa. Perwangsa di Sakra 

dianggap orang biasa.

55. S: Fade marakbapa.' 55.

56. G: Laguk basen, base base jamak. 56.

base jamak. Cuma orang yang 

bicara sama dia pakai bahasa alus. 

Kalau diantara kita, pakai bahasa 

Sasak jamak.

57. S: Kalau di keluarga bapa apakah 57.

ada polanya, misalnya memakai 

bahasa iamak dengan anggota 

keluarga?

58. G: Umunutiva memakai bahasa iamak 58.

tapi iamak alus. Lamun ”aku” 

anggepan ite no kasar. Mun ”ite” ye 

sedeng. Laguk ndekte kene ’’tiang”.

59. S: Ndek tengak aran no. Tetep base 59.

Sasak jamak laguk menghaluskan. 

Ndekn marak Sasak tengak atau 

utama no, seperti tiang pelinggih.

Itu Sasak tengak.

Yes.

But if (your) mother speaks to (your) 

father?

(they) use Sasak jamak.

Sure? That’s strange.

There..if nobles, there are high menak 

and perwangsa.Perwangsa are consider

ed commoners at Sakra.

The same as bapa.

But the language (they use) is 

Sasak jamak. But people who speak to 

him use Sasak alus. If the interaction is 

among us (family members), (we) use 

Sasak jamak.

If in bape family, is there any pattern, 

for example, do they use Sasak jamak 

with family members?

Generally, (they) use Sasak jamak but 

Sasak jamak which is more polite,like 

that. If (it is) ”aku”, we consider it is 

crudeJf (it is) ’’ite’’, well intermediate. 

But we do not say ’’tiang”.

(it is) not intermediate. It is considered 

Sasak jamak but more polite. It is not 

like Sasak tengak or utama, like tiang, 

pelinggih. These are Sasak tengak.
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60. G: Ya untuk menghaluskan. Apa 60.

istilahnva. Lamun tiang dengan 

bangsawan disana, tiang pakai 

Sasak alus.

61. S: Mereka ke pak G.. bagaimana? 61.

62. G: Lamun pade umur jak pade saling 62.

tiangan.Sak lek Snkaraja niki.

Mun sak tuakan jak sin kamuan te.

63. S: Ndek sengakn pak G. pegawe? 63.

64. G: Sak mangkin niki iarang tiang 64.

betengak.Bemen tiang jari pegawai 

niki jarang tiang betengak. Lamun 

tenak tengeraos engkahn kamu 

kaihan jak laguk jarang tiang 

komunikasi.

65. S: Bagaimana. kenapa kok bahasa 65.

Sasak alusnva bagus? Bagaimana 

cara memperolehnva?

66. G: Tiang kan tinggal di lingkungan. 66.

anuk nike di Kutaraia nike

67. S: Bangsawan? 67.

68. GrNggihu kemudian tiang SMA 68.

napi aran di SMA Masbagik.

Tiang tinggal di di pedalaman di 

Masbagik. Karena keluarga ibu dari 

sana. Tiang pakai bahasa halus 

disana.

Yes for politeness. What is the term,

If I (speak) with noble people 

I use Sasak alus.

How do they (speak) to Mr G?

If (our) is the same, we use tiang at 

Kutaraja. But if (they are) older, (they) 

use kamu.

Isn’t it because pak G is a govemment- 

tal employee?

Recently, I rarely go home. When I 

work as employee I seldom go home.

If they communicate (with me), they do 

not use kamu anymore but (I) rarely 

communicate (with them).

How, why (your) Sasak alus is very 

good? How did you acquire it?

I lived in a noble environment, at 

Kutaraja.

Bangsawan (nobles)?

Yes. Then I (went) to Senior high at... 

what it is called SMA Masbagik. I 

lived in Pedalaman (a complex for the 

bangsawan houses) at Masbagik. 

Because my mothers’s family was 

there, and I used Sasak alus there.
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Interview Four.

This interview took place at one of the rooms at the Center for Languages and 

Cultural Studies, the University of Mataram. The interviewee is C, a former student of the 

interviewer at FKIP. He finished his graduate studies in Australia in 1994, and worked as 

a lecturer at FKIP. He is married with one child.

1. S: Ini follow up. 1. This is a follow up.

2. C: Follow up mapi? Dari kuesioner 2.. What follow up? From the

nike? those questionnaires?

3. S: Dimana lahir? 3. Where were you bom?

4. C: Napi desen? Ganti. 4. What, the village? Ganti.

5. S: Ada kelompok bangsawan disana? 5. Is there bansawan group there?

6. C: Ada. 6. Yes.

7. S: Pak C dari kelompok mana? 7. Mr C from which group?

8. C: Dari Jaiarkarane. 8. From Jajarkarang.

9. S: Kawin denean orane Sasak? 9. Married with Sasak woman?

10.C: Sasak. 10. Sasak.

ITS: Berapa umur puteranva? 11. How old is your son?

12.C: Empattahun. 12. Four years.

13.S: Bahasa apa vane dipakai 

deneannva?

13. What language do you use with him?

14. C: Bahasa Melavu .(laughing). 14. Malay ( meaning Indonesian).

15. S: Kenaoa? 15. Why?

16. C: Lingkungan. Kalau denean kita 16. Environment.If he speak with us, (he)

pakai bahasa Sasak. uses Sasak.

17. S: Isteri keria? 17. (your wife) works?

18. C: Ndak. Dia iuga dibesarkan di 18. No. She also (was) raised in the

lingkungan yang berbahasa environment that speaks Indonesian.
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Indonesia.

19 .S:Jadi berbahasa Indonesia dengannva.19. 

20. C: Hampir sembilan puluh persen. 20.

Jarang sekali berbahasa Sasak 

21 .S:Kalau pakai bahasa Sasak. apakah 21. 

bahasa Sasak alus atau iamak?

22. C: Jamak. Anak tiang hampir tidak 22.

bisa bahasa Sasak. Salah. 

sebenamva kalau kita lihat dari segi 

pelestarian bahasa.

23. S: Kenapa salah?

24. C: Kalau man melestarikan suatu

bahasa sebenamva hams didukung 

oleh pemakainya. Kita ini sebagai 

pemakai seharusnya bertanggung 

iawab moral.

25. S: Ada iuga orang mengambil pilihan 25.

itu dengan alasan bahwa Sasak itu 

digunakan dimana mana sehingga 

anak anak mendapatkannva diluar.

26. C: Itu yang sulit. kemungkinan begitu 26.

yang susah. Mun bahasa Indonesia 

sebenamva ndekn perlu tajah. Dia 

akan pasti bisa. begitu masuk seko 

lah waiib belaiar bahasa Indonesia. 

Bahasa Sasak ini, untuk bisa berba 

hasa Sasak. orang tua hams meng 

kondisikan berbahasa Sasak.Kedua. 

lingkungan pergaulan, sekitamva

So you speak Indonesian with her. 

Nearly ninety percent, (we) rarely 

use Sasak.

If you use Sasak, do you use Sasak 

alus or jamak?

Jamak. My son almost cannot speak 

Sasak. It is wrong actually if we view 

from language maintenance point of 

view.

23. Why (is it) wrong?

24. If we want to maintain a language, 

it must be supported by the speakers. 

We, the users (speakers) should be 

responsibe morally.

There are some people who choose 

Sasak is spoken everywhere so child 

ren pick it up outside.

That is difficult. We do not need to 

teach the kids Indonesian at home 

because they will have to learn it 

when they start school, and they 

will be able to speak it. In case of 

Sasak, for the children to be able to 

speak it, parents must provide con

ditions in order that the children use 

it Secondly, the environment is
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dengan Jawa. Berembe entan?

27.S: Memang itu yang saya lihat. Orang 27. 

tua tidak mau anaknva mendapat 

masalah bahasa waktu masuk sekolah.

28. C: Betul.... betul. Dan rupanya tidak 28.

hanva orang Sasak sebenamva yang 

begitu. Orang lain iuga sepertinya

29. S: Didalam keluarganva? 29.

30. C: Nggifa. Dirumahnva misalnva, 30.

marak batur Jawa, mereka 

berbahasa Indonesia dengan 

anaknva. Ndekn uah base Jawa.

Telang base Jawan. Ndekn ngerti.

31. S: Tapi teman teman Bali agak lain. 31.

Di rumah mereka bahasa Bali.

32. C: Mungkin itu kasus, pak. 32.

Tetanggen tiang dengan Bali, 

base Melayu.

33. S: Begitu? Memang sava lihat 33.

lingkungan besar pengaruhnva.

34. C: Kalau dikompleks itu susah. 34.

Kecendrungannya orang Sasak 

nike nggih, kalau kita pulang 

kampung, mun uah arak pendidikan 

sekedik doang, engkahn mele base 

Sasak. Jadi kebanggdan ber bahasa 

Sasak itu tidak kita miliki seperti 

orang lain.

Javanese. What to do?

Well I feel that parents do not want 

their children to get language prob

lems when they enter schools. 

Right....right. And it seems not only 

Sasak people actually do this. Others 

(non-Sasak) may also loose their mo

ther tongues.

In their family?

Yes. In their homes, for example, like 

Javanese friends, they speak in Indo

nesian with their children, (they) 

never use Javanese, (they) lost their 

Javanese. They don’t understand it. 

But our Balinese friends are different. 

They speak Balinese at home.

It maybe a case, sir. My neighbors, 

Balinese, use Malay (Indonesian).

Really? Actually, I see that environ

ment has many influences.

It (living) is hard in a complex. The 

tendency for these Sasak people is 

that if we go to kampong (villages), 

if they have a little education, they do 

not want to speak in Sasak. Thus, 

we do not have the pride in speaking 

Sasak as other language speakers do.
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35. S: Mengapa begitu? Apa ndak

dibilang sombong oleh orang 

kampung?

36. C: Hanva prestise saia. Ndak dibilang 36.

sombong. Apalagi mm dedare, ada 

dedare sudah tamat SD. m m  tepidang 

inikn kadu base Indonesia iskn ngeraos. 

Ndekn kadu base Sasak.

37. S: Oh begitu? 37.

38. C: Nggih. Niki kasus tempat tiang. 38.

tiang lihat mereka bangga dengan 

bahasa Indonesia. Satu hal lagi. 

amdem arak acare begawe atau . 

napi nike, anden menyilak mangkira 

pakai surat bahasa Indonesia. Lain 

dengan Bima, khotbahn kadu base 

Bima. Kita selalu pakai bahasa bahasa 

Indonesia sekalipm iemaahnva hanva 

orang Sasak.

Why is that? Will it not be consider

ed arrogant by villagers?

It’s only a prestige, (they) will not be 

Let alone if the yomg girls. There is 

a young girl who just finished Jmior 

high if visited by a yomg boy, she 

may speak in Indonesian not Sasak. 

Like that?

This is the case in my place (village)

I see that they are proud of using 

Indonesian. One more thing, if there 

is a party (in the village)...what is it. 

an invitation letter now is written in 

This is different from Bimanese their 

Friday prayers are Bimanese. we always 

use Indonesian although the audience, 

Friday prayers participants are Sasak 

only.

Interview Five.

This interview took place at the meeting room of the FKIP, the University of Mataram. 

The Interviewee was an employee who was not able to speak Sasak alus fluently. He 

resided in a semi-urban village.

1. S: Belekan sik ngeraos adek

te dengahn.

2. M:Nggih.

3. S: Embe taukm lahir?

1. Speak louder so we can hear it.

2. Yes.

3. Where were you bom?
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4. M: Sesela. 4.

5. S: Nvonva dengan embe? 5.

6. M:Sesela. 6.

7. S: Eire beduem anak? 7.

8. M:Telu pak. 8.

9. S: Telu. Eire umum? 9.

10. M:Baluk olas. Lamun sak pertame 10.

baluk olas. Sak kedue umur..

11. S: Baluk olas? 11.

12. M:Nggili. Uah SMA kelas due. 12.

13. S: Terns ape kadum base lek bale? 13.

14. M:Biase. Base biase doang. Sasak. 14.

15. S: Sasak atau Indonesia? 15.

16. M:Base Sasak jamak.. 16.

17. S: Taum base Sasak alus? 17.

18. M:Ndek te tau base Sasak alus. 18.

19. S: Mun side ngeraos alus, berembe? 19.

20. MzTaunte sekedik sekedik. 20.

21. S: Sekedik sekedik? Berembe kenem? 21.

22. MiLamun telawan base alus engkah.. 22.

embe sak dait te doang.

23. S: Embe sak daitm. Hanva tiang nggih 23.

24. M:Nggih. Tiang, nggih, napi. 24.

sampun saia.

25. S: Mun sak tinggi tinggi taum? 25.

26. M:Ndek tiang tau pak. Aran base 26.

sak mauk te lek pergaulan doang.

Sesela.

(Where is your) wife from?

Sesela.

How many children do you have?

Three sir.

Three. How old (are they)? 

Eighteen.The first one is eighteen.

The second.... .

Eihteen?

Yes. Grade two Senior High.

Then what languages do you use 

at home?

Ordinary. Only ordinary language. 

Sasak.

Sasak or Indonesian?

Sasak jamak language.

Can you speak Sasak alus?

I cannot speak Sasak alus.

If you ahave to speak alus, how?

I know just a little.

A little.What do you mean?

If someone uses Sasak alus only...

I use whatever I know.

Whatever you know. Only tiang nggih. 

Yes. Tiang inggih, napi sampun only.

About the higher forms, can you?

I cannot sir. I picked them up from 

interaction only.
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27. S: Maukm lek pergaulan? 27.

28. M: Nggih. 28.

29. S: Lek Sesela arak dengan 29.

bangsawan?

30. M:Ndek arak pak. 30.

31. S: Mum ngeraos dait pak W., T ., D., 31.

base ape kadum?

32. M:Kadang kadang base Indonesia 32.

kadang kadang base Sasak. Sasak 

yang agak halus sedikit .Maklumlah 

endek te man tan base alus.

33. S: Campur. iadinya. 33.

34. M:Ngsih, campuran. 34.

35. S:(to another person). Sava tunggu. 35.

Sebentar va habis ini kita ngomong 

ngomong. Paling lama setengah jam. 

Anaknya diaiar bahasa ana? Base 

alus ataujamak?

36. M:Sasak biasa saia pak. Base Sasak 36.

jamak.

37. S: Kembekm endek ajahn base alus? 37.

38. M:Soalnya ndek te tau. Ite doang 38.

masih maukte lek pergaulan.

39. S: Tamatan mana sih side? 39.

40. M:Tamatan KPAA. 40.

41. S: KPAA. Sekarang sudah golongan 41.

berapa?

You got them from interacting with 

others?

Yes.

Are there nobles at Sesela?

None sir.

If you speak to Mr W.T.D what 

language do you use?

Sometimes Indonesian, sometimes 

Sasak. A little bit Sasak alus. Well I 

cannot yet speak Sasak alus.

So it is mixed?

Yes, mixture.

I T1 wait. Just a moment, after 

this we will talk, ok? At most, half 

an hour. What language do you teach 

your children? Alus or jamak?

Ordinary Sasak only.Jamak.

Why don’t you teach them Sasak alus. 

The problem is that I cannot (speak 

alus). I myself picked some from 

interacting with others 

Where did you graduate?

A KPAA graduate.

Now what rank are you?
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42. M:Dua b.

43. S: Seiaiar dengan B.A., kan?

44. M:Nggih.

"45. S: Dibidang apa kerianva?

46. M:Sak mangkin bidang protokol,

sak laik bidang kepegawaian..

47. S: Ape kenem protokoi no?

48. M:Nike sama dengan R.

49. S: Sai atasan langsungnva?

50. M:Pak S...

51. S: Bagian perlengkapan?

52. MrNgggh. bagian perlengkapan.

53. S: Kalau misalnva oak W., T.. D.

mengaiak bicara melulu dalam 

bahasa Indonesian. Kira kira bagai 

perasaannva?

54. MrLamun sak berembe? Bahasa

Indonesia melulu? Ya perasaan 

biasa biasa saia.

55. S: Kalau diaiak bahasa halus oleh

mereka bagaimana?

56. M:Ya dilawan seadaava saia. Embe

sak pendait doang sik te lawan.

57. S: Menurut pak, bahasa halus itu

perlundak?

58. MiMemang perlu pak. Untuk per-

gaulan bareng batur bangsawan. 

Timakn ndek bangsawan sak 

lengan he no.

42. Two b.

43. The same as B.A then.

44. Yes.

45. What section do you work?

46. Now in the protocol section, in 

the past in personnel section.

47. What do you mean by ‘protokoi’?

48. That one, the same as R’s.

49. Who is yow direct superior?

50. Mr. S...

51. Supplies section?

52. Yes, supplies section.

53. If for example Mr. W., T, D speak pak M 

to you merely in Indonesian. How

do you feel?

54. How. Merely in Indonesian?

Well just the same (no problem).

55. If they speak to you in Sasak alus,

how?. -

56. I will speak as it is: Whatever I know.

57. According to you is Sasak alus 

important?

58. Important sir for interacting with 

bangsawan friends. Although they 

are not bangsawan l ut higher position 

people.
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59. S: Kalau beeitu kenapa tidak diaiar 59. The why don’t we teach the

kan ke anak ? children?

60. M:Soaln endekte tau (laughing) 60. The problem is we cannot (speak it).

Munte tau iak mungkin kita aiar. If we can we will teach (them).

Interview 6.

This interview took place at the Guidance and Counseling Office, FKIP, the 

University of Mataram where the interviewee works. The interviewee is a lecturer who is 

a menak whose age is two years older than the interviwer. His administrative ranks one 

rank below the interviewer although he started working a year earlier.

1. S: Pak V dilahirkan di Kopang kan?

2. V:Sggnh.

3. S: Terus dibesarkan di Kopang

sampai umur berana?

4. V: Sampai SMP.

Q5._ S: SMP. Pindah kemana?

V: Mataram.

7. S: Di Mataram tinggal bersama

keluarga.
; " ' '

8. V: Nggih sama_orang_tua

9. S: Waktu kecik di keluarga bahasa

digunakan?

' 10. V:Sasak. »

11. S: Sasak alus atau iamak?

12. ViSasak alus dengan orang tua.

13. S: Kalau pak V bicara dengan orang

1. Mr. V was boem at Kopang, right?

2. Yes.

3. Until what age were you raised at 

Kopang?

4. Until Junior High.

5. Junior High. Where did you move?

6. MiVaram.

7. In Mataram, did you live with your 

family?.

.8. Yes, (with) my parents.

9. When you were young, what language 

did you use in your family?

10. Sasak.

11. Sasak alus or jamak?

12. Sasak aliis to (my) parents.

13. If Mr. V speaks to your parents
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tua pakai bahasa alus, kalau orang 

tuajce situ?

14. V:Sasak iamak.

15. S: Kalau pak V bicara dengan adik?

16. VrSasak iamak.

17. S: Sasak iamak. tapi kalau adik ke

pak V.?

18. V: Sasak halus.

19. S: Itu waktu kecil. Macngkiini setelah

besar bagaimana polanva?

20. V:Dari adik ke sava bahasa alus.

Tnmg jok mere^ jak janiak.

21. S : Jamak? Bukan halus kalau mereka

sudah bekeria? Misalnva peliEggih 

punva adik iadi bos di kantor 

propinsi dan sudah bekeluarga. 

Bagaimana itu?

22. V: Kalau memakai bahasa Sasak.

bahasa biasa saia sava ke dia 

walaupun dia iadi apa saia

23. S: Kalau itu misan ?.

( .’14. V: Kalau dia lebih muda dari dang.
V-

mesti iamak. Itu vang teriadi.

25. S: Sekalipiin dia Bupati?

26. V'Nggib.

27. S:Jadi umur besar perannva?

you use Sasak alus, if your parents 

speak to you?

14. Sasak jamak.

15. If Mr. V speaks to you younger 

brothers or sisters?

16. Sasak jamak.

17. Sasak jamak but how about them?

18. Sasak alus.

19. That when you were young. Now 

after you were mature?

20. They use Sasak alus. I speak to them in 

Sasak jamak.

21. Jamak? It is not Sasak alus when, for 

example, you have a younger brother 

who is a boss in a provincial office and 

has a family. How is that?

22. If we use Sasak, I use Sasak jamak to 

him although he is a boss.

23. If he or she is your cousin?

24. If he or she is younger, I must use 

Jamak. That will happen.

25. Although he or she is the head of the 

Regent?

26. Yes.

27. So the age plays a important role.

270
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28. V:Berperan. Misalnva tiang dengan 28. (It) plays an important role. Fc
. r  ■ ■ ^ ' ' '

sekwilda Lombok Tengah. Anaknya example* I speak with the secrevry 

. lebih muda dari tiang. Dia paman of the regent in Central Lombok. His

sava . Sava hams membahasakan dia son is much younger than me but ne is

karena dia paman sava.walaupun 

usianva lebih muda.

29. S: Oh va.Tapi dia tetap pakai bahasa

halus ke oak V?

30. V: Halus. Naken dia bilang.

31. S: Bagaimana bahasanva antar

keluarga. Paman misalnva sama 

umumva. Waktu kecil sampai tua 

ada ndak perubahan bahasa yang

my uncle. I have to use Sasak alus 

him.

29. Oh ya. But he still uses a refined lan

guage to Mr. V?

30. Refined. Naken (nephew), he said

31. What about the languages within 

family? An uncle who has the same 

age with the speaker. Is there any 

difference in language use?

digunakan?

32. V: Ada pak. Kalau dia sudah.mau

lulus SMP kelihatannva teriadi 

proses perubahan bahasa itu.. 

Betiang berenggih:

33. S: Ya itu menarik memang.

34. V:Di Kopang, betiang berenggih.

Nah mun te.. pemah teriadi ..ne 

misalnva karena pengaruh 

lingkungan. Buktin mereka anak 

anak yang sekolah. sama sava 

sungkan.

35. S: Sekarang putera puterinva pakai

bahasa apa?

36. V:Ini... ini memang kewalahan sava.

Teriadi semacam globalisasi.karena

32. There is sir. When they finished

. Junior High, there seems to be process 

of language changes. (They) use tiang 

nggih.

33. It is actually interesting.

34. (they) use tiang nggih at Kopang.

But here... it happened, for example 

because of the influence of environ

ment.The proofis the kids who go to 

schools, they are shy to me.

35. Now what languages do your 

children use?

36. Well, this one makes me tired.

It’s a kind of a globalization, because
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isteri sava orang Jawa kan.

37. S: Bisa bahasa Sasak ndak nvonva? 37.

38. V:Bisa. 38.

39. S: Sasak alus atau jamak? 39.

40. V: Jamak. Karena perkawinan ‘ 40.

den gam sava dia mulai bahasa halus.

41. S: Mengapa? 41.

42. V: Karena iadi bahan olokan di 42.

Kopang. Diolok pak. Jadi hams 

belaiar bahasa Sasak halus sekali 

pun tidak sehalus vang diinginkan.

Mun endek meno jari kelelekan pak 

sokn sak olek.

43. S: Kalau di rumah tangga pak V. 43.

bahasa aoa vang dipakaii?

44. V: Dua. Bahasa Sasak dan Indonesia. 44.

45. S: Sasak vang mana? 45.

46. V; Halus. Sekitar side.tiang. 46.

47. S: Lalu pak V ke nvonva. 47.

48. V: Sasak dan Indonesia. 48.

49. S: Kalau pak V ke nvonva. dan 49.

nvonva ke pak V?

50. V: Dia pakai Sasak alus dan sava. 50.

jamak.

51. S: Terus putera puterinva? 51.

52. V: Anak anak sava niki campur aduk. 52. 

bahasa Indonesia dan Sasak. Justru 

kalau diprosentasekan, lebih banvak 

Indonesianya.

my wife is Javanese.

Can your wife speak Sasak?

(yes, she) can.

Sasak alus or jamak?

Jamak. Because of she married me, she 

started speaking Sasak alus.

Why?

(if not) she becomes the object o f jokes 

She is being mocked, so she learned to 

speak Sasak alus.If not, she will be the 

object every time she comes home to 

Kopang.

In your own family, what (language) do 

use?

Two. Sasak and Indonesian.

Which Sasak?

Refined, side, tiang.

Then Mr V to (your) wife?

Sasak and Indonesian.

If pak V (speak) to (your) wife, your 

wife to Mr. V?

She uses Sasak alus, and I use Sasak 

jamak.

Then your children?

My children (speak) mixed, Indonesian 

Indonesian and Sasak. Moreover, they 

speak more Indonesian than Sasak.
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53. S: Jam dua belas tiamg jak bedait 53.

lek kak tuan...kepala dinas 

Pdan K. Kemarin tiamg kesana 

sava minta dipertemukan dengan 

pak X. Mangkin jam dua belas.

....... unclear voice....... .....................

54. S: Kemarin tiamg sudah lihat 54.

materinya dan menemukan ada 

beberapa kesalahan materi. Misal 

nva materinya berbunvi: ’’Nani side 

jak tulis huruf niki”. Seharusnya:

’’Nani side jak tulis huruf ne” atau 

’’Mangkin pelinggihde j ak tulis 

huruf niki”. Ini tidak paralel. tidak 

menggunakan bahasa yang benar.

Sava tuniukkan hasil tes yang salah 

yang bilang gedeng tiang bukan 

balen tiang.

55. V:Laughing............. .........

56. S: Makanya mangkin tiamg jak 56.

bedait lek pak...Dia bilang kalau

berkuniung ke kantor...... atau....

kita hams begin! begitu. Katanva 

ini pengaruh pengaiaran bahasa 

alus di sekolah. Bahasa halus itu 

tidak digunakan hanya ke bangsa- 

wan saia tetapi ke orang yang kita 

hormati terleoas apakah dia orang 

bangsawan atau tidak. Dulu, memang

At twelve oclock I will meet with ... 

at my older brother’s office, a head of 

Education and Culture office. Yesterday 

I went there and asked to meet with Mr. 

X. Today at twelve oclock.

Yesterday I read the materials. And I 

found some problems with them. For 

example the material says: ’’Nani side 

jak tulis huruf niki”.This should be: 

’’Nani side j ak tulis huruf ne” or 

’’Mangkin pelinggihde jak tulis huruf 

niki”. This is not parallel, and is not 

correct. I showed them the results of the 

tests who said gedeng tiang instead of 

balen tiang.

Therefore now I am going to meet them 

at Mr. .He said if we visit the Regional 

Office., o r ... we have to behave in a 

certain way. He said this is the result of 

having taught Sasak alus at school. The 

alus llanguage is not used to address the 

nobles only but also to the ones we 

respect regardless of whether s/he is 

from nobles or not. In the past, it was 

used by nonnobles to speak to nobles.
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digunakan oleh nonbangsawan ke 

bangsawan.

57. V: Nggih. Benar sudah mike pak.

58. S: Tapi bagaimana pendapat pak V?

59. V: Itu hanya melihat martabat saj a.

Ini tiamg tidak sepakat.

57. Yes that is true, sir.

58. But, what is your opinion Mr. V? 

58. That views are based on the status

only. I do not agree with it.

)
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